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53D CoNGREss,}

ROUSE OF REP HESENTATIVES.

1st Session.

Ex. Doc.
{ No. 27.

OPENING OF THE CHEROKEE STRIP.

LETTER
FROM

THE SECRETARY OF WAR,
TR.ANSM:ITTING,

Pursuant to House resol1ition dated September 28, 1893, information relative to the opening of the Cherokee Strip.

NOVEMBER

2, 1893.-Referred to the Committee on Military Affairs and ordered
to be printed.

WAR DEPARTMENT,

Washington, D. O., November 1, 1893.
Sm: I.have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of the resolution
of the House of Representatives, dated September 28, 1893, requesting
the Secretary of War" to report to the House what part the .Army of
the United States had in the opening of the Cherokee Strip on September 16, 1893, and under what orders it acted, and whether said
orders were violated, and whether any outrages were committed by the
troops upon any civilians entering said Strip."
In response to the above resolution there are transmitted herewith
copies of the reports of Col. E. M. Heyl, inspector-general, Department of the Missouri, and Capt. Jesse M. Lee, Ninth Infantry, assistant, and accompanying paper8, which appear to contain all the information called for by the resolution.
Very respectfully,
DANIEL S. LAMONT,
Secretary of War.
The SPEAKER OF THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES.

(Fifty-third Congress, First session.]
CONGRESS OF TIIE UNITED ST.A.TES,

In the House of .Representatives, September 27, 1899.
Resolved, That the Secretary of War be recp10sted to report to the House what
part the Army of the United States had in the opening of the Cheroke Strip on
September 16 1893, and uJl(ler what orders it Acted, and •:;h tl.ier said orders wore
violated, and 'whether any outrage1::1 were committed by the ti-oops upon any civilians entering said Strip.
Attest:
J.AMES KERR..z

vZerk-.
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[Ffrst indorsement.J
HEADQUARTERS OF THE ARMY,

Washington, Septeniber 29, 1893.
Respectfully retnrne<l to the Secretary of War with the recommendation that the
Adjutant-General be instrnctec1 to call upon the department commander for any
information, as within in<licated, uot heretofore calbd for, with reference to previous papers submitted to the Secretary of War on the 25th instant.
J.M. SCHOFIELD,

Major-General, Cornmanding.
[Second indorsement.J
WAR DEPARTMENT, September 29, 1893.
Respectfully referred to the Adjutant-General to comply with the recommendation
of the Major-General commanding the Army.
By order of the Secretary of War:
JOHN TWt<,EDALE,

Chief Clerk.
[Third indorsement.)
ADJUTANT-GENERAL'S OFFICE,

Washington, September 29, 1893.
Respectfully referred to the comma~ding general, Department of the Missouri for
full report in connection with previous papers on the subject.
By order of the Secretary of War :
H. C. CORBIN,

Assistant Adj-utant-GeneraZ.
[Fourth indorsement.]
HEADQUARTERS DEPARTMENT OF THE MISSOURI,

Chicago, October 3, 1893.
Respectfully referred to the inspector-general of the department for foll report
in connection with previous papers on the subject referred to him on the 28th ultimo.
By command of Major-General Miles:
J.P. MARTIN,
Assistant .Adjutant-General.
[Fifth indorsement.J
HEADQUARTERS DEPARTMENT OF THE MISSOURI,
!NSPECTOR-GENF~RAL1S OFFICE,

Chicago, October 20, 1899.
Respectfully returned to the assistant adjutant-general of the department, inviting
attention to my report of investigation dated October 19, 1893.
E. M. HEYL,
Colonel, Inspector-General.
[Sixth indorsement.]
HEADQUARTERS DEPARTMENT OF THE MISSOURI,

Chicago, October 23, 1893.
Respectfully returned to the Adjutant-General of the Army.
The complete report of Col. Heyl and Capt. Lee furnfahes all the information that
can be obtained upon this snbject.
The iluty placed upon the troons of holding 100,000 people, composed of all
classes, was very important and difficult, especially when it is taken into consideration that a long line had to be guarded in order to do full ,justice to all concerned
and prevent trespassers from enteriPg the Territory before the time announced in
the President's proclamation.
Mr. Hill was undoubtedly disregarding the order of the President.
NELSON A. MILES,
Major-General, Commanding.
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HEADQUARTERS DEP .A.RTMENT OF THE MISSOURI,
INSPECTOR-GENER.A.L'S OFFICE,

Chicago, Ill., October 19, 1893.

Sm: In obedience to instructions contained in your letter dated September 21, 1893, I have the honor to submit the following report of an
investigation into the conduct of United States troops engaged in opening of the Cherokee Strip on September 16, 1893.
This investigation was initiated by a telegram from the office of the
Adjutant-Geueral of the Army, dated September 20, 1893, which directed
the commanding general, Department of the Missouri, to make or cause
to be made as soon as possible a full investigation and report of the
circumstances attending the reported killing of various homesteaders
by United States troops in the Cherokee Strip, as set forth by press
dispatches of recent dates, notably those printed in the New York
World. The dispatches mentioned state that John R. Hill, of Keansburg, N. J., and various other homesteaders were killed by soldiers;
that settlers have fallen victims to prairie fires which were started by
soldiers; that the troops were bribed by " sooners" and are guilty of
cruelty, drunkenness, etc.
On September 28 I was furnished copy of telegram from the Adjutant-General's Office, communicating House resolution of same date,
calling on the Secretary of War for report to the House as to what part
the Army of the United States had in the opening of the Cherokee
Strip on September 16, 1893, under what orders it acted, and whether
said orders were violated, and whether any outrages were committed
by the troops upon any civilians entering said Strip.
ORDERS UNDER WHICH TROOPS .ACTED.

I find that on August 7, 1893, the major-general commanding the
Army telegraphed the commanding general Department of the Missouri to have in readiness the necessary military force to promptly
remove absolutely all unauthorized persons from the Cherokee Strip,
and to keep it clear until its occupation is authorized by the President's proclamation. In accordance with these instructions a military
force was designated and held in readiness to take the .field, Lieut. Col.
D. Parker, Thirteenth Infantry, being selected to take command.
On August 26, 1893, the following telegram was received at these
headquarters:
WASHINGTON,

COMMANDING GENERAL DEPARTMENT OF THE MISSOURI,

Chicago,

D.

c.,

A.uguat £6, 1893.

nz.:

The President by proclamation of 19th instant ( copy by mail), has directed public
lands in Cherok~e Outlet opened to settlement on th~ 16th proximo. Th~ law forbids any person to enter upon or occupy any of the s::i,1d lands before th~ time fixed
in the proclamation. The Acting Secretary__of War d.i:ects that you deta1~ necessary
force from troops in your department to cooperate with agents of I1;1tenor Depart•
ment for the purpose of giving proper and complete effect to the req u1rements of the
proclamation.
By command of Major-General Schofield:

R.

WILLIAMS,

Adjutant- General.

This telegram was repeated to Col._ Parker. A copy of the proclamation was sent to him and he wa directed to consult the agents of
the Interior Department and make such di_spo~it~on of the troops under
his control and order such movements as m his Judgment may be best
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calculated to effect the end in view. He was directed to acquaint himself thoroughly with the condition of affairs, and keep himself in communication a.11d cooperation with the agents of the Interior Department
in order to enforce strictly the proclamation of .the President.
Col. Parker distributed his force. Districts • ere assigned for scouting purposes so as to cover the territory included in the strip, and commanding officers were instructed to thoroughly scout the thstricts
assigned to them, and remove promptly and absolutely all unauthorized persons from the Cherokee Strip, recognizing only the permits to
enter of Special.A.gent Womack and Inspector Swineford, of the Interior
Department.
Lieut. Col. Parker states that troop commanders were informed that
the troops are primarily collected for the purpose of preserving the
peace, to protect Government property and the mail, and guard the
people from lawlessness and disorder. They were directed to use every
effort to promote peace, execute the laws, exercise forbearance by every
proper measure before resorting to force, avoid conflict, and prevent
difficulties between settlers.
On September 16 the military force was distributed as follows:
Lieut. Col. D. Parker, Thirteenth Infantry, commanding.
First district:
East one-half, Chilloco: Troop C, Third Cavalry, Second Lieut. F. M. Caldwell;
commanding.
West one-half, Bluff Creek : Troop E, Third Cavalry, Capt. 0. Elting, commanding.
South, Wharton: Troop B, Third Cavalry, Capt. J.B .•Johnson, commanding.
Second district:
North, Pond Creek: Troop F, Third Cavalry, Capt. G• .A. Dodd, commanding.
South, Enid: Troop .A, Third Cavalry, Second Lieut. C. .A. Hedekin, commanding.
Third district:
North, .Alva: -Troop G, Third Cavalry, Capt. F. H. Hardie, commanding.
South, Wynoka: Troop K, Third Cavalry, Capt. G. K. Hunter, commanding.
]fourth district:
Clear Creek: Troop D, Third Cavalry, Second Lieut. K. Walker, commanding.
LAND OFFICES •

.Alva.-Company E, Thirteenth Infantry, First Lieut. Marion B. Saffold, Thirteenth
Infantry, commanding.
Woodward.-Company B, Thirteenth Infantry, Capt. H. G. Cavenaugh, Thirteenth
Infantry, commanding.
Enid.-Company C, rrhirteenth Infantry, Capt. W. M. Waterbury, Thirteenth
Infantry, commanding.
Pe1-ry.-Compauy G, Thirteenth Infantry, Capt. B. H. Rogers, rrhirteenth Infantry,
commanding.
Total, eight troops of cavalry, four companies of infantry .
. PART THE .ARMY HAD IN OPENING OF STRIP.

In obedience to instructions to proceed to sucli points in the Cherokee Strip, Indian and Oklahoma Territories, and Kansas, as may be
necessary to make the investigation, I left my station and arrived at
Arkansas City, Kans., September 29. I notified the two daily papers
of that place that I was there for the purpose of investigating the killing of Mr. Hill and any outrages or cruelty committed on the part of
the troops towards the homesteaders, and requested the editor8 to have
a notice in erted in their paper;:; to that effect, so that any witnesses
who wished to testify could do 80 before me. I also made it known that
I would remain several days in the city.
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A searching inquiry was made into all ~ircumstances connected with
the opening of Cherokee Strip, impartial Learing was given to all who
desired to give testimony, and evidence solicited from all classes. Nothing was left undone to secure evidence and come to a thorough understauding of affairs.
FIRST DISTRICT, EAST HALI!', CHILLOCO.

Second Lieut. Frank M. Caldwell, commanding ':I.1roop C, Third Cavalry, was encamped about 5½ miles from Arkansas City.
He had 40 men for duty; the length of line which he was required to
patrol was nearly 70 miles. He states that it was impossible to patrol
his district in a proper manner, and is convinced that there were many
"sooners" in the strip at time of openiug.
Registration commenced on September 10, and a detachment was
sent to the booth to guard Government property and preserve the peace.
The crowd was very large. The majority of the homesteaders were
orderly, but there was the usual assemblage of bad characters who
would hesitate at nothing to accomplish their end. These men could
only be restrained by force ,
On day of opening, September 16, troops were stationed along the
line, patrolling back and forth, and explaining to the people that the
signal was to be giveu by a discharge of shots along the line by the
soldiers at 12 o'clock noon, standard time.
The people who made the run were assembled along the Kansas State
line west of Ohilloco Reservation, a.long the southern line of the reservation, and along the Kansas State line east of the reservation, so
that those along the south liue of the Chilloco Reservation were 3 miles
south of those along the Kansas line.
No deputy United States marshfLls were seen along the line on day
of opening, so that in case of disturbance it was impossible to call upon
them to make arrests. (Statements 1 and 2.)
Killing of Hill.-Lieut. Caldwell's line west of Chilloco Strip made a
break and rush at about 11 :56 a. m. Somebody fired a shot, which was
the prescribed signal, and the crowd stampeded, Mr. Hill and several
other citizens starting to the front.
As soon as the line broke, Sergt. W.R. Willard and Private Claes
Hallencreutz, Troop C, Third Uavalry, galloped to the front, calling
upon Mr. Hill and others to halt. As no notice was taken of the command to halt, Sergt. Willard and Private Hallencreutz began firiug at
those in front in order to stop them. The third shot fired by Sergt.
Willard killed Mr. Hill. (Statements 4 and 7.)
The. starting of the homesteaders on south side of Cbilloco Reservation gave them an advantage of 3 miles' start over those starting from
the Kansas line. According to Rev. De Long's statement (No. 8), the
rush was made from south line of Chilloco at exactly 12 o'clock noon.
The rush from Kansas line was made at least five minutes before 12
noon, from the fact that it wa 12 :05 when Hill was shot, and that he
had then ridden 3 miles from the Kansas State line.
Evidence shows that Hill was killed at southwest corner of Chilloco
Strip, range 2 east, township 29, section 32, at 12 :05 noon, after having
made the run from Kansas line, a distance of 3 miles. (Statements 1
to 29.)
Sergt. Willard imerpreted his orders literally, and wa zealous in
the discharge of his duty. He hoped by firing a few shots to stop
II. Ex. 1-10
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the rush, but seeing it was fruitless ceased firing and let the crowd go
without any further effort on his part to stop them.
Drnnlcen11ess.-All the cases of drunkennes:;; at the booths were due
to the fact that saloons were openly run along the Ka,n~as line. Three
saloons were not over 100 yards from the booths.
No attempts were made by the civil authorities to make arrests for _
violation of the prohibition laws of the State.
Had it not been for this open violation of the law there could have
been no charges of drunkern1ess against the soldiers at this part of the
line. (Statements 30 to 44, t, and 25.)
On September 17, 1893, a horseowned by Mr. E.N. Smith, of Eldorado,
was killed by Trumpet,e r Herman Stechert, Troop C, Third Cavalry.
Testimony shows that Stechert was under the influence of liquor when
he fired the shot. (Statements 39, 40, 41, 42).
FIRST DISTRICT, WEST HALF, BLUFF CREEK.

Capt. Oscar Elting, commanding Troop E, Third Cavalry, went into
camp near Bluff Creek on September 2, and sent out scouting parties
to remove from his district all unauthorized persons and cattle.
Every effort was made to keep out intruders, but Capt. Elting can
not say positively that at time of opening his district wati absolutely
clear of" sooners." He believes that it was as clear as was possible, taking into account the extent of territory and large crowds registered.
The northern boundary of this district was about 19 miles long, and at
the two booths, at Caldwell and Hunnewell, more than 26,000 persons
were registered.
Detachments were sent to guard the booths; and on the day of opening a detachment was posted at a point where the Rock Island Railroad
enters the Territory.
On day of opening, September 16, the troop was posted along the
northern boundary of the district to hold back the crowd until 12 o'clock
noon and give the signal simultaneously along the whole line. Capt.
Elting took charge of the western portion of his district, Lieut. T. R.
Rivers, 'l'hird Cavalry, of the eastern portion.
Everything passed off in a satisfactory manner all along the line
except at Hunnewell, where Lieut. Rivers was personally. Here, at
about one minute before 12 o'clock noon, a mounted man stampeded
the crowd, and Lieut. Rivers, recognizing the utter hopelessness of
stopping the avalanche, fired the signal shot at about three-fourths of a
minute before 12, thinking it better to give all an even cha,nce.
Homesteaders were fairly well behaved. A display of the force at
Capt. Elting's command was necessary to restrain the crowd, but no
actual employment of force was made.
There was 110 conflict between soldiers and citizens, and the testimony is very complimentary to the command. (Statements 45, 46, 47.)
l!'IRST DISTRICT, SOUTH, WHARTON.

Capt. John B. Johnson, commanding Troop B, Third Cavalry, was
sent out in June with instructions to clear the strip of intruders .and
cattle, and remained on this duty until the operations in connection
with the opening of the Strip.
He states that, as far as he knows, his district was clear ot "sooners"
at time of opening.
No force was required here to hold the people back before the proper
time to start, but at about three minutes before 12 o'clock some one fired
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a shot, which was the prescribed signal for the start; the line broke
aud .Capt. Johnson, ~ee~°:g ~be impossibiUty_ of checking the people;
aud m order to make 1t fair for all, gave the s1gnal to go.
There was no conflict here, aud the immense crowd were managed
without riot or bloodshed, and order was maintained throughout.
1
r~ be conduct o~ 0orpora!s Jacob Tolin and August .A.mold, Troop B,
Thud Cavalry, 1s very highly commended. (Statements Nos. 48, 78,
79, 82, 86.)
SECOND DISTRICT, NORTH, POND CREEK.

Capt. George A. Dodd, commanding Troop F, Third Cavalry, was
encamped at Pond Creek. His district was 153 miles border and 1,624
square miles in area. In clearing the district of intruders the troop
. and detachments marched 1,626 miles from the 2d to the 16th of Sep. tember. Capt. Dodd believes that his district was practically clear of
intruders at time of opening.
On September 16 guards were placed over three railroad bridges, at
the town sites of Pond Creek and Round Pond and the booth at Cameron; scouting parties were sent along Pond Creek, Polecat Creek
and Osage Creek, and remainder of troop scattered along the line
between Caldwell and Kiowa.
The line was properly held in check until 12 o'clock noon, September
16. The start was absolutely fair; there are no complaints.
The conduct of the command was very good. The citizens are glad
to have the troops with them and petitioned the major-general commanding the department to allow them to remain here for the moral
effect. Special attention is invited to copy of resolution by citizens in
mass meeting assembled. (StatemP.uts 49, 50, 52a, 52b.)
SECOND DISTRICT, SOUTH, ENID.

Second Lieut. Charles A. Hedekin, commanding Troop A, Third
Cavalry, was stationed at Enid, his district being the southern half of
the Strip included between the Hock Island Railroad and the meridian
of Kiowa.
Patrols were sent out to remove unauthorized persons, but the district is believed to have been not clear of" sooners" at time of opening.
Quite a number of intruders were captured during the night preceding
the opening. The patrols, however, could not possibly have covered
the whole territory.
On day of opening a large crowd, probably about 15,000, had assembled
near the Rock Island Railway and about 11,000 of them ru hed into the
Strip at 11 :55 a. m. 4,000 of the homesteader stood fa t until the signal was given at 12 o'clock noon. Lieut. Hedekin tates that he could
not restrain the break.
Testimony shows that there was no brutality or roughness on the
part of the command. (Statements 53, 54.)
TillRD DISTRICT, NORTH, ALVA.

Capt. Francis H. Ilardie, commandirw Troop G, Third 0avalry,
arrived at Alva on August 31, 1 93. The troop covered a length of
line of nearly 25 miles, with Kiowa City as the central part.
Scouts were sent out and unauthorized per on , hor e , and cattle
removed. The district is aid to have been clear of intruders at time
of opening.
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On eptember 16 troopers wer po ted out in front with orders to
keep back the crowd, numbering about 5,000, until the proper time, and
promptly repeat the ignal for tarting. 'l'he I eople ·were eager and
excit cl. At about four minutes before 12 o'clock some p rson, either
ac •id ntally or on purpo 'e, di char 0 ·ed a pi tol in the crowd of horsemen
near tbe railroad bridge. rrhis "tarted the crowd, and Capt. Hardie,
eeing qui •ldy tbat it wa impo. ·sible to top the people, fired his pistol,
which wa au wered along the line promptly, and made the ·tart practically imultaueous. rrhe kiDing of three or four people would not
have topped the crowd in the mad rush.
Te timony of citizen how that the behavior of the troops has been
most excellent. (Statements 55 to 61.)
THIRD DI TRICT,

so

TH, WY TOKA.

Capt. George K. Hunter, commancling Troop K, Third Cavalry, was
in charge of thi di,•trict. His line m.t ' GO milc•s long.
The territory was coutetl, aud j ,· believed to have contained no
intmcler at time of openi11g.
There wa little demand for land here, only about 1,000 people enteriug the Strip.
Capt. Hunter gave the signal to enter by firing his pistol at 12
o'clock noon, standard time. No effort was made by the homesteaders
to tart before the signal was given.
There are no complaints against the command. (Statement 62.)
FOURTH DISTRICT, CLEAR CREEK,

Second Lieut. Kirby Walker, commanding Troop D, Third Cavalry,
wa in harge of thi district. It is said to have been clear of intruder at time of openin o·.
~
rr1J lancl being very poor and not de8irable, there were very few
people here to make the run. Only about 30 people on horses and in
wagon made the run from Higgins; about 300 were on the train.
Th opening passed off peaceably and no complaints are made. The
conduct of the command was excellent. (Statements 63 to 66a.)
ALVA LAND OFI•'lCE.

~ irst Lieut. Marion B. Saffold, commanding Company E, Thirteenth
Infantry, wa stationed here.
Guard · were detailed at the land office to preserve order and keep
th p ople in line. Everything wa peaceable and orderly.
T timony show' that tlie troops were courteous. Their conduct is
highly commended. (Statements 66b, 67, 68.)
WOODWARD LAND OFFICE.

Capt. H. G. Oavenaugh, commanding Company B, Thirteenth Iufantry w ,· tationed h r . The troop were on guard to prevent disturban a d ee that the fir t to a.rrive had first access to the office. No
for · of any kind wa · rnquired; no cruelty of any description occurred.
uiet p ac able, and ord l'ly. The best feeling prevailed.
l w r
' timony commends highly the gentlemanly, courteous conduct of
(\ pt. avenaugh and his men. ( tatements 69 to 73.)
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ENID LAND OFFICE .

Capt. W. M. Waterbury, commanding Company C, Thirteenth Infantry, was stationed here. There wa,s no force used or needed to keep
homesteaders quiet. No disturbance occurred. Complaint is made
tllat a soldier, on guard at well, was drunk. (Statements 74, 75, 76.)
PERRY LAND OFFICE.

Capt. B. H. Rogers, commanding Company G, Thirteenth Infantry,
had chargeof affairs here. Twenty-four" sooners" were arrested on the
morning of the opening. The town was opened in a very orderly manner and there was no disturbance that required the interference of the
command. No soldiers were placed outsjde of the land office to run
the line, that duty being performed by deputy United States marshals.
Testimony shows that the conduct of the command was excellent.
(Statements 77 to 86.)
.Perry townsite.-On October 6, 1893, public press dispatches stated
that Mr. W. F. Harn, of Oklahoma, charged the troops with occupying
a certain block of Perry townsite aucl excluding homeseekers from
same, saying it was a reservation, but that a few days after nearly all
of the lots in the block were held by persons belonging to a certain
coterie.
The evidence in this case shows that Capt. Rogers was visited by a
Mr. Mora, who stated that be was in the employ of the Government,
and bad been sent to Perry to survey the townsite. He showed Capt.
Rogers a map .which bad B block marked as a public reserve and which,
he stated, was in accordance with his survey.
Capt. Rogers moved bis camp on B block, and informed homeseekers
that they could not stake out lots there, as it had been reserved as a
public park.
At about a quarter of 1 o'clock, September 16, Mr. Mora was seen to
show a person where to place bis stakes on that block. Being asked
what be meant by advising people to locate on that square, Mr. Mora
gave an evasive answer, but finally showed Capt. Rogers a map which
bad the park reserve on the other end of the town. He said that the
map ],ad been in Perry "a day or so."
Capt. Rogers charges that Mr. Mora, for reasons best known to himself~ kept the map i11 his own possession until his scheme was carried
out. (Statements 87, 88.)
BRIBERY.

The result of investigation as to the charge that the troops were
bribed by'' sooners" is given separately, because of the particular efforts
made to secure evidence and the serious nature of the charge.
Great difficulty was experienced in getting at the truth in this matter, many people declining to testify under oath, probably for fear of
implicating themselves.
Testimony develops the fact that many attempts were made to bribe
not only enlisted men but officers as well. Offers were openly made
and appeared to be regarded simply as a matter of business.
Enlisted men of T1·oop O, Third Cavalry, on duty near Arkansas
City, tate under oath that bribes were offered them-the amount varying from $1 to $150. (Statements 27, 28, 89, 90, 91, 92, 93.)
Enli ted men of Troop F, Third Cavalry, stationed near Pond Creek,
state under oath that offers of mouey were freely made-the amount
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b ing from 10, for allowing· a" ooner" toe cape. to 100 and a gallon
of wlJi ky, for holdiuo- down a lot. ( tatements 94 to 100.)
Several citizen te ·ti{y that omebody told them that soldiers were
b1il> .<l, or that arrangements to that effect could have been made.
'l hpse per, on eviclent1.v believe what was told tbem, but they seem to
kn w nothing personally as to bribe taking. (Statements 8, 101, 102,
103, 104, 105.)
A citizen of Enid testi:fi.e that two soldiers on duty at the land office
offered to put him in ahead of other, for $5; a citizen of A1·kan as
City states that a soldier said he would give a party a big start for $5
apiece. (Statements 107 and 108.)
Three citizens of Enid testify that they saw soldiers receiving money
from citizens, to be put ahead of others at booth. (Statements 106,
109, 111.)
One citizen of .Arkansas City states that he got his certificate of regi tration by paying two soldiers 50 cents each, and another citizen of
the same place says he paid $1 for his certificate. Another citizen
tates tllat at Orlando he paid $2.50 for the certHicate. The first mentio•1e<l citizen is the only one who claims to have paid money directly
to soldier·, the other parties paying their money to citizens who, they
belie re, had to "whack up" with the soldiers. (Statements 112, 113,
114.)
The evidence &hows that commanding officers warned their men
aga,in t taking bribes, and directed and supervised their movements.
Moreover, it i conceded by all that the organjzation of the homesteaders for registration, etc., was perfect, the crowds being divided into
quad in charge of captains or leaders who watched all movements
very cal'efully.
Whenever complaint of bribery was made to commanding officers
immeclfate measures were ta,k en to find the guilty party. At Enid .a
citiz n complained to Lieut. Hedekin that a soldier had beaten him
out of money which was given the soldier for the purpose of :filing a
claim in advance. T-he citizen was given opportunity to identify the
oldie1·, but could not do so. (Statement 53.)
t Enid laud office Private William Horne, Company C, Thirteenth
fofautry, wa · accused of receiving a bribe. He is now in jail, but there
appear, to be doubt as to his guilt, Mr. Milner, city police of Enid,
, ta ting that" the authol'ities arrested the wrong man." (Statements
74 and 115.)
•
o doubt many of the charges against officers and men accepting
briuc · are due to the conduct of the Arkansas colonel in uniform who
r pre ented himself a Col. Parker, in command of the troops, and to
he man who wa' arr ted wearing the uniform of a private soldier,
llo h,1d been , elliug privileges. (Statement 48.)
Co11 iclering the opportunities and the bribes offered, and the fact
tlm th l'e was a regiment and a half of troops on duty in the Oherok ' 'tl'ip ·everal weeks before and during the opening, the percentage
of ;•oldi r actually accepting bribes is certainly very small. The evid n
h ws that of forty-one cases where officers and soldiers were
ff re bri e there were twenty-eight refusals and only ten cases of
oldier
· ually receiving bribes. Two oldiers were offered bribes,
but on a· uut of ome change in arrangements, did not receive the
m 11 ; and one ldier accused of receiving bribe was not identified.
.,. n of the oldier::; a u ·ed of accepting bribe having been identifi cl (although on arre t-po iblywrong man-is reported); itis probabl that h ame oldicr may have been accused by more than one
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party; hence, the number appearing as having received bribes according to the testimouy is liable to be in excess of the actual number.
(Statements 106, no, 111, 112, 115.)
PRAIRIE FIRES.

Careful investigation was made as to who started the prairie fires.
There is no evidence whatever that the troops are responsible for these
fires.
011e citizen testifies that he saw the grass fired by citizeus. He is
of opin ion that this was done so as to retard the rush of the main body
of the homesteaders and allow the few to secure the best land. (Statement 116.)
Lieut. Hedekin states that the fires in his district caught from homesteaders' camp fires. (Statement 53.)
Capt. Hardie attributes his escape from prairie fires only to good
luck, since a spark fro_m a locomotive could have started one at any
time. (Statement 55.)
Capt. Johnson states that fires caught from locomotives, and that
some claimants had intentionally burned the grass so as to examine
the land or soil. (Statement 48.)
.A.11 testimony, and it is voluminous, exonerates the troops from the
charge of having started these fires, as alleged in press dispatches.
It is said that the grass was fired by those who had put up large
stacks of hay this summer, in order to sell their hay at high prices this
wiuter when homesteaders would be compelled to buy hay to feed their
stock, the grass having been burned off.
It is also reported that the grass was probably set on fire by'' sooners"
entering from Osage County, to discourage and retard movement from
the Ka;nsas line, and by people who wanted to find corner stones without
trouble. The grass was very high and in many cases hid the stones.
The facts show that very strong hot winds were blowing for several
weeks; water was very scarce and much of it bad or salty. The air
was constantly filled with black dust and as hot as though it came from
a furnace. No rain had fallen for over four months; all vegetation
dried up, so that a spark falling on the grass would soon set it on fire.
The position of the troops before the opening of the Cherokee Strip
was necessarily very trying, and no doubt there was some ill will on
the part of the rougher element on account of their not being able
to get into the Strip before the proper time. Probably some may have
succeeded in getting through the line at night, but not very many;
they are generally known and their claims will be contested by the
law-abiding homesteaders.
·
Were it not for the presence of the troops before the opening of the
Strip, tbe entire country would have been filled with" sooners." It would
have been impossible to keep the Strip clear of intmders without the
aid of the military, notwithstanding all reports to the contrary.
The opening of strips in the Indian Territory has usually been
attended with more or less complaint on the part of disappointed people and '' sooners," but the troops, no matter how well they performed
their part in support of the civil authorities, have always been unjustly
criticised.
Rumors, when once started, soon become distorted and magnified, so
that little or no confidence can be placed in them. People will sometimes make rash statements, particularly while chafing under pique or
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disappointment, which they are uot willing in their cooler senses to
verify IJy affi<lav1t.
Only one man was shot and killed by a United States soldier; all
other ~hooting and killing ha<l been done by citizen contestants on
account of claims or town lots. It is not unusual to see two persons
on a quarter section or tow11 lot.
Enough people made the race to t.ake possession of every one of the
homesteads and to give every county seat and town site at least 1,500
inhabitants.
It is estimated that 100,000 people entered the Cherokee Strip on
the 16th of September. It is known that over 100,000 people were registered at the booths, but many of the prospective settlers took both
homestead and town-site certificates, so the number of certificates does
not represent the number of actual settlers.
It is estimated that 30,000 people made the race from Arkansas City;
15,000 from Caldwell; 15,000 from Orla,ndo; 10,000 from Hennessey;
7,000 from Stillwater; 10,000 from Kiowa; 10,000 from Hnnnewen, and
5,000 from other points. The total nmnl>er was nearly double the crowd
which went into Oklahoma when that country was opened.
Many of the horses ridden by homesteaders on the day of opening
bad been trained for weeks to make the race. The run from Cha,kaska
Creek, a, distance of 17 miles, was made by several people in fifty-five
minutes, which gives an idea of the speed and en<l.urauce of the horses
used for that purpose.
Accompanying are photographs which show booth near Arkansas
City on September 15 and line before the start, the break, and the race
on September 16. (Exhibit 118.)*
Attention is invited to accompanying map of the Cherokee Strip,
a11d copies of letters and telegrams sent to and received by Col. Parker
relative to its opening. (Exhibits 119 and 120.)
Capt. J . M. Lee, Ninth Infantry, assistant to inspector-general
Department of the Missouri, has assisted me in the prosecution of this
investigation. Special attention is invited to accompanying letter
(Exhibit 117) addressed to him by ex-Governor Swineford, who was in
charge of the opening as a representative of the Interior Department
and is conversant with what was done by the troops.
Very respectfully,
E. M . HEYL,
·
Colonel, Inspector-General.
The A SSIST.A.NT ADJUTANT-GENERAL,
Department of the Missouri.

1.
FORT RILEY, KANS., October 11, 1893.
Capt. J. M . LEE,
Ninth Infantry, .Assistant Inspector-General :
Sm : I have tho honor to acknowledge the receipt of your letter requesting me to
give a detailed statement of any evidence which may have come under my observation bearing upon the following cbar~cs against the United States troops on duty in
the Cherokee Strip in connection with the opening of the r-:1 id Strip, viz:
(1) That J. R. nm, of Eeansburg, N . .J., was killed by a soldier.
(2) That witnesses declare that more than one shot was :fired by the soldiers.
(3) That two, instead of one, man were killed by soldiers when the north line
moved.

• Retained in War Department, A. G. O.
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(4) That a body discovered September 17, several miles south of the 1iorcler i thnt
of another man shot by the troops.
'
(5) That Sept~~ber 17, at a point about a mile this side of the line in the State of
Ka~sas, a boy rulmg a horse toward the Strip was stopped by sdveral men who
claimed the horse was stolen, tlrnt a soldier interfered telling the boy to ride on at
the_ same time drawing his revolver; that the crowd w~a awed1 but that the trooper
plamly under the influence of drink, fired three shots into the horse.
'
(6) That soldiers received bribes from "aooners," and were guilty of cruelty and
drunkenness.
(7) That settlers have fallen victims of prairie fires.
Also answers to the following questions, viz:
(1) Where was your command stationed Y
(2) District assigned to you f
(3) Was your clistrict clear of "aooners" at the time of opening of Strip f
(4) ~Vere homesteaders orderly and well-behaved before and at the time of opening
of Stnp, September 16, at 12 o'clock noon, or was force required to keep them in
check~
(5) What were your in~tructions and what orders did you give noncommissioned
officers a:nd men on duty m reference to homesteaders going into the Strip before the
proper time f
(6) ,yere you authorized to make arre_sts_ for lawlessness on Strip or border, or was
authority to make such arrests solely w1thm the power of United States marshals f
In makinO' report requested I shall first deal with the questions and then the
charges, and then give ai detailed statement to show the exact conditions existing
from the time of the arrival of my troop in the Strip until it was relieved, also the
duties performed by the troops during the same period.
TA.KING THE QURSTIONS IN ORDER,

1. Where was your cornmancl stationed 1

It was camped. at a spring on the site of old Camp Schofield, about 1½ miles east
of the Chilocco reservation and three-fourths mile south of the Kansas SLate line,
therefore a.bout 5½- miles from Arkansas City, Kana. (See copy of letter indicating
station hereto appended, marked .A..)
2. What wa.s the di.~trict assigned you?

The eastern lrnlf of the section bounded on the north by the State of Kan as, on the
east by the Arkansas River, on the south by an east and west line throngh the
southern boundary of the Ponca Reseryation, and on the west by the Rock Island
Railroad. (See copy of instructions hereto ~Lpp ncle<l, mnrked A.)
3. Was yonr district elem· of ",..ooners" at the ti1ne of the ovening of the Sll'ip T

To my personal knowledge there were none, nnd I think there wero a very few
previous to the night of 8eptem ber 15 and 16: bccanse th<>re wero but fow places
that water could be obtninc<l, and these places and their vicinity were thoroughly
scouted and watched. But I have no doubt that during the night of 'epternber 15
and the morning of the 16th there were many who came into the Strip from the Kaw,
Osage, and Ponca reservations.
It was simply impossihle, with the limited number of men under my command, to
properly patrol the border of my district. I had 40 men for duty, including myself,
on the night of the 15th.
A reference to the map of the Cherokee trip will show that the 1 ngth of the line
which it was necessary to patrol in my district was nearly 70 mile -on the north.1.5
miles along the K:1usas Ji11e, about 32 miles on the east, followjng the b nds of the
Arkansas Riv~r, 12 mile along· the northern bonndary of thel oncaResorvation, and
12 miles along the western boundary of the same res rvation.
The night of September 15 was very dark, and it wa6 the aaiest possible thing for
a mounted man to pass through the lines without being seen, even along the north
line of the Strip, wliere most of my men were tationecl.
From interviews with people who mad the rnn on epterober 16, I am convinced
that there wore many '' sooners" in the trip at 12 o'r.lo k noon Sepliember 16, and
that many more ran from tho Inclian reservatio11s on tho as1,.
(4) Were homesteaders 01·rlerly and well behaved before and at the time of opening of the
Strip September JG, at 12 o'clock noon, or was force requi1·e(l to keep them in good orderf

The m~iority of homestoaclors were orderly law-abicling peopl , and only wi hed
an<l asked for fair treatm nt, but there was the usual ass mblage of bad haracters
and unscrupulous men who woulcl liesitat at nothing to ac ·omplish their ends, and
these men are the ones who have fnrni b cl the "aoonm'A' and caused most of the
trouble in connection with the opening of the Cheroke , 'trip.
'fhcse men coulcl only b kept orderly hy a di play of force, and on one or two
occasions by the actual use of fore , a was Rhown by circumstances airising at the
registration booth near Arkansa City. 'l'he booth w_a s composed of three separate
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tents surrounded by a barbed wire with a gate for each tent, so that the people
pai-sed in on one side and out on the other.
Monday morning, Septoml>er 10, the registration booth opened at 6.30 a. m. and
registrat,ion began. As early as the Saturday afternoon previous people began to
form in line to get to the booths, and by Sunday night there were several thousand
people formed in three lines, one coming from the east and two from the west, correspoud ing to the three entrance gates of the booth.
I h a<l been directed to send a suital>le detachment to guard the booth (see copy of
order hereto appended marked B), and on the morning of September 16, First Sergeant Murphy and 6 men were on guard there with orders to guard Government
property and keep the peace as far as possible.
I arrived at the booth at 7 o' clock a. m. and found a crowd of not less than 10,000
people, the majority armed, assembled there, and everything in confusion because
several hurnlre(l people had come there that morning and crowded in around the
booth and at the head of the lines formed.
These late comers were being registered the same as those who had been in line
for twenty-four and thirty-six hours, and I immediately tried to straighten things
out. These people who had been lying out in the dust and wind fo.r many hours would
come to me and protest agajnst snch unfairness and say that, while they wanted to
be lu.w-abiding, they would fight for their rights if necessary.
I assured them that they should receive fair treatment, sent for lU more of my men,
cut out the lines that had been formed that morning, an.d made every one fall in one
of the three long lines to take their turn.
I was unable to :find a single civil official who had any authority in the Cherokee
Strip, other tl1an 6 clerks in the land office and had it not been for the troops, there
would, without doubt, have been a, riot and bloodshed that day.
On this day force h ad to be used, but it was not necessary to go to extremes. On
another day, however, a man drew a pistol upon one of my men while he was on
guard along the fence of the Chilocco reservation and was knocked d own with a
carbine. On still another day, a man drew a knife and rushed at one of my men
while on duty along the line near the booth and was knocked down with a carbine.
I investigated both these cases and in each found many witnesses [in the crowd
who testified to the facts as stated arnl that the soldiers did no more than th~ir duty.
The first man was tak en away and I did not see him, but the second man I myself
tnrned over to the sheriff of Cowley County, Kans., though I believe the offense
was committed inside the Strip line.
There were numerous other cases where it was necessary to threaten to use force
previous to the opening. The copy hereto appended, marked C, of a telegram from
Lieut. Col. Parker, shows that the troops were expected to take charge of the liues
as well as guard the booths.
On the day of the openiug, as far as my personal observation went, everyone was
orderly and well behaved except in one instance, where I had to interfere between
two in tending settlers who, one with a Winchester and the other with a revolver,
were threatening to shoot each other.
(5) What were you1· instrucl·ions and what orders did you give noncommissioned officers
and rnen on dnty in reference to homesteaders going into the Strip before the proper time?
My instr11etions were contained in l etters from Lieut. Col. Parker, commanding
troops in the Strip, dated Fort Supply, Ind. T., August 28, 1893,i Fort Supply, Ind.
T., 8eptcmber 5, 1893; Fort Supply, Ind. T., September 11, 18915, hereto appended,

marked A, D, E, and telegrams from Lieut. Col. Parker at Fort Supply, Ind. 'f.,
dated September 3, September 6, September 8, September 12, ~eptember 13, hereto
appended, marked B, F, G, H, I, C, J.
My orders to the noncommissioned officers and men on duty, based on these
instructions, previous to the opening, were that they were to treat all the people as
courteously as possible; that the only persons authorized to be in the Strip were
those with permits from Mr. N. P. Swineford or Mr. Emmitt Womack; that they
were to prevent all unauthorized persons from entering the strip; that they were
to take the names and description and address of all unauthorized persons found in
the Strip, and to conduct them to the border and see that they got off the Strip; that
they were not to use force unless obJiged to, and not to shoot unless to protect life,
and that they were to report everythiug unusual to me at once.
For the day of the opening, September 16, my orders to the noncommissioned
officers, giYen the ni~11t previous, were that they were to proceed to their assigned
stations on the line with their squads, station their men at intervals along the line,
placing them in front of the greatest, crowd, and to have them patrol back and forth
along the line so as to have one man's post connect with that of the man next to
him; that the men were to explain to the people that the signal was to be a discharge
of shots along the line by the soldiers at 12 o'clock noon, standard time-(I had the
squad leaders set their watches with mine; those sqnad leaders who had no watches
were to obtain them from some of the spectators, which they did)-that in case one
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or two or three men tried to break away before 12 o'clock t hey were to make every
effort to stop them, aml, if it Leca~ne n.bsolntely necessary, to shoot, but that jn c.is'e
any !arge nm~ber st arted, so th:1t 1t wot!ld bo evident the line could not be conil'ollc<l,
t'? g1_ve the s1~nal and let the whole hue go. The people who made the run in my
distnct were 1~ what was practically three distinct lines because of the Chllocco
school reservat10n.
The Cbilocco sch o?l reservation lies along ~he Kansas State line, and is 4t miles
east and west by 3 miles north· and south, and 1s surromHlcd by a wire fence
The people who made the run were assemuled along the Kansas Stato line.west of
the Chilocco r_eservatio~, along the ~outh line of the reservation, and along the
Kansas State lrne east of the r eservat10n, so that those alon<r the south line of the
Chilocco reservation were 3 miles south of those along tl~e Kansas line. Sero-t.
Samuel Ihling was to .bave given the signal for the west line to move I gave the
s!gnal for the line south of the reservation, and Sergt. Edward Murphy' for the east
lme.
The only orilers I received on the subject were to have the signal given at 12
o'clock noon, September 16, by shots all along the line. (See copy of order hereto
appended marked E .)
It h as been cha r ged that it was illegal for people to have started from the south
line of the Cbilocco reservation. I allowed people to start from there simply in
accordance with instructions. (See copy hereto appended marked H.)
My commanding officer, Lieut. Col. Parker, was on the Cbilocco school reservation
at the time the line started, and I had explainell to him, the night of the 15th of SeptP-mber, how the lines would be formed and how my men would be posted.
( 6) Were yo·u authorized to rnake arrests for lawlessness in Strip or on border, or waa
authority to make .s1wh arrests solely within the powe1· of Unitecl States marshals,
I had no direct, but did have implied, authority to make such arrests. I was
ordered to preserve the peace, protect Government 1>roperty, the United States mails,
and gnal'd the people from lawlessness and disorder, to use every effort to promote
peace, to execute the laws, to exercise forbearance by every proper measure before
resorting to force, to avoitl conflict and prevent difficulties between settlers. Also
to preserve status peaceably established by actual settlers and not to permit it to be
disturbed by force or violence.
If deputy marshals or marshals were present, they were to be called upon to make
arrests, at the demand of the military, in case of disturbance, and the latter were to
act in entire harmony with the accredited agents of the Interior Department. (See
copy of instructions hereto appended marked D.)
About the 8th nltimo I went to Arl :msas City to confer with the Unitec1 Stn,tes
and county officin,ls of Cowley County, Kans., as the reg iRtration booth was right at
the north line of the Strip, and the crowd would necess:~rily be both in Kansas and
the Strip .
I saw Mr. Bonsall, the Unitecl States Commissioner, all(l also Jus1,ice of the Peace
and De1mty United States Marshal Rarrick, and requeRtetl them to take steps to preserve order on the Kansas sille.
This they promisc(l to do, and I mentionecl the fact that t,h ere were no United
Sta,tes marshals on the Strip and that I was going to com1mmicato with tl10 United
States marshal at Guthrie, Okla., and ask that <lopn1,y United tates mar hals be
sent to aid in preserving peace and to make arrests in the 'tl'ip in my dist1·ict. Mr.
Bonsall said that he would himself telegraph Mr. Mix, tlle · niterl. tates marRhal at
Guthrie, aml mn.ke that request. On October5 Mr. Bornmll stated to me that he did
tel egraph the United States marshal at_ Gnthri~, hut !'eceiv cl no r:eply.
No United States marshals came until the mght of the 14th nlt1mo, when Dep uty
United States Mars1rnl Reynolds came to me at tho rogi trntion booth an1l said that
he had been ordered there to take charge of tlle train, and bail commissions for
twenty deputies whom be was going to swear in as soon as pofrnible.
He told me that the United 'tates marshal, Mix, was a11tltorized to swMr in one
hundred and twenty deputies for service, an<l I snggestecl that, as tho crowd wa,Hso
o-reat at Arkansas City, that there ought to be at lea t forty at that point, so that
f wenty of them could take ?harge of_ the train~ m_id the reJ?aindor b distributed
along the line on the day of the openmg, to assu;t rn preservmg the _peacP, etc. He
agreed with me ancl said he woulc_Lg_o and at once telegraph the mtc<l. , 'tat s marshal Mix for twenty moro comnuss1011s.
I (lid n~t see him a<rain, except ou the fir t train that went in over tho , ':rnta Fe
Railroad 011 the day of the opening. There w ro 110 d pu_tr nitecl tateH rrn~rshals
on the line on the morning of the 16th of eptcmb r, or 1f they wer th y dill not
make themselves known, so that, in case of di-1t11rbance, it was impoAsible to call
upon United Rtates marshal~ to make arr sts. Bnt Mr. Bon Hall, the nited t~tes
commissioner in Arkan1-as '1ty, stat <l to me on October 5 that these 11opnty mteu
States marshals who bail no anrhority iu J(:1rn;ai;, w re kept on guard over the property of the anta Fe Railroad in Arkansa Uity, Kans., on 'epternber 15 and 16 until
l2 o'clock noon.
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Now, taking the charges a~ainst the troops on duty in tJie Cherokee Stdp:
(1) That J . R. Hill, of Keci118bu1·g, N. J., was killed by a soldier.
On the afternoon of Sept,ember 16, after the opeufrig, Sergt. Wmiam R. Willard
reported to me t,hat the portion of the line near where he was on guard had broken
away about eight or ten minutes before 12 o'clock, and that in trying to prevent
the ureak be bad killed a man.
I took down Sergt. Willard's statement and also that of Private Claes Hallencreutz
of my troop, who saw the whole affair.
Both statements agreed in all essential points and were embodied in my report to
Lieut. Col. Parl:er, commanding the troops in the Strip. (Copy hereto appended
marked IL)
I talked with a number of civilians and their statements agreed with that of Sergt.
WiJlard, in that the man J. R. Hill started before 12 o'clock; that the soldiers fired
a number of shots in the air Lefore firing at anyone; that J . R. Hill, the ma11 killed,
was repeatedly called upon to haJt and cfal not obey, but did differ as to whether
there were others ahead of him when shot, and as to a shot being fired by some one
in tho line, thereby causing the break.
Mr. Shiffbauer told me that one man who was behind Mr. Hill and saw the shooting said that the soldiers at first held their pieces with muzzle pointing upward when
firing . (See copy of certificate hereto appended marked L.)
A man whose name I do not know, and whom I have been unable to find, stated to
me that he had camped with Hill for two months, and wa,s about 400 yards behind
HiJl ·w hen he was killed, and that Hill was much excited ai1d rushed out of the line
two or three times with two flags in bis hand and was ordered back.
(.~) That witnesses declare that more than one shot was fi?'ed by soldiers.
·
Reports of both soldiers and civilians agree upon this point-there were several
shots fired.
(3) That 2, instead of 1 man, were killed by soldiers wlien the noi·th line mo1:ed.
If there were, it was not reported to me, nor djd I l1ear of it in Arkansas City.
(4) That the body discovered September 17, several miles south of the border, is that of
another man shot by the troops.
On September 18, in Arkansas City, Mr. Richardson, of the Kansas City Star,
told me that the body of a man shot through the groin hacl been found on the Shakaska Creek, and that several l)eople said that they had seen the man shot at the
time J. R. Hill was shot, though he did not fall from his horse and still continued
the run.
The place where this body was found was al,out 12 miles from the north line, I
was told, and there were several dead men found. On the morning of September
17 I was told by the news agent of the Kansas City Times that be saw the dead
body of a man shot through the head lying out on the prairie near Kildare, about
12 miles south of the line on the Santa Fe Railroad, and there were reports of conflicts with sooners in the Shakaska region where this body was found.
I doubted the evidence of any one who, in all the dust and excitement, claimed to
have been able to see the man hit by a bulJet, though he did not fall from his horse,
which was at a full gaJlop; and refused to believe he had been shot by the troops,
any more than ba<l. others whose bodies were found.
(5) That September 17, at a point about a mile this side of the line in the State of
Kansas, a boy riding a horse toward the Strip was stopped by several men who claimed that
the horse was stolen; that a soldier intmjered, telling the boy to ride on, at the same time
drawing his revolver; that the crowd was awed by the troopm·, plainly under the influence of
drink, firing three shots into the horse.
J regret to state that this obarge is without doubt true.
The man, Trumpeter Herman Steckert, Troop C, Third Cavalry, bad been sent to
Arkansas City for a doctor to attend a wounded man of the troop and was absent
some four hours more than be should have been.
On his return, late in the afternoon, he reported the above occurrence to me; the
man was plainly drunk: and I could not believe that his story could be true, so
waited to learn something more.
On the following morning, Mr. E . N. Smith, of Eldorado, who claimed to be the
owner of the horse, came into my camp and complained that his horse had been
kiJled by a soldier, and giving circumstances and names of witnesses. I called
Trumpeter Steckert a,nd he acknowledged the offense. and I immediately placed him
under guard.
I told Mr. Smith I woulcl do just as he wished; I would turn the man over to the
civil authorities of Kansas or have him tried by conrt-martfal. Mr. Smith sa,i d he
wouJd find out what tbe pnnish.m ent under the civil law was and let me know. He
wrote me a letter ( copy appended marked M) stating that he would rather trust
to a, court-ma.rtia,l.
Trumpeter Steckert is now in the gnardbouse at Fort Riley, and charges have
been preferred and forwarded charging him with killing a horse and threatening
civilians of Eldorado, Kans.
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(6) That B?ldiers r~ceired bribes from sooners and were guilty of cruelty and drunkenness.
That soldiers received bribes from sooners-I was at the booth in per on almost
constantly from the morning o~· September 10 !1nti_l the night of September 15.
It was reported, and complamts by 11~ople m lioe at the booth were frequently
made to me, that the soldiers were being bribed to let men in or at least that they
let men in out of their proper turn.
'
I know t?at some of my_ men were approached with offers of money to allow persons to register out of their turn, for I askeJ them myself, and thcv answered that
they bad.
•
In every_ case where a man complained to me that people were being brought into
the booths out of turn, I at once asked to haYe the person pointed out, and in everal cases found men ,~ho bad gained entrance by representing themselves as deputy
mar~hals, deputy s?-~nffs, etc.: on duty, and pr?m11tly put them out, in two cases
tearmg np the certificates they had already received when I found theru.
When.ever a man complained to me that my men were being bought up, I always
asked him to show me any man who had allowed any one to enter the booth out of
turn or bad received money to allow anyone to do so, but in no case was a single
complainant able to point out any soldier.
In one case a man came to me and said he knew one of the soldiers who hau
received money and allowed "sooners" in; I took the man with me and showed him
every man there on duty at the booth; and he could not i<leutify the soldier, and
said h e must have left. On another occasion, a man said he knew two men who
had bought their way in at $2.50 each; I told him that was no proof~ and asked him
to bring the men to me so that they might identify the soldiers who allowed them
in; he said that they were then in Arkansas City, and asked if I would accept affidavits; I told him I would, but the affidavits never made their appearance.
On another occasion, on the night of September 14, ahout 12 p. m., several people
complained that a soldier had just allowed a "sooner" iu; I called every man up in
line in the light before them, and asked any one to ideutify the soldier, which no
one was able to do.
Many of these complaints about "sooners" being allowed in the booths by soldiers
arose from the fact that the people in line did not know the registering clerks, mail
carriers, and others whose duties necessitated entering and leaving the booth .
From my personal experience I know that bribery was frequently attempted,
because if I refused one I r efused fifty offers of money by gamblers who wisbe<l to
run games on the strip, by people who wished to register without fallwg in line,
and by people who wished to enter the strip before 12 o'clock noon aud not be disturbed by the troops. These offers of money ranged all the way from $100 by the
gambler to $5 by the people who wished to register.
One settler, Mr. Hillig;oss, of Santa Fe, Okla., told me that he was one of a party
who had made a pool of $100, and that they offered this amount to a serg ant of my
troop to allow them to enter the strip on the nig-ht of Septeml>er 15; that the sel'geant refused, and talked to them and reasonetl with them, so that he gave up any
idea of'' soonering" it arnl made the i·un according to law. Tknow that he made the
run, for he started not 20 feet away from me at 12 o'dock noon Scptemb r 16. He
said the remainder of the party turned back, but decided to try an<l slip through
the line, but could not say whether they succee<l.ed or not, as ho had not seen any of
them since.
(b) Charge of cruelty.
.
.
If any of the men were gmlty of any act of rruelty it was not r eported to me, and
I knew nothing of it except in the cnse of the man who killed the hors of Mr. E.
N. Smith.
And any act of crnelty wa contrary to orders, as my orders were to treat every
one with courtesy as far as possiLle.
(c) Cha1·ge of drunke11nesH.
.
I regret to say that there ,~ere um~ cases of d~unk nness that came to my notice
while the troop was on duty m the ()]1 rokee , trip.
Of these ca •es three w ere of men who were on duty in <leta ·hed camp and went
to Arkansas City without r_ny l uowlo~lge; three were of 11:en who became intoxicated
at the l>ooth one nio·ht while I was m my ·amp; one, of a man who had been sent
to Arkansas City fo~ a surgeon and became intoxicatecl there, while but two ca es
oec·nrrecl while i was present ill p r on.
.
. .
Hnt all cases of drunken n ess a,t the booths wa. clue to the fact that Just msHl the
J{ a 11sas State line and not 100 yards from the booths w re three aloons, runnin~, I
believe contrary to the laws of the 'tate of Kansas, an<l without a Unitecl t:ites
licernie,' and that man,v people in the crowd iu order to stand in with the soldiers
would treat them to liquor when ver my 1,ack was turned.
I made every effort to nppress drunk nness 'Loth in the crowd an~ among my
men. I asked the sheriff of Cowley County to close the saloons; he said he would
if I sn icl so, lmt it wn!-1 not <lone.
1
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Deputy Constable Crowley, of Arkansas City, with several other deputy constables,
came to me with a note from Mr. Bonsall of Arkansas City, justice of the peace,
which stated that the constables were to act in conjunction with my troop to preserve the peace, etc. Mr. Bonsall had assured me that he would aid in closing
saloons, so I requested the constables to close them; it was not done. Mr. Schi:ffbauer, of Arkansas City, came to me and told me I had no authority to order these
saloons closed. I told him I knew it, but had been assured by the United States
Commissioner Bonsall, Deputy United States Marshal Rarrick and Mr. Theophilus,
assistant di strict attorney, I believe, that those saloons should be closed. I then
reqncsted the saloon keepers to sell no liquor to any soldiers, and they promised not
to do so, and I believe kept their promise, but of course they could not prevent
people from bringing liqnor outside to my men.
Some of my men took advantage of the fact that I could not keep them in confinement as I could not spare them and a guard, for I needed every man for duty
either at the booth or in the Strip.
011c of my men even resisted arrest by me, and I was obliged to knock him down
to make him submit. All of these men are now under charges for trial by courtmartial.
( 7) That settlers have fallen vict-ims to prai1'ie fi1·es.
To my personal knowledge no settlers have been burned to death, but I saw newspaper reports of several deaths by fire.
On my first scout I went over all of the district assigned to me to guard and
found that a large portion of it had been burned over, and also saw two or three
prairie fires then burning.
On all scouts made by my troop or detachments of it prairie fires were seen, and
for two or three days before the opening prairie fires were burning in various portions of my district, but principally west of the Santa Fe Railroad.
On the day of the opening, I myself saw a prairie fire sweeping up to the north
just east of the Santa Fe Railroad; this fire could not have been started by soldiers,
as not one was in the region where the fire, started.
In connection with the matter of soldiers receiving bribes I wish to say further that
after these reports were made to me I plu.cecl two noncommissioned officers whom I
could trust, with orders to keep watch over the men on guard at the booth without
appearing to do so a.nd see if they could detect any evidence of bribes being taken
by tbe men on guard. I also kept close watch, keeping out of sight, but could not
detect any soldier allowing a man in out of his turn.
While in Arkansas City on September* 5, 6, and 7 Ifoundmen who swore that they
bribed soldiers, but I also found some who had attempted bribery and failed.
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
F. M. CALDWELL,
Second Lieutenant Third Cavalry.

A.
FORT SUPPLY, IND. T., August 28, 1893.
To the Commanding Officer Troop C, Third Cavalry,
Chilocco, Ind. T.:
Sm: Pnrsuant to telegraphic instructions from headquarters Department of the
Missouri, by which the troops charged with the duty of clearing the Cherokee Strip
of intruders (previous to tlte opening of the same to settlement on the 16th proximo)
are placed under my command, you will observe the following:
You will remove promptly and absolutely all unauthorized persons, as well as cattle found, from the district hereby assigned you to patrol, i. e., the eastern half of
that portion of the strip bounded on the east by the Arkansas River; on the west by
the Rock Island Railroad; on the son th by a line running east and west through the
southern boundary of the Ponca Reservation, and on the north, of course, by the
northern boundary of the Strjp, Troop B, Third Cavalry, will have the district
south of you, and Troop E that west of you.
You will, in accordance with instructions of the Acting Secretary of War, cooperate with the agents of the Interior Department.
Permits issued by Inspector . P. Swineford to enter the Strip will be recognized
by you. As far as practicable keep up communication with the troops to the south
and west of you.
Take the name , addresses, and personal description of all intruders found and
forward a duplicate of the same to this office.

* Must mean October.-J. M. LEE.
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For telegraph, rail, and supply facilities establish a camp at Chilocco.
By the terms of the President's proclamation a strip of land 100 feet in width
aronnd and immediately within the outer boundaries of the entire tract of country
to be openctl to settlement, is temporarily set apart for occupancy in advance of the
hour and day named for the opening of said country.
Very respectfully, yours,
D. PARKER,
.Lieutenant-Colonel 1:hirteenth Infantry.
A true copy.
J. F. BELL,
Fi1·st .Lieutenant and Adjutant Seventh Cavalry.

B
[Telegram.]
FORT SUPPLY, IND., T., September 9d, 1899.
Commanding Officer Troop O, Third Cavalry, Camp at Chilocco, via Arkansas City,
Kans.:
Send suitable detail to booth at Chilocco to guard it from time of its erection.
Work begins Monday next. .Acknowledge receipt.
PARKER,

Commanding.
Official:
A true copy: .

J.C. Fox,
Second .Lieutenant, Thirteenth Infantry, Post Adjutant.
J. F. BELL,
First .Lieutenant and Adjutant Seventh Cavalry.

C.
[Telegram.]
FORT SUPPLY, IND. T., September 19, 1893.
Commanding Officer Troop O, Third Cavalry,
Carnp at Chilocco, via Arkansas City, Kans. :
The following is repeated for your information:
. '' Guthrie, Okla., September 13. Parker, commanding Fort Supply, Ind. T.: Compla.ints come in large number; professional repeate~ in line at booths _retarding
registration. As fast as they sell out ta.Im places agam and repeat op ration."
As far as practicable endeavor to prevent this if attempt be made at booth under
your charge.
PARKER,

Conimanding.
Official:
.A true copy:

J. C. Fox,
Second .Lieutenant, Thirteenth Infant1·y, Post Adjutant•
•
J. F. BELL,
First .Lieutenant and Adjutant Seventh Cavalry.

D.
FORT SUPPLY, IND. T., September 5, 1893.
Oommanding Officer Troop O, Third Oavalry,
Camp at Ohilocco, via .Arkansas Oity, Kans. :
SIR: I in.close herewith certain memoranda for your information and
guidance. Please acknowledge receipt by telegram mentioning " subject." Instructions regarding di tribution of troops on the day of
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opening, etc., will be sent you (by mail if time permits, otherwise by
telegraph) as soon as the necessary arrangements can bt3made with the
special ageut of the Interfor Department.
When the day of opening is nigh at hand, you will please make such
disposition of your command as will effect its speedy concentration at
or near the poiut or points in your district where the runs are expected
to be m~de (leaving, however, the detachments at the booths until
'further orders) 011 the day of the opening, and you will please also at
tbe same time be personally either at your telegraph station (Arkansas
City, Kans.), or near to, in order that orders sent you be promptly
received.
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
D.PARKER,

.Lieut. Colonel Thirteenth Infantry, Commanding.
A true copy:

J. F. BELL,
First Lieutenant and Adjutant Seventh Cavalry.
MEMORANDA.

Concerning exfating orders and regulations governing the use of troops under paragraph 583, Army Regulations, or- such parts thereof as are applicable to cases that
might arise just previous to or at the opening of the Cherokee Strip.
(1) Attention is invited to paragraphs 583, 584, and 585, Army Regulations, and
particufarly to sections 5297 to 5300, inclusive, Revised Statutes.
(2) The troops are primarily collected at such points as may be designated for the
purpose of preserving peace, of protecting Government property, United States
mails, and guarding the people from lawlessness an<l disorder. They should use
every effort to preserve peace, to execute the laws, to exercise forbearance by
every proper measure before resorting to force, to avoid conflict, and prevent difficulties between settlers. Also to preserve status peaceably established by actual
settlers, and not to permit it to be disturbed by force or violence. If marshals or
deputy United States marshals or both are present they should be called upon to
make arrests at the demand of the military in case of disturbance, and the latter
should act with entire harmony with the accredited agents of the Interior Department.
ln case of disturbance threatening riots or bloodshed, or both, the officer in command reports the facts to the President through the Adjutant-General of the Army,
and awaits orders. Where, however, the emergency is great (which would probably
be the case if one occurred at all), such as a sudden insurrection or riot endangering
United States property, or in other like cases, the officers of the Army may, if they
think the necessity exists, take such action before the receipt of instructions as
the circumstances and the law under which they are acting may justify, reporting
the same immediately thereafter to the President through the Adjutant-General of
t he Army.
With regard to contests between settlers and others over lots, claims, and town
sites, troops may be used simply to preserve peace, but all claims must be settled
according to law, and all property interests must be decided by the Interior Department arnl the courts.
Offieial copy respectfully furnished comman<ling officer Troop C, for his information and guidance.
D. PARKER,
Lieutenant-Colonel Thirteenth Infantry, Commanding.
A true copy:
J. F. BELL,
First Lieiitenant and Adjutant Seventh Cavalry.

E.
FORT SUPPLY, IND. T., September .l1, 1893.
Commanding Officer Troop C, Third Carnlry,
Camp at Chilocco, Ind. T.:
_Su~: You _will ]?lease ~ake such disposition of the troop under your command as
w1ll m. nro 1ts llemg s_t:1honecl on th~ 16th instant (the day of the opening) alon<rthe
northern Lonndary of the Cherokee Strip within the district assigned you to patrol.
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Early on the morning of that day send small patrols to scout the boundary as far as
Hunnewell. Two small patrol parties (or more jf you can spare them) working
toward each other from Hunnewell and Chilocco, would be a good disposition. The
bulk of your command to be at and near Chilocco, covering the people congregated
to make the run. These remarks are intended as general expressions as to what is
desired, rather than orders that are to be taken literally; and, knowing yourself the
requirements, you, being on the spot, can modify them to suit the circumstances,
keeping these requirements in mind, i. e., to exclude imruders, preserve the peace,
guard United States property, and carry out other instructions previously given
you.
With regard to the signal to be given at the hour appointed by the President for
the opening, arrange matters so that precisely at that time shots be :fired simultaneously along the line under your personal supervision.
As the commanding officer Troop E, Third Cavalry, will have two booths under
his charge on the day of opening, you will send as strong a detachment as you can
spare to report to him for duty on the evening of the 15th instant, or early on the
morning of the 16th; communicate with him and arrange matters between yourselves.
Please acknowledge receipt of this communication.
Very respectfully,
D. PARKER,
Lieutenant-Colonel Thirteenth Infantry, Commanding.
A true copy:
J. F. BELL,
First Lieutenant and .il.djutant Seventh Caval'l"'!J,

F.
[Telegram.)
FORT SUPPLY, IND. T., September 9, 1899.
Commanding Officer T!roop C, Third Cavalry,
Camp at Chilocco, via .Arkansas City, Kans.
Recognize permits to enter Cherokee Strip signed by special Agent Emmitt
Womack, Interior Department.
Acknowledge receipt.
PARKER,

Commanding.

Official:

J. T. Fox,
Second Lieutenant, Thirteenth Infantry, Post .il.dfutant.

A true copy:

J. l!'. BELL,
First Lieutenant and .il.djutant Seventh Cavalr31.

G.
[Telegram.]
FORT SUPPLY, IND. T., September 6, 1898.
Commanding Officer Troop O, Thir~ Cavalry,
.
Camp at Chilocoo, Ind. T., vw Arkansas City, Kans.:
Replying to your letter of the .first in stant, the decision of Commissioner Lamoreux
is that'the hundred feet can not_ be hLi<~ off on the _east side an~ the run made from
that side without interferinO' with Iudia,n reservat10ns and Indian allotments. The
run therefore should not be ~acle fr m the east side of th~ outlet. As I underst3:nd
it people are not to be allow d to congregafo u th_e Ch1Iocco, or any other Indian
reservation. This is also Special Agent W ornack's view of the matt r.
PARKER,

Commanding.

Official:

J. T. F'ox,
Second Lieutenant, Thirteenth Infar~ry, Post .Adjutant.

A true copy.

J. F.

BELL,

First Lieut,mant and .Adjutant Seventh Cavalry.
H. Ex. 1-11
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H.
[Telegram.J
FORT SUPPLY, Ii-.TD. T., September8, 1898.
Commancling O.ffecer T1·oop C, Third Cr,1,alry,
a1111J at hilocco, 1:ia Arka11sas City, Kans.:
The following telegram is repeated for your information and guidance:
"GUTHRIE, OKLA., 1Septwiber 8, 1898.
"Li ut. Col. PARKRR,
' omnianding Troops in Cherokee Strip, Fort Siipply, Ind. T.:
"I am instructed by Commi ·ioner Lamoreux, to give notice that persons will be
allowed to occupy 100 feet strip arounrl (.;hilocco Reservation. Of course persons
will not be allowed on the r eservation itself.
"EMMITT WOMACK,

"Special Agent."
Com1nanding.

PARKER,

Official:
.A. true copy:

J.C. Fox,
Second Lieutenant, Thirteenth Infantry, Post Adjutant .
J. F. BELL,
First Lieutenant and .Adjutant Seventh Cavalry.

I.
T., Septe1nber 12, 1898.
Commancling Officer Troop C, Third Cavafry,
Ccimp at 'hilocco, via Arkansas Cit:11, Kans.:
m: A s·oon aft r the opening on the 16th instant as you deem judicious (that is,
wh n matt r s gniet down ancl yon find that it is not necessary to go elsewhere in
yonr di tri ·t ), you will go into camp at the booth assigned yo11 to guard, and remain
th r until forth r orders, joining the <leta,il of your troop already there.
I wi 11 Htn.to f, r yonr information that four infantry companies have been ordered
to tb laud offi e , one to b stationed at each one, viz, Alva, Woodward, Enid, and
Perry.
Plea e acknowledge the receipt of this by telegraph.
D. PARKER,
Lieutenant-Colonel Thirteenth Infantry, Commanding.
A true copy:
J. F. BELL,
First Lieutenant and .Adjutant Seventh Cavalry.
FORT SUPPLY, IND.

J.
[Telegram.]
PORT SUPPLY, IND, T., September 18, 1899.
Commanding Officer Tl'oop C, Third Caralry,
a,np at Chilocco, 1·ici Arkansab City_. Kans.:
n clay of openin., en<l small d tachment under charge of a reliable noncommision cl me r to point wher railroad crosses the trip line near Arkansas City, Kans.,
with in trnr\tion o arry out ecretary of Interior's order published in newspapers
of th 12th i1vtnu .
A ·knowledgo receipt.
PARKER, Commanding.
Official:
J.C. Fox,
Second Lieutenant, Thirteenth Infantry, Post .Adjutant.
.A. true copy :

.

J. F.

BELL,

First Lieutenant and .Adjutant Sevmith Cavalry.
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K.
CAMP NEAR CHIL0CC0, IND. T., September 18, 1893.
Lieut. Col. D. PARKER,
Commanding troops in the Strip, Fort Supply, Olcla.:
Sm: I have the honor to submit the following report of the events occurring in
my territory on the day of the opening of the Strip:
My troop, C, was t;hus distributed on the morning of September 16:
Corporal Whitty and 4 men were along the north line of the Strip from the Arkansas River to a point 3 miles west; from this point to the eastern boundary of Chilocco Reservation the line was guarded by Sergt. E. Murphy and 4 men; along the
southern boundary of Chilocco Reservation were First Sergt. Murphy and 9 men; I
was at the point where the railroad crosses the southern boundary of reservation;
west of the Cbilocco Reservation, as far as Bitter Creek, the line was guarded by 10
men under charge of Sergts. Ihling and Willard; Sergt. Schivene and 4 men were
sent down the west b;:i,nk of the Arkansas River to keep people from running from
the Osage Reservation.
East of the Chilocco Reservation and along the southern boundary of it the crowd
was orderly and no break was made until the signal was given at 12 o'clock. West
of the reservation the crowd broke away about ten minutes before 12 o'clock. Sergt.
Ihling reports that some one :fired a pistol in the crowd at that time which caused
the break.
Sergt. Willard reports that be heard no shot, but saw a bunch of about 30 horsemen
break away near him, and that he and another man, Private Hallencreutz, started
to head them off, calling on them to halt and firing their pieces in the air; that
there were two men some distance ahead of all the others; that he repeatedly called
upon these men to halt; that one replied that no one should stop him, or words to
that effect; that he :fired two shots near him, but that he still continued to ride at
full speed; that then he, Sergt. Willard, dismounted, and when the man was 300 or
400 yards ahead of him, fired one shot at this man and saw him fall from his saddle;
that be then saw the crowd which had at first started back coming and that they could
not be held, so he let them go without any further effort to stop them; and that he
had not the slightest idea of hitting the man, as the man was riding at full speed and
so far away. It was afterwards reported to me that the man had been killed, and
that he was a James Hill from New Jersey.
The orders given the men on the line that morning by me were, that if any one
or two men tried to break away before the time, 12 o'clock, they were to make every
effort to stop them, and if it became absolutely necessary, to shoot; but that in case
a large number broke away so that it would be evident the line could not be controll ed, the signal was to be given and the crowd allowed to go.
It seems that while it was very unfortunate this man should have been killed,
Sergt. Willard was doing nothing more than his duty.
The orders under which we were acting were to the effect that all unauthorized
persons were to be kept off the Strip absolutely until 12 o'clock, September 16,
1893, and that force was not to be used until absolutely necessary.
The foregoing seems to me such a, case, and I shall refu::;e to deliver this man up
except upon application of the United States civil authorities, as I am now camped
on the school reservation at Chilocco, or upon an order from my commanding
officer.
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,

F. M. CALDWELL,

Second Lieutenant, Third Caval1·y.

L.
C. SCHIFFBAUER & Co.,
FERD HEIM BHEWING COMPANY,
Kildare, Olcla., October 7, 1893 . .
I hereby certify that a man, a stranger to me, while here in Kildare told me that
he saw the hooting of J. R. Hill, and that the soldier who :fired the sh~tfired two or
three shots at first with the muzzle of his carbine pointing in the air before :firinoat or near the said Hill.
t=>
OFFICE OF

CHAS, SCIIIFFBAUER,
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M.
EL DORADO, K~s., Septernber 19, 1893.
Lieut. CALDWELL.
DE.AR IR: On examining the statute I find that one year in county jail is the
extent of punishment together wjth a fine. Now, your man can not pay a fine, if confined in jail, and that w_ould ju no wa_y recompense me fo~ my great ~oss.. I wish :you
to have him court-mart1aled, and! will trust my .Army fnends to do JUst1ce to both so
far as it is possible. I will appear as a witness whenever wanted, and can :furnish
oth r witnes es as to killing and Yalue of the horse.
Thanking you for your kindness yesterday and hoping to hear from you soon, I
am, very respectfully,
·
E . .A. SMITH.

2•
.ARKANSAS CITY, KANS.,

October 4, 1893.

Second Liout. Frank M. Caldwell, Third Cavalry, being duly sworn according to
law, tates a. follows:
.
.
My in tructions were: In case any one or two men made a break mto the Strip
before the signal was given at 12 noon, September 16, 1893, the men were to make
every effort to stop them, and, if absolutely necessary, to shoot. If a large number
of people made a break so that it was evident that the line could not be continued,
to give the signal and let the crowd go.
I gavo p rmission for homesteaclers to make the run from Chilocco. I received
the following telegram authorizing the homesteaders to make the run from Chilocco:
"I am instructed by Commissioner Lamoreaux to gtve notice that persons will be
allowed to occupy 100-foot strip around Chilocco reservation. Of course persons will
not be allowed on reservation. Emmitt Womack, Special .Agent."
I was on the south line of Chilocco at 12 noon, September 16, and gave the signal to go by firing my pistol.
o money was turned in for hay left at Cary or Government Spriug.
The following men of Troop C, Third Cavalry, were arrested for disorderly conduct
in Arkan a City: Sergt. Scberene; Privates .A. Barbin and Joseph Belle Isle. Sergt.
William R. Willard did the shooting that killed Hill. Trumpeter Herman Stechert
shot and killed mith's horse.
Note by Capt. Lee.-.At Perry land office, October 5, 1893, I was informed and saw
papersrejecting applications of John W . Switzer1 of .Arkansas City, Kans., and George
0. Brewster, of Clevefancl, Kans., on account o! running from south side Chilocco
school reservatiou-"soon rs."
.Also saw record rejecting Charles W. Surlook and Robert W. 'rindall, of same
place, for same reason.

3.

Sergt. Samuel Ihling, Troop C, Third Cavalry, stated under oath as follows in
answer to int rrogations:
1 Q. How long have you been in the servicet-.A. Nearly :fourteen years.
2 Q. Were you on duty with your troop at the recent opening of the Cherokee
Stri:e f-.A. I was, from about the 1st of September until we returned, about the 28th.
3 Q. tate fully the nature of your duties, the orders you received, and what
occurr d 9-A. I wa in charge of a detachment of four men to scout the trip, keep
out ancl put out all persons who had no authority there before the opening. I was
assjgned on the west end of the Chilocco school reservation and scouted west from
th re along the Kansas line up to Hunnewell, a djstance of about 16 miles; I went
up and back the same day repeatedly, sometimes not quite as far, as I would meet
or hear of E roop (Capt. Elting) detachments coming there. The people waiting to
go in were camped along the Kansas line as far as I scouted. 'rhore were no registration booth between Chilocco and Hunnewell; there was one near IIunnew 11. I did not go into Hunnewell. I saw people going to the booths at Hunnewell to regi ter. Before the opening I drove out four or .five famili s that
were in the trip; I took their des ription; they would not giv their names. My
order were to k ep out intruders and take their name aud description and report.
Ilad no trun hl in putting them ont nor in keepiug others out; I simply ordered
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and escorted them out to the line. All this duty was performed quietly and not
necessary to use any severity; this continued until the day of the opening, when I
had some little trouble. The trouble was, there was considerable confusion and
annoyance in getting the people in line along the border, and they made a break
from the west end of the schoolhouse probably seven or eight minutes before 12
o'clock; some citizen fired a shot and the line started to break from there, ancl the
others seeing it broke also and carried along that way west. The line of ~tizens
were instructed and clearly understood that the soldiers, 100 yards or so in front and
about one-quarter of a mile apart, would fire the shots as a signal at 12 o'clock. I
was n ext to the Kansas border near the WflSt-encl fence of the Chllocco school
reservation when the break occurred; I tried to stop them, calling out and holding
my pistol in th e air and yelling out that there had been no signal given and for
them to wait; from there -west the whole line started and I saw it was no use to try
to stop them and I let them go. I beard a shot (false alarm) :fired; as it was faint,
it was a cousiderable distance away.
My orders were not to allow any one to go in under any drcnmst:mces before the
time. I understood that my orders would justify me in stoppiug by any necessary
means any one who undertook to lead the crowd in violation of orders, even to the
extent of firing on him if I could stop him in no other way, but as the whole crowd
seemed to move at once I did not feel justified in firing.
I was not at the booth nor my detachment, and saw no drinking or drunkenness
of any kind.
,
Shortly after we went there I noticed the prairies were on fire a considerable distance away, and one fire came up near the Chilocco schoolhouse. I do not know
how these fires started. I heard a citizen say that a man having a considerable lot
of hay (Blackwell by name) started the fire. I know that my detachment started
no fires . We returned to camp every night, taking a lunch with us for the day.
The people along the line waiting for the opening were orderly. Many, however,
came on the day of the opening from Arkansas City. They had been staying there,
owiug to the scarcity of water and forage along the line.
I know of no soldier firing a shot on the day of the opening. I know nothing
about the death of Hill. We came into camp that night after the opening. That
night or the next morning I conversed with Sergt. Willard about the death of Hill.
Sergt. Willard said, as I remember, that Hill was one of the leaders of the break;
that he ordered him to halt and he did not do so; that he then fired a shot and he
still didn't halt, and then he fired another shot, and, I think he said, the shot hit
Hill.
I heard about the killing of a horse, but have no personal knowledge of the matter .
.A.s far as I know there seemed to be no ill-feeling between citizens and soldiers,
and everything seemed to be a,s quiet as could be expected in such a lar~e crowd.
There was no bribery or offers to bribe made to me orto my men to my knowledge.
In scouting the men were with me and were not in a position to receive any offers of
that kind.
On the day of the opening there were vast crowds along the west end of the school
reservation to Hunnewell; on the day of the opening many thousands, and I estimate
· there were from 40,000 to 50,000 people, including sightseers. Probably two-thirds
of them were there to make a run for claims. I rode the line that morning 10 miles
west and back before 12 o'clock. I was away from the troop until after the opening,
and joined it that evening and remained with it, and saw no special cases of drunkness except one or two cases of men who staid overtime on pass. One of them is now
in the guardhouse here. I had the time from a citizen, and all arranged to make
tlie start at signal.
SAMUEL lHLING,

Sergeant, Troop C, Third Cavalry.
Sworn and subscribed to before me this 1st day of October, 1893, at Fort Riley,
Kalli8.
J.M. LEE,

Captain Ninth Infantry,
Aasistant to Inspector-General Departmmt of the Missouri.

4.
Sergt. William R. Willard, Troop C, Third Cavalry, was informed by Capt. J.M.
Lee that it was entirely optional with him whether he made any statement or not
with regard to this matter. Sergt. Wmar<l. stated that he desired to state the
matter fully; had nothing to conceal; that he was on duty and believed he was
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earrying out his orders; ancl at his r el]_ues!i was duly sworn by Capt. J. M. Lee, and
stated as follows :
I was on duty on west side of the Chilocco Indian reservation on the morning of
the opening, September 16, with Sergt. Ihling, Troop C, Third Cavalry, with orders
to patrol that line and hold the crowd back until the signal was given; and theyall of the crowd-bad fair warning, as Sergt. Ibling and I ro<le the line and told them
how the signal would be 1$iven; and just before 10 minutes of 12 there were two
men that started from the hne mounted on a run, and after they gained a little distance a small buneh started to follow behind them. Private Hallencrentz, Troop C,
Third Cavalry, tried to head them off, calling to the two men ahead to halt, and
they paid no attention to the order. I yelled at the top of my voice and Hallencreutz, too. They heard us, easily, not over 150 yards away, and one of them, Hill~
turned his head toward us in apparent response to the challenge. Their horses were
running too fast for ours to overtake them; so we, Private Hallencreutz and I, commenced sb0oting over their heads, and Private Hallencreutz dismounted to :fire, and
I called to him as I went by on my horse to be sure and shoot high so as not to hit
anybody. Between us and the two men there were no others; there may h ave been
some to the right of us from the bunch that followed, and after g·oing about 1,000
yards from the line I stopped my horse and challenged him for the last time. At
that last challenge he was perhaps 200 yards ahead, and I fired to shoot"Over his head
with a flat sight, and there were other reports of shots around at this time, whether
from boom~rs or soldiers I do not know, as nearly all the boomers had Winchesters
and six-shooters, and I fired lying down. I got on my feet and saw that the man
had fallen. I thought at first that his horse h ad stumbled and thrown him, for I
a,imed over his head and had no intention of striking him, and looked back and saw
the lines were broken, aud let them go ahead as we could not stop them, and I rode
back and reported to Lieut. Caldwell, Third Cavalry. When the two men first
started from the line the small bunch that followed them was probably ten or twelve,
mounted, and about 50 yards in rear. The general break in the line did not occur
until shortly after this, possibly in one or two minutes. When the two men started
I was back of the first line of w agons, probably 75 yards back from where the two
men started. There was no noise or confusion at the time. Everything was quiet.
The crowd was notified at the time that five minutes before 12 the sohliers would
be in front of the line about 100 yards and about 500 yards apart so the signal could
be seen and heard along in front; when the two meu made the break we were aligning
the crowd along the starting line and getting everything in good shape. I heard
no shot fired before these two men started; I heard a report afterwards that some
one in the crowd had fir ed a shot at the time these men started; I was so n ear to
where these two men started, that had a sbot been fired I would certainly have heard
it; from the circumstances it is my honest belief that the two men and the bunch
that followed them deliberately started ahead of the time so as to get an advantage
over the others.
Before the opening I had three men under my orders engaged in scouting and
watching the roads into the Strip. Know nothing of bribery or attempt to bribe
whatever.
There were prairie fires burning when we arrived there and con+.inued nearly all
the time we were there; we could see them nearly every night.
I know nothing about the report of drunkenness; there were no saloons where I
was, and my men attended to their business.
WILLIAM R. WILLARD,
Serqeant, Troop C, Third Cavalry .
Sworn on October 1 and subscribed to on October 2, 1893, before me, at Fort Riley,
Kans.
J.M. LEE.
Captain, Ninth Infantry,
.Assistant to Inspector-General Department of the Missouri.

On October 2, 1893, Sergt. Willard stated further: That he and Sergt. Ihling were
to get the time from some disinterested party, and both were to fire the signal shots
in front at noon-by that time. That he saw the party, a citizen, who was not to
make the run, and they, Sergts. Willard and Ihling, had the time from hun,

5.

Sergt. August Quell, Troop C, Third Cavalry, stated under oath as follows in
answer to interrogations:
I was on duty with Troop C, Third Cavalry, at the opening of the Cherokee Strip.
Most of the time I was in main camp and two days I was out patroling at the rail-
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road crossing to keep w_agons from going to the booths. I had three men with me.
On the day of the openmg I was on the Aouthwest corner of the Chilocco school
r~servation. I had two men with me ancl had orders to keep people back until the
signal from the :first sergeant. My m13n were deployed ju front about 15 yar<ls and
about 500 or 600 yards apart. I had no trouble in carrying out my ord rs· the crowd
was quiet. About ten minutes after the signal Lieut. Col. Parker, Thirt ~nth Iufantry, came there. After the rush I heard that a man had been r:ihot.
There were prairie fires burning when we :first went there; di<l. not notice any on
the 16th. I was on duty at the booth one afternoon and one night. I was on duty
there to keep hack the crowd and prevent people from runuino- ahead of others· had
no trouble. I had three mounted men with me that day and ~as outabout25yards
from the booth. Never heard of any cases of bribery at all.
A~ to drunken~ess, probabl;y- some men went down in town and got drunk. I saw
no arunkenness m camp or with men on duty. I talked to a good many citizens
after the opening who were disgusted that so many "sooners" had gotten into the
Strip, just general talk, without saying whose fault it was.
.
AUGUST QUELL,

Sergeant, Troop C, Third Cavalry.

Sworn and subscribed to before me, at Fort Riley, Kans., this 1st day of October,
1893.

·

.

J.M. LEE,
Captain, Ninth Infantry,
.Assistant to Inspector-General Depa1·tment of the Missouri.

6.

Corpl. Mert J. Whitty, Troop C, Third Cavalry, stated under oath as folJows:
I was oµ. duty with the troop at the opening of the Strip; I was on duty at the booths
at Chilocco, most of the time on the outside, mounted, assi. ting in keopino- tbe lines in
order with the other soldiers; I was there until the night bofore the day of the opening, wheniwassentoutinchargeofadetachment. While th reev rythiogwasquiet
and orderly. On the day of the opening !had 4men on the line eat oftlrn booth. My
orders were to patrol the line and keep off intruders, keep the crowd back until 12
o'clock, when my men would be stationed ,1,long the front to pass the signal by firing
shots. I received all my orders from Lieut. Caldwell, Third Cavalry; had no trouble
to carry out my orders; the crowd was orderly and quiet,_, and rema,ined so until the
signal was given, when they came in; there were sev ral tnou ands aloug there; thore
was some talk of a break where I was, but I checked it without troubl .
Heard ofno bribery of anybody. When we first wont there I noticed there were
prairie :fires burning in the distance. On the d~y of: the op~ning, shortly 'b for 12
o'clock, I noticed what appeared to be fresh fir s in the d1stan e from the moke
curling up.
I know nothing about the killing of Tiill. As to tho drinking, several of the
soldiers were at times under tbe influence of liquor; there was agr at d al of :I.rinking among the citizens; they had bottles of whisky, and tli re wa four saloons in
tents right across the line in Kan sas opposit th booths. W got along in our duty
all right had to use no violence, but at times had to speak pretty ,,.ruff to som
M1mT J. WIJ1TTY1
Corporal, TrooJJ C, 1'hird Cavalry.
Sworn and subscribed to before me, at Fort Riley, Kans., this 1st day of October,
.J. M. LEE,
Captain, inlh Infantry,
Assistant to Inspector-General Departrnent of the Missouri.

1893.

7.

Private Claes Hallencreutz, Troop C, Third Cavalry, stated under oath as follows:
I was on duty with my troop at the op ning of the Cperok
trip and on th day
of the opening September 16. I was nnd r Sergt. Ihlmg to k p b, ck th er wd
nntil 12 o'clock noon; my orders were to keep back tbe cro_wd, ~inecl HJ? until the
signal was given by the s rgeant_; an l then I was to fir my piece m the air. A hot
was fired in the crowd not very tar from m a few minute before 12 o'clock; this
shot was fired by some citizen. I know so, because afterwards, a.bout a quarter after
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12 o'clock, a man who was rMinO' out slowly into the Strip told mo he saw the man
fire the shot that made the break. I don't know the 1rnmes of either. When this
shot was fired before 12 on the 16th, a break was mr.<le a little further west on the
line, about 300 yards from where I was; two men started ahead mounted, one in the
lead on a gray horse and both on the dead run as fast as they could go; a crowd of
10 or 15 followed them from 50 to 75 yards in rear; as soon as they had gotten a little
ahead the whole line broke. I had a slow horse and got out of the way of the
wa~ous by getting inside of the Bchool reservation fence and riding down south about
1,0u0 yards; then I went out there. I saw Sergt. Willard, who holloed to me and
told me that a false break was made and to fire my piece and shoot high and try to
stop the two men ahead and the crowd that followed them; they were at least 400
yards ahead of the sergeant and myself. He told me to shoot high over their heads
in the air, which I did. I fired from my horse and started ahead; I fired about five
rounds. Sergt. Willard had a faster horse than mine and passed me, and I saw him
dismount and lie down and fire. I dismounted and :fired one shot right under the
man-of the leading man. I intended to :fire near him so as to raise the dust, which I
did; then I reloaded my piece and took aim to shoot the horse under him; then
Sergt. Willard came and told me it was no use to try and stop them, so I did not :fire.
I did not see either of the two men fall from their horse; the man who was shot rode
, a sorrel horse and was the second man. I know thi~ because I helped to bring the
body to the school reservation about two hours afterwards.
When the sergeant :fired lying aown the two men must have been 500 yards ahead.
I mean that the sergeant was kneeling instead of lying down. I :fired the five shots
before the sergeant knelt down and fired; when I fired they were about 700 yards
ahead. I fired one shot after that, when I raised the dust around the advanced man,
the man with the gray horse. I fired no more. I do not know which shot hit Hill;
about that time the crowd began to come up in large numbers and passed on.
Sergt. Willard, Sergt. Ihling, Corpl. Conway, and myself were on duty on that
part of the land; other soldiers were too far away to know what took place there.
When Sergt. Willard and myself were pursuing the two men there were a number of
shots :fired from the rear, as I supposed by citizens, as many of them were armed.
As I rode back right away after this in the crowd, I met a citizen swinging his
pistol in the air, and ordered him to put it up, which he did. After this I returned
to main camp that day.
Sergt. Ihling being the senior sergeant was to give the signal, but he never gave
it, for the crowd broke before the time. Sergt. Ihling was in the corner next to the
fence holding the crowd back. When the shot was fired by a citizen that made the
false alarm Sergt. Willard was not very far from me, about 25 yards; the shot was
from a pistol, and not the report of a big gun.
I received my orders from both Sergt. Ihling and Sergt. Willard to keep the crowd
back. I had no orders to shoot anybody.
I was not on duty at the booths at all. I don't know anything about the drunkenness, if there was any. I was with Sergt. Ihling all the time until the opening.
I rode the line west with him before the opP,ning.
I saw prairie fires burning in the distance, and it came in so close that the
Indian school children at Ch1locco had to go out and put it out; as to whom started
the fire I do not know; a man living on Bitter Creek, right near the line, told me it
was reported that a squaw man by the name of Blackwell was seen riding along and
throwing ouL burning matches and setting fire to the grass in order to sell a large
lot of hay which he had, said to be about 500 tons. I know the place, but not the
name of the man that told me this.
CLAES HALLENCREUTZ 1

Private, T1·oop C, Thfrd Cavnlry,
Sworn on October 1 and subscribed to on October 2, 1893, before me, at Fort Riley,
Kans.
J.M. LEE,

Captain, Ninth Infan try,
.Assistant to Inspect01·-General Department of the Missouri.

s.
ARKANSAS CITY, KANS., September so, 1899.
Rev. D. D. De Long, resident of Arkansas City, Kans., being duly sworn according
to law, states as follows :
I was present at the opening of the Strip and took up my position at the southwest
corner of Chilocco school land. We were greatly surprised to find that the soldiers
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gave_penniRsion t~ the homesteaders to make the run from the south side of Chilocco.
We to11~ 1.l 011 ~et~1?g out there that the fonc~ was open, and we drove out to the v •ry
south7ve,:;t coruer, and when the order was given "to run" I drove my carria()'e
after
0
them ma southwesterly directi.on.
I was w~thin ab_ont 25 rods of Hill when he foll from his horse. I went to him at
once and fo_und ~un ~h?t i~ the back of t_he he3:d. the ball coming out of the right
eye. I n?t1ced him ridmg m the lead before bemg shot. He was runninO' from tlrn
Kansas h_n~. I looked at my watch at the time Hill was shot; it was then 12 :05
noon. Hills watch marked 12:15 when I opened it; this was after a short parley as
to what we should do with his valuables, etc.
There were hundreds of people far in advance of Hill when he was shot, having
started to ~ake the run_ from th~ south front of qhilocco Strip.
The soldiers were boisterous m town; they frequented saloons and were in an
intoxicated condition.
What I mean by the order "to go" was: We saw a puff of smoke on the southeast
corner of the Chilocco line. I looked at my watch, which was the correct time I got
from standard; it was then exactly 12 noon.
Mr. Hill •was not armed at the time he was shot. He had a broad belt on in
which he carried a new hatchet and his flag stakes.
'
ARKANSAS CITY, KANS.,

Col. E. M.

HEYL, U.
VERY DEAR Sm: I

Octobe"t· 11, 1893.

S. Army:

did not visit the booths south of our city during the rerristration of prospective settlers of the Strip, and have therefore no nersonal kno~ledrre
of alleged bribery of soldiers. I made my statement in letter to Cono-r ssm~n
Hndson on the assertion of professed eyewitnesses to saicl acts . If de!rired can
furnish the names of several such persons,
Very kindly and truly yours,

D. D. DE

LONG,

Pastor of Congregational Church.

9.
STATE OF MISSOURI,

County of Genfry,

88:

F. M. Hayden, of lawful age, being first <luly sworn, upon his oath states:
That he is a resident of Gentry County, Mo., and that he wa pr nt a,t the time
of the killing of John R. Hill by a soldier, on the 16th day of Sep tomb r, 1893, in the
Cherokee Outlet, Indian Territory; that at the report of a pi tol the line started
from the north, myself and John It Hill amongst the number, when at a point 3~ miles
south of the north line and at a point near the south wost corn<lr of the Chilocco reserve, a soldier, after firing three shots at John R. Hill, sprang from his horse and
taking deliberate aim shot him in the back of the head. I was immediately in the
rear of the soldier, about 150 or 200 yards, at the time of the killing. After killing
John R. Hill the soldier got on his horse and rode back within 4 feet of me, toward
the north line again. He said nothing. The soldier was riding a bay hor o.
J. C. Stanberry, of King City, Mo., was present and saw the shootino- of John R.
Hill by the soldier. At the time of the shooting there were probably 150 or 200 persons in sight and ahead of John R. Hill.
I know that a number of soldiers, prior to the opening for several days, were
intoxicated. Their names I do not know. I am of the opinion, from th action of
the soldier who killed John R. Hill, that he was drunk at the time, but will not say
positively that he was. I know that the sooners started the fire near Miller's ran ·h
that burned an old lady to death. I know that another man wa shot about 14 mil s
south of where J obn R. Hill was killed and near the claim of one Mr. Hart, of Wichita, Kans., but was not present when the shooting was <lone, but Mr. Hart told me
that he was shot by the soldier.
Mr. J.C. Stanberry, of King City, Mo., will swear that the soldier that killed
John R. Hill :fired four times.
F. M. H.A.YDE .
Subscribed and sworn to before me, a notary public within and for the county of
fontry and State of Missouri, this 9th day of October, 1893.
SEAL ]
J. W. SULLINGER,

.

My commission as a notary public expires January 10, 1894.

~~~~
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Cowley County, 88:
W. F. Smith, of lawful age, being first duly sworn upon his oath, deposes and says:
That on the 16th day of September, 1893, he was on horseback on the line of the
State of Kamrn,s, and a short distance west of the Chilocco Indian Reservation in
the Indian Territory, and that he was there for the purpose of runnino- south with
the other parties along said line, for the purpose of getting a claim in the Cherokee
Strip, to be declared open for settlement at noon of that day.
Affiant further states that shortly before 12 o'clock the word was given to go, and
he, with others, upon their horses, started in the race for a home, and that aner run•
uing for n early a mile they heard several shots fired and saw a soldier upon his
horse running toward them, and that said soldier ran in front of this affiant and
several others, who were near him, upon their horses, and commanded them to stop
and go back, with the threat in the following words: "God damn you fellows, go
back or 1'11 kill y ou."
This affiant states that he then replied to said soldiers to make the others go back
and he would go, whereupon said soldier repeated said threat in similar language,
and this affiant then stated to him that that was a game two could play at, whereupon said soldier turned to the right and commenced firing his _gun at men a short
distance to the right of this affi.ant, and after shooting a couple of times said soldier
alighted from his horse, kneeled upon one knee, and <l.eliberately fired his gun at a
man and killed him; and this affiant has since leftrned that the person killed was
John R. Hill.
After killing Mr. Hill said soldier turned and began firing at this affiant, one bullet passing close to his face, so near that this affiant could feel the wind from it, and
another bullet struck the ground immediately in front of this affiant's horse.
And further affiant stateth not.
W. F. SMITH.
STATE OF KANS AS,

Subscribed in my presence and sworn to before me this 29th day of September, 1893.
W. E. Wru..:ox,
Nota1·y Public.
My commission expires on the 10th day of June, 1896.
A true copy:
E. M. HEYL,

Colonel, Inspector-General.
11.

Cowley County, 88:
James W. Moody, of lawful age, being first duly sworn, on oath deposes and
states:
That he is a resident of the county"of Riley, in the State of Kamias, and that on the
16th day of September, 1893, he was in company with other parties on the State line
about one-half mile west of the Chilocco Reservation, in the Indian Territory; that
at the time said lands were declared to be open, at noon of said day, he started upon
his horse, ridin~ in a southerly direction. when he saw a certain soldier belonging
to Troop C of tne Third Cavalry, riding upon his horse in the direction of a man
riding upon his horse a short distance ahead of him; that he saw said soldier :fire
his gun three times in the direction of a man riding in advance; that, before :firing
the third shot, he saw said soldier alight from his horse, kneel upon one knee and
take deliberate aim toward said person and fire his gun; immediately after the firing
of said shot he saw the ma-n fall from his horse to the ground; that he has since
learned that the person shot by said soldier at that time was John R. Hill, and that
his home was at Keansburg, N. J.
.
Affiant further states that from the point where he saw said shooting and from
the conduct, of said soldier he fired his gun delibtirately, intending that the results
should be as above set forth.
JAMES W. MOODY, M. D.
STATE OF KANSAS,

Subscribed and sworn to before me this 29th day of September, 1893.
GEO. L. BROWN,
Notary Public.
My commission expires on the 1st day of September, 1896.
A true copy:
E. M. HEYL,

Colonel, Inspector-General.
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12.

Cowley Connty, 88:
Charles S. Meade, of the age of 13, being first duly sworn, on oath deposes and
· says:
·
That he resides in Arkansas City, Cowley County, Kans., ancl has o r si<kcl for
more tha:n twelve years last past. Tllat on the 16th day of September 1 93, ufliant
was stationed near the southwest corner of tho Ch ilocco Indian school reservotion
in the Indian Territory, for the pnrpose of witnessino· the race of the boomers into
the Cherokee Strip, at noon of tb.at day; that two or three minutes befor 12 o'clock
false signals and alarms were fired by guns, and tliat one John R. Hill, a person
intending and prepared to take a claim in said lands, believing- said alarms and signals were the proper signals for starting into the lands, started upon his horse to run
into said country; a sohlicr belonging to Troop C, of the Third Cavalry of th nit <l
States Army, followed shortly after said Hill and this afllant saw t]1em race with
their llorses for quite a di8tancc, when said soldier aligbte<l from his horse rais cl
his gun to his shoulder, took deliberate aim toward the said John R. Ilill al1<1 thiB
affiant states that immediately after the :firing of said shot by said sol<lie~, J olm R.
Hill fell from his horse to the ground.
Affiant further states that immedi ately thereafter he drove toward the prostrate
form of the said John R. Hill, and was one of the first persons to reach him after the
shooting; that one D. D. DeLong was the next person to arrive where said Hill wa
lying; that at the time he reached the body of Mr. Hill his life was extin ·t, and an
e~amination ot· his body showecl that a bullet had entered the back of his hea,l at
the base of the brain and had penetrated through the entire bead, coming out near
the inner corner of the right eye.
Affiant further states that the conduct of the said soldier in following Mr. Hill and
aiming his gun at him and fhing indicated the purpose above set forth.
And further affiant stateth not.
STATE OF KANSAS,

CHARLES

• MEAD,

Subscribed in my presence and sworn to before me this 29th day of S ptemb r,
1893.
GEO, L. Bn WN,
Notary Public.
My commission expires on the firBt day of September, 1896.
A true copy.

E. M. HltYL,
Colonel, lnspector-G ene1'al.

13.

Cowley Coitnty, 88:
Charles S. Rathburn, of the age of 13, being first duly sworn, on oath deposes and
says:
That he resides in Arkansas City, Cowley County, Kans., and bas so r sided for
more than three years last past.
'l'hat on the 16th day of Septef1;tber, 1893, this affia:nt ~as station~cl n ,ar t~1 oathwest corner of the Chilocco Indian school reservation m th Incltan 'I rritory, '£ r
the purpose of witnessing the race of the boomers into the herok e trip at noon
of that day· that two or three minutes b fore 12 o'clock fal e ignals and alarms
were fired
guns and that one John R. Hill, a person intending and prqrnr cl to
take a claim in said lands, believing said ala1:ms and signal~ wete ~h prop r signals
for starting into the said lands, started t~pon lns horse to run m~o s:i1d country; tlui,_t a
soldier belonging to Troop C of the _Third avalry, of the nlt~d tat. Army, f?llowed shortly after said Hill, and th1. affia.nt saw t~ m race w~th th. ir horses i~r
quite a distance, when said soldier alight d. from his bo_rse, mis d. his ~nn to his
shoulder, took deliberate aim_ to,vard ~h said ,Johll: R. Hi~l, and this a~rnnt tat s
that immediately after the firmg of said shot by said solu.ier, John R. Hill£< 11 from
his horse to the ground. ·
Affiant further states that immediately thereafter he clrove_toward th pro t!ate
form of the said John R. Hill ancl wa the fir tp r on ~or ach him ~ft t ph 1100 )D ;
that one D D De Long was th next p r on to arn ve wL r
a1d Illll wa lyrng;
th~t at the tiru~ he reached the body of fr. Hill hi Ii£ was
tin t,. and au e am~
ination of his body showed that a bullet had entered the back of his h ad, at th•
STATE OF KANSAS,

by
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base of the brain, and had penetrated through the entire head, coming out near the
inner corner of the right eye.
Affiant further states that the conduct of the said soldier, in following Mr. Hill
and aiming his gun at him and firing, indicated the purpose above set forth.
And further affiant stateth not.
CHARLES S. RATHBURN.
Subscribed in my presence and sworn to before me this 29th day of September,
1893.
GEO, L. BROWN,
[SEAL.]
Nota1·y Publio.
My commiseion expires on the 1st day of September, 1896.
A true copy.
E. M. HEYL,
Colonel, Inspector-General.

14-.
ARKANSAS CITY, KANS., October 2, 1898.
D. H. Hays, a resident of Butler County, Kans., being duly sworn according to
law, stated as follows:
I was west about 150 yar s from Chilocco Strip, on State line, when the rush
was made September 16. I lieard a shot fired about noon and t,he rush was made.
I joined in and made the run. I had a fast horse and was soon to the front. A soldier began shooting at those in the lead, and I saw a man fall from his horse, which
afterwards I learned was Mr. Hill. The &oldier then held rue up to a standstill with
his gun, near the southwest corner of Chilocco lands; then he turned and went
west on a run on his horse. ·when I got up to the south west corner of Chilocco
Strip all the homesteaders had started and made the rush from south side of Chilocco, and were all gone at the time of the shooting of Hill. I do not know the man
who did the shooting, but believe I could recognize him.
One soldier offered if I would pay him $5 apiece he would take us and give us big
start of the crowd. There were five men in our party, which would make $25 for
the soldier. We did not go. We told him we had registered and would abide by the
law. This was about two hours before the opening. I do not know the soldier's name.

15.
ARKANSAS CITY, KANS., September 30, 1898.
P. C. Duff, resident of Arkansas City, being duly sworn according to law, states
as follows:
I made the run from the south side of Chilocco reservation. I was ahead of Hill
about 1 mile when he was shot. It was just 12 noon when we started on the rush.
I afterwards took charge of Hill's body.

16.
ARKANSAS CITY, KANs., September SO, 1893.
James Sutherland, a resident of Arkansas City, Kans., being duly sworn according
to law, stated as follows:
I was present at the opening of the Strip September 16, 1893. I was on the Kansas line, about 300 yards from the northwest corner of the Chilocco reservation,
when the gun was fired at 12 noon, as far as I know. I saw Hill about 25 yards
in front at the start. We ran about three 3 miles. I saw a soldier fire three
shots south; he turned around and fired two shots east and killed one horse. This
soldier did all t~e s1?-ooting. The t~i~d shot fired south by the soldier is the one
that mus~ have h1~ Hill. Whe1;1 the firmg began we stopped about two minutes.
The soldier who did the shootmg was a German, as he did not speak very good
English.
I think most of the soldiers were drunk at time of opening, as they behaved so
badly. As soon as the soldiers stopped firing we all rushed to the front. There

1
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were thousands of people who mane the rush from that corn r of tho Kane;n,. Jin .
There was al,011 u

Ther_e wer~ :1bout 200 fee.t of so~id people, ~orse_s, and. wagons.
22 miles of lme .. The Ch1locco hue was 4 nnles, its entire front.

I heard a soldier tell the serg~ant that Lieut. Caldwell said th re wa no orcler8
fo~ homesteaders to m.ake the run from south side of Chilocco trip. At, th ti111
this message was received there were thousands of people on the l:!uuth line of U.tilocco Strip.
17.
ARKANSAS CITY, KANS., September so, l89S.
A. Abbott, resident of Arkansas City, Kans., being duly sworn according to law,
states as follows:
I was present at opening of Strip on September 16, 1893. I was on tb lin of
south front of the Chilocco school lauds and near the wt>st nd. I saw tho line move
forward to my !ight and h~ard the soldiers say: '.'Halt!. that's not the ignal to go.''
About five or six me,:, contmued to the front. Hill was m the lead, and th soldiers
fired upon those in advanc-e. I saw a man fall from his horse, aud have since learned
it was Mr. Hill. The entire line followed immediatelv afterwards. By s veral
watches it was 12 noon, and just at that time a pistol sho t was fired-whieh all supposed was the signal "to go."
I have seen soldiers in town under the influence of drink, but where they were
quiet.
0

18.
ARKANSAS CITY, September 90, 1899.
Charles H. Wier, resident of Arkansas City, Kans., being duly sworn accor<liug to
law, states as follows:
I was present at the day of opening of Strip, at west side of Chilocco an<l Kansas
line. I saw a man riding a sorrel horse. When shoo tin er o curr cl he f 11 on t of lii
saddle and the horse went on. This was about 12 :06, noon, by my watch, wlti<'li was
about rjght. Some one said "go." 'fhe front of the line had b <•n cl •ar d hy the
soldiers. They went to the left, near Chilocco Reservation. 'l'hewhole ]in' Htnrfrcl,
about 10,000 people. Hill and one or two others were in aclvan e, and IJ i 11 was
killed about 3 miles from the Kansas Une. The soldiers continnc<l to Jim on the
homesteaders nntil they were about 3 miles. The last tshot wa fir <l. at m .
I consi<l.ered the behavior of the soldiers brutal, before and during the opening.
Several were abusive and profane.

19.
ARKANSAS CITY, KAN ., September 90, 1893.
Thomas Baird, a resident of Arkansas City, Kans., b ing <luly sworn according to
the law, stated as follo s:
I was present at opening of Strip, and stationed on Kansas lin , n ar w ,st ml of
Chilocco fence. I noticed a party to my ricrllt, about 30 rods, start to mak the
rush at two minutes before 12 noon. My watch was tandar<l tim . Is t my watch
the day before. We then started to the front; th none soldi r ame out anti. stopp d
us and said go bac~. Tb_en he started acros to h ~d off the party wh? hU:d ~tarted
on our right, shootmg ~1s. revol:vcr ~t the sam time. An _Lh •r ol<l.ier llll:!lu.e the
fence said to go on, mot1onmg with lus hand. We all went fon,vard.

20.

s., September so, 1893.
Peter Hollenbeck, a resident of Sumner County, Kans., b ing duly sworn a cording to law, stated as follows:
.
. .
. .
I was present at opening of strip, ept m b r 16, 1893. We w re all m lme wa1 tm
for orders to go, when some one said, "'J'~ r they rro." We ob rv d th p opl on the
left, near Lhe schoolhouse pasture, makmg the rush. I look d at my watch at thai
ARKANSAS CITY, KA
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time; it was lacking a half minute of 12 noon. I ha~ the standard time. T~ey had
a,t the time we obserYed them, started about half a mile to the front of our hne; we
then rushed forward. All the homesteaders where I was were well behaved.

21.
ARKANSAS CITY, KANS., September 30, 1893.
William Briley, resident of Arkansas City, Kans., being duly sworn according to
law, states as follows:
I was present at opening of Strip on the 16th. I made the run about lt miles east
of the Chilocco school lands. Two shots were fired about 12, noon, which all suppose<l. was the signal to go. A couple of soldiers fired the shots and we all moved
forwar<l.. We could see the homesteaders who had taken up their position on the
south front of the Chilocco school hmds; they had about 3 miles the start of us.
Some of the so]diers appeared harsh and rough in their manner before the opening
of the Strip. I saw soldiers on their horses on duty drunk, and have seen them in
town drunk.
At day of opening some soldiers said we could make the run from south front of
the Chilocco school lands, and others said that if we wanted a home we bad better
not run from there.

22.
ARKANSAS CITY, KANS., October 1, 1893.
C. M. McIntire, a resident of Arkansas City, Kans., being duly sworn according to
law, stated as follows:
I overheard a conversation between a citizen and soldier at a restaurant out on
the line on evening of opening of Strip, September 16, 1893., to this effect: The soldier
said be had orders to kill the first son of a bitch that crossed the line before the signal was given. Some minutes before the Rignal was given this old man (Mr. Hill)
broke the line and several others followed. The soldier said he called a halt an umber of times, and the old son of a bitch paid no attention to it, and he then threw
his carbine down, and made him bite the dust. The general description of the soldier
as I remember was that he was dark complexioned, black moustache, about 6 feet
tall, dark hair, and probably of foreign descent. I had no direct conversation with
the soldier, but simply saw him, and listened to his conversation. The party of
soldiers were drinking beer, and one of the soldiers was under the influence of liquor
at the time.

23.

Cowley County, 88:
Charles P. Duff, being first duly sworn on his oath, deposes and states:
'l'hat he is a resideut of Arkansas City, Cowley County, Kans., and has so resided
for six years last passed; that he is a member of the firm of Duff & Oldroyd, engaged
in the furniture business at said city; that he is acquainted with one Lieut. Caldwell, of Troop C, Third Cavalry, U. S. Army, and that on the evening of the 16th day
of September, 1893, between the hours of 5 and 6 o'clock p. m. of said day, he had a
conversation with Lieut. Caldwell relative to the killing of one John R. Hill, of Keansburg, N. J., who was on that day shot and killed by one of the soldiers under the
command of Lieut. Caldwell, in said troop above mentioned, and that in said conversation with said lieutenant he stated to me in substance the following language:
"That the soldier who that day shot and killed the said Hill was acting under
orders and did as he had been commanded."
Affiant further states that from the general bearing, conduct, appearance, and
statements of the said Lieut. Caldwell that he, this affiai;it, was forced to reach the
conclusion that said officer fully ratified and approved of the killing of said John R.
Hill by said soldier.
STATE OF KANSAS,

CHARLES

P.

DUFF.

Subscribed and sworn to before me this 29th day of September, 1893.
[SEAL.]
GEO. L. BROWN,
Notary Public.
My commfasion expires on September 1, 1896.
A true copy.
E. M. HEYL,
Colonel, Inspector- General.
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24.
•
ARKANSAS CITY, KAN ., eptember so, 1893.
L. D. L~ng, resident of Arkansas City, Kans., beiJJ"'
duly sworn accordin"'
to law
0
0

'
states as follows:
I was presen~ at day of opening of Strip. Some Clf the solcliers told me we would
make the run from the south si~le_ of the Chilocco strip, and Rome told us that we
cc!nlrl not a~d that they were dnvmg others back from that place. '1.'here were tllr e
of us; we did not go over there.

25.
SWORN STATEMENT OF NONCO:\f.i\HSSIO TED OFFICER TROOP C1 THIRD CAVALRY.

First Sergt. J. T. Murphy, 'froop C, Third Cavalry, who has been in the service
twenty-three years, bcrng duly swo!·n, stated as fol~ows, in answer to interrogation :
1. Q. State your name, rank, regiment, and station !-A. James T. Murphy First
Sergeant, Troop C, 'l'biru Cavalry, .Fort Riley, Kans.
'
2: Q .. Were you on duty receutly in connection with the opening of the Cherokee
Stnp; ifso, when and wheref-A. I was1 from about September 1 untilit was over
on the same month, at or in the vicinity of Arkansas City, Kans.
3. Q. Were you assigned to any special _duty in con_nection with the opening; if
so, state what duty, what orders you recei.ved, and bnefiy all that occurred in connection with the samet-A. I was at first; Iliad a detail of nine men at three re,,._
istration booths for guard at Chilocco, about a mile from the Indian school. I wns
there from the 11th until the night of the 15th of eptember. Li ut. Caldwell
Third Cavalry, gave me orders to preserve peace and quiet and preYent auy riot;
at these booths.
There must have been somewhere near 20,000 people at these booths cluring that
time; there were three lines of people. I had :five men on post during the day, and
two men durin,r the night. The only instructions I recei verl ·w re from Li ut. Caldwell; everything passed off quietly; I hacl no trouble with tlrn citizens. I wa to
prevent persons from slipping ahead of others on the lin s (my m 11 w re all cli mounted); all citizens respected my authority, ancl good order was maiutafo d
throughout. I was relieved by other men on the afternoon of the 15th by my son,
Sergt. Murphy, of the troop; there seemed to be still as man.v men in the line to register as when I :first been there; what I meant about 20,000 p ople was iuclncliug
everybody around there, whether in the lines or not. Wb n I was r lieved on tl1e
15th I estima,te that about 16,000 people had re~istered, and about 2,000 or 3,000 in
the lines. After being relieved I move<l camp oL the troop from east to inside of the
Chilocco school reservation, near the south side; that night I was detail d anu w ut
to the south side of the school reservation with nin m n to tart the line off ople
from there on the next day, noon, 16th.
o citizens there that night wh n w nt
there. Lieut. Caldwell ordered me there; about half-pat 6, ptombcr 16, thep ople
began congregating there, and by noon there was a large rowel of about scv ral
thousand on the south side of the Chilocco school res rvation, probably a mil and
a half south of the northern boundary.
I rode along in front and explain d to the peopl and J,ad no tronbl in keeping
and holding them back forth signal at noon. 'fhesi"'nal wa made by firin~atnoon,
and all started. As far al:! I know of ther was no trouble of any kmll either. b fore
or after the rush was made on my part of the lin .
A good many people afterward spoke as dissatisfied with allowin the p ople to
go from the southern line of the school reservation; that it gave tbo 11 opl an
advanta"'e and they called them "soonor . " I ll nd rs tan<l aft rward that it was
legal. A~~ matter of fact that position did give them an ad van ta,. over pt>opl who
were on the northern side of the Cherokee trip. Aft r th ru h I weut back to
camp with my men, and other detachments were also called in.
There were prairie fires burning all aroun<l that country. I know none of my
men started any; it was common talk among homestead e k r that "soon rs" had
gotten in and fired the country (that was v ·ry clry and dnsty) so a. to srr en th mselves and prevent people from getting on laim . It was common talk among the
citizens that they thought that the soldi rs had allow d th 8 'soon rs" to g tin
there to keep others of! t~e cl~im .. It wa8 _imply common talk; n body s em d to
know anythino- about it, Just imagmed that 1t was 1,0 .
I had very p°articular instruction from Lient. Calclw 11 to watch out and se no
one got throno·h and so far as I know non got thr,m"'h; a]) h pcopl s mrcl to
behave wells;f~r as I know.
either m ll'>r m.v m n arrcstc,,l an.v ·it1z ns. \Vh n
at the booths I arrested two soldiers who h •lonirpcl t C'mnp · th<l.Y had go Lt •n drunk
at a tent-saloon just across the line about 50 foot away from the bu th ; they and
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the saloon keeper were creating a disturbance by firing shots through the saloon
tent, and were fighting among themselves; they had gotten outside the tem and I
arrested them and sent them to camp. There were tent-saloons right along the
line, and of course men could go there ancl get whisky. Many persons in line of
the booth had bottles of whisky and would offer it freely to tbe men. With the
few exceptions there was no drunkenlless with the men in the troop, and there would
have been none at all had it not been for the tent-saloons and the bottles of whisky
canied by citizens.
I have no knowledge of bribery or attempted bribery of the men. I saw some
men who told me they were deputy marshals; they called on me for no assistance
whatever; they seemed to be simply looking on; the Interior Department officials
gave me no orders nor asked for any assistance, there being no occasion. I heard a
citizen complaining to Lieut. Caldwell that one of the mounted soldiers on the outside had been bribed to let a man ahead to the booth. The lieutenant called the
mounted soldiers in line and asked this man to pick out the guilty soldier; he said
they were all alike and could not recoguize him. 'J'his is the only case I heard of.
I know nothing of the killing of Hill; when that took place I was 4 or 5 miles
away from where I was that day. When all the detachments of the t.roop were
called in that evening there was considerable talk about it, and everyone felt sorry
that it occurred. Sergt. William R. Willard, Troop C, Third Cavalry, talked to me
that evening. He said it was an accident; that the man was about 400 yards from
him; that he had the sight down; that he aimed to fire over his head, and the distance being so great that the bullet must have fell and hit him in the head. He
spoke as though it was his shot that hit the man. I heard about the case of Trumpeter Herman Btecbert, Troop C, Third Cavalry, shooting a horse north of the line
one or more days after the opening. He had been sent for a doctor to attend a man
in the troop who had been accidentally shot the day before the opening. Immediately after shooting the horse the trumpeter came into camp; he was drunk at the
time; he was sober when he was sent after the doctor; he must have gotten the
whisky after leaving camp.
A couple of days after the opening we made a scout with the whole troop down
the railroad to the new towns, to see that everything was all quiet, and a couple of
days alter that went down 25 miles from our main camp to New Ponca; found everything all quiet, ancl a couple of days after that returned; remained in camp until
about September 28, when we returned to Fort Riley, Kans.
JAMES T. MURPHY,
First Sergeant Troop 0, Third Cavalry.
Sworn to and subscribed to before me this 1st day of October, 1893.
J.M. LEE,
Captain, Ninth Infan try,
.Assistant to Inspector-General Depa1·t-ment of the Missouri.
26.

State of Kansas, BB:
Personally appeared before me Corpl. Louis P. Conway, Troop C, Third Cavalry,
who being duly sworn, stated under oath as follows:
I was on duty with my troop at the recent opening of the Cherokee Strip near
.Arkansas City, Kans. I was out scouting with a detachment of about 24 men, first
under Lieut. Caldwell and then under the first sergeant. We went 5outh along
the Arkansas River with men deployed hunting for intruders; found some, not many,
probably 5 or 6, in the four days we were out. I think there were others found that
I didn't see. I understood that the names and description of parties intruding were
taken by noncommissioned officers in charge of detachments.
We went as far as the Ponca Agency. Saw prairie fires in the distance all the
time; don't know how they started. Our men did not start any of these fires. I
was there through all the duty from September 1 to 28. I know nothing nor heard
anything of any attempt to bribe or influence soldiers to favor citizens in any way.
After returning from this scout I was in camp a day or so, and then under Sergt.
Schevene and 9 or 10 men scouted down the east side of Arkansas River to keep
people from coming into Strip from that way. We turned back to Kansasline about
25 or 30 men from there. Had no trouble in doing this duty. I had my o.rders from
the sergeant and he had his orders from Lieut. Caldwell. We were on this duty
three days. After that I was on duty in the afternoon of Thursday, the 14th, at one
of the booths at Chilocco until about midnight. I was mounted. Had no men under
my orders; there were about 6 of us. All had our orders from Lieut. Caldwell to
keep the line of citizens registering straight and in order-quiet. A citizen came to
me and asked me if I could not put him in ahead of others. I told him" no." I heard
other soldiers say that parties tried or asked to get in ahead. I heard citizens say
COUNTY OF GEARY,
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after the opening that parties had gotten in ahead at the booths out of their turn
Saw no c~se myself of that kind. It was hard work, ther were so many people;
I but the Imes were peaceable and orderly. They had a system of comp ni a or
1 squads with a leader or captain.
! Ne?Ct day, the 15th, we moved camp inside the In<lian school reservation. Saw
: nothmg unusual that day. On the 16th Lieut. Caldwell told me to go with him, a
he would need me. We went to the booth that morning; people still r gi t ri11g,
but only ~ small number t~ere. I was then o_rdered by Lieut. Calclwell to report to
Sergt_. Ihlmg or Sergt. W1lla~d for the openmg. I did so. .A.bout 10 o'clock that
mornmg reported to Sergt. Willard, who was west of school reservation on th lino
, ~etween Strip and Ka~sas trying to keep crowd back that wanted to go to outh
line of school reservation. Some of crowd seemed angry--loud talkincr · th y aid
Lieut. Caldwell had said they could run from south side of school~', ervation.
Sergt. Willard said he could not let them go (they wanted to go in on the trip clown
west of the fence to the south side). He sent me to :find Lieut. Caldwell ands e if
there was any such authority, and said if he let the-min there that way h (Willard)
could not hold them at · all. I went to find Lieut. Caldwell, but aft r hnnting an
hour I did not find him and returned to Sergt. Willard, who was still b lding tl10
crowd back with the help of other soldiers who were along tho line w st. They
were several hundred yards apart and in front of the crowd; this was about 11 :30
when I came to Sergt. Willard. He ordered me to ride along the line and keep tho
crowd lined up properly. I asked him how the signal was to be given. Ile said it
would start from the fence and go west by the firing of carbines.
I rode west at a walk for about 600 yards, carrying out my orders. Somebody asked
me what was the matter back there. I looked around and saw there was a break
about 500 yards back east, near the fence; a small bunch or bunches of mounted men
were about 50 yards the leaders-that far in advance of the line. I told the people it
was a false start-that no signal bad beon given-that it was not 12 o'clock (it must
have been then about ten minutes of 12). The whole line then broke from the ast,
all the horsemen successively, toward the west where I was; the whole crowd then
surged and moved forward. I saw I could do n_othing, so I rud ah ad to get out of
the way. It was then that I saw towards the east and south two soldiers who were
out in advance of the main crowd firing two shots. They were :fired up in the air.
I think Hallencreutz fired one; I don't lrnow who the othor one was. I heard other
shots fired, but don't know who fired them, whether soldiers or citizens. 'fhe crowd
passed on. I followed as far as south end of Chilocco re rvati n and th n went
to one of the booths. I don't know how the break was started; I heard no shot
fired at th.at particular time. I know nothing about th killing of Hill. .A.ft rtb. t
I was on duty with. troop in camp and on one scout. Th u.ight of the 16th, aft r
the opening, the prairie fires were closer and brighter. I h ard that a woman was
burned up; also that yarties had started the fires from the Arkan as i ver, wh n m n
wanted to go in and keep others out. I had no orders to fire on anyb dy. I h ard
of no charges about soldiers being bribed to let "soonors" in until I came back t
Riley, when I heard it was in the newspapers.
There were two or three men of the troop who w ro put in confinement whil
there for being drunk. There was nothing lse that I heard of. Th peopl se m d
all to be o-enerally good-natured aud ord rly, consid ring the big crowd. 'rhere was
no trouble between the soldiers aud citiz ns that I saw.
L I I.
WAY,
Corporal, 1.'roop C, :I.'hird avalry.
Sworn to and subscribed to before me at Fort Riley, Kan ., Lhis 2d day of October, 1893.
J.M. L1rn,
Captain, Ninth Infantry, Aaaiatant lnapeotor-GeneraZ.
7.

Sergt. Edward Murphy, Troop C, Third Cavalry, ~tated und r oath a~ follows: ,
r was on duty at the opening of th h roke tnp; b fore th op mng a pn~t o
the time I was scoutin* with a d tachm nt of 12 men along th A.rkansa l 1 v r
south to keep '·sooners' out. One day, on that du y1 aft rward, with5m n, f._ und
one u' 600 ner" Gwyn and family, in, wagon, locat d ma pock ton Arkan a R1 er;
put him out across the north; he mad no offer to brib m or !UY men. . .A.noLh r
time scouting with Lieut. Caldwell from the Ponca .Ag ncy to h1locco prm , our
permanent camp.
.
r was on duty at t~ booth ~11 the ~1m , about _fo~r day ; had 5 men uncl r my
orders, part of the time patrollmr, th lme and again m ch'.1'ro-. of th b<? ths. .
My orders were to keep the peace and pr_ev nt men buy1?,g mto th lm ,
_tmg
abe:ul, eto., and if I saw any attempted bnb ry of any enlisted man to r p rt it to
H. Ex.1-12
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Lieut. Caldwell. They attempted to bribe me-two different parties; don't know
names of the parties. Oue man tried it twice; offered me $2.50 first and $5 the second time. I ejected him from the grounds; then I saw him afterwards in the act of
getting registered and I ejected him again. The leader of that squad or company
spoke up and said he belonged in line, and that he was sent out to see if he could
bribe the soldiers. I then let him stay. He wanted me to let him in ahead of his
turn to get registered.
Question by Capt. Lee. How could such a thing be done when there were so many
men in line all watching!
Answer. I don't know how it could be done; it would have to be done in front of
all the people and would likely make a row right off, as everybody was watching
that no one could get in ahead of his turn. In one instance a deputy marshal of
Arkansas City tried; shoved himself in ahead. I was appealed to by the people in
line, who said he bad no right in t,here ahead. I ejected him. These were the only
cases that came to my knowledge.
.
Many of the citizens had bottles of beer wit.h them; offered it to soldiers; my
orders were to prevent any men from drinking; one soldier was there on pass in the
night of the 14th, I think; he was drunk. I arrested him by order of Lieut. Caldwell; sent him to camp in arrest.
No cases of men drunk on duty that I know of; had no other trouble than that
stated; crowd was orderly, considering that probably 15,000 in the three different
tents registered. The gamblers and other hard cases made some trouble, so I heard,
just across the Kansas line.
I stayed at the booths all night of the 15th, and my 5 men patrolled the east line
towards the Arkansas River, meeting Corp. W. Whitty'spatrol. Next morning, the
16th, I had charge of the whole east line from the booth to the .Arkansas River, about
4t miles; had my men deployed and kept the crowd back until two minutes of 12
o'clock, when I gave the signal from right in front of the booths, :firing my gun in
the air; the other men took it up east an<l., the crowd rushed in. Lieut. Caldwell
gave me a watch for the purpose. I was 200 yards in front of the line, where I could
be seen, as were my men also, station~d on little hills.
No disorder nor false alarm at all on my line; everything passed off nicely. I
don't know how the people got on the south side Chilocco reservation to run from
there. Know nothing, as to how prairie fires were started. I saw lots of fires; it
was very dry and dusty. I know nothing, except by hearsay, about anybody being
burned up or killed; know nothing of the killing of Hill.
I gave the signal two minutes before 12, undoc Lieut. Caldwell's order, so that the
people on my line would have time to reach the south line of the Chilocco reservation when that line would start at 12 o'clock.
I was relieved from the booth about 5 p. m., that day with my party, an(l after
that did duty with the troop immediately under command of Lieut. Caldwell. The
booths were kept open until the run started, but there was no one there to register.
EDWARD MURPHY,

Sergeant, Troop C, Third Cavalry.
Sworn and subscribed before me at Fort Riley, Kans., this 2d day of October,
1893.
·J.M. LEE,

Captain, Ninth h,fantry;
.Assistant to Inspecto1· General, Department of the Missouri.
28.

Corp. George Morris, Troop C, 'fhird Cavalry, stated under oath the following:
I was on duty at opening of the Strip, with my troop, near Arkansas City. Before
the opening I was scouting and patrolling, keeping out intruders, cattle, etc.
From the 10th until the Bight of the 15th I was on duty at one of the booths, helping handle the crowd and keeping order. Had no trouble in carrying out my Ol'ders.
I received my orders from Lieut. Caldwell to keep the men not in line back from the
line and away from the gates entering the booths. Sometimes I had 1, 2, and
3 men under my orders to help. We were mounted. Some citizens had whisky
bottles and would offer the soldiers drink. Lieut. Caldwelrs orders were for us not
to accept anything nor to drink. The order was obeyed by me and my men. There
was 1 man, Private Goodrich, who got drunk there. I was ordered by Lieut.
Caldwell to arrest him and to take him to camp, which I did. I know of no other
case.
Offers were made by some citizens of $1 and $2 to me and my men to get them in
ahead to the booth. 'fo my know ledge no such offer was accepted, and under the
circumstances of the citizens in line being under captains and leaders and on the
watch out, it would have been impossible for men to get in ahead without detection.
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I did not have to use any severe measures, nor was there any tr ubl . I was
relieved on the night of the 15th of September about 5 or 6 o'clock, and w nt to
main c~mp. Some time during the night I was orclered to saddle np and go to the
south side of Chilocco school reservation, along with First ergt. Murphy aml about
11 men.
About daybreak next morning, the 16th, I was ordered to take 2 m u and go to
southwe_st side school reservation. I stayed there with my men nntil about 10: O;
then Private Costello brought me orders from Lieut. Caldwell to go to wost line
north of there and report to Sergt. Ihlin g. I wont there alone and reported to
Sergt. Ihling, and helped to keep back the crowd. I stayed there uutil th false
break was made, which was about ten minutes to 12. The break occuned right
near me-in a few yards. Some horsemen in frout of wagons gave a kind of ch er,
and a bunch of~ may be 25 or 30, horsemen started. Sergt. Willard was not th re
at the time. I heard no pistol fired before the break. Im111ecliatcl y after tlle whole
line broke Sergt. Ihling said: "No use to try to stop them. 1 I neither saw nor
heard any shooting. Thero may have been some shootin~, but in the noise and confusion I did not hear it. I know nothing about the killing of Hill. I w 11t then
with Sergt. Ihling to camp, and continued on duty with troop, scouting, etc., until
we came back here.
·
One day, before the _o pening, I saw a passengertra.iu coming north, and soon after
a big fire started up near the track; a strong wirnl blowing fire spread over tho
country; it was not put ont; we could see smoke off-ires bnrning all the time in the
distance; don't know how they started; very dry and dusty.
In scouting, before the opening, we met a few people in wa,g ous; only saw one on
horseback, crossing the reservation going so nth; wo tumed tlicm back and put them
off; no trouble; there was no offer of bribery b,y these people. For such a largo
crowd it was very orderly. I heard rumors that away off some peopl luu.l be n
burned up and some had been hanged.
In regard to the people who were on the south side of hilocco school rcf:I rvation,
3. or 4 miles long, there wa1::1 a hi&" crowd came there until oarJy morning of the 16th;
must have been several thousands i that gave th ma big ~1clvantage over tho e back
on the Kausas line, on the east an(t west. It seems to me if th oil1orshad 1 nown of
that we could not have held the crowd back.
The people on the south side of tho Chilocco school reservation mu t hav come
from there to makfl the run, from the road goiug souLh along tho r:tilroad ; Lh roa,cl
aud railroad run through the Chi.locco reservation. Lieut. ()a,l<l.well was th re aud
I supposed they were by authority.
This diagram sbows what I mean .

. KANSAS.
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r liad no watch. The signal was to. bo taken from the ast ide nnd ani d along
west by our firincY0 our gu11s in the. air.
JCOlWIC MOH.RI.,

Oo111oral, 'l'1·001i U1 'L'hir£l <'al'alry.
Snbmitted and sworn to before me at Fort Riley, Kans., this 2d da of Octobor,
1893.

J. M. T,trn,
Captain, inlh Irifanlry 1
.Assistant to Inspector-General., 1Jc1,arlrncnt of the .lJlissoiwi.
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PERRY, OKLA., October 5, 1893.
Ambrose D. Sutton, of St. Joseph, Mo., who has claim in County K, Cherokee
Strip, stated under oath as follows:
I was present at opening of Strip on September 16, 1893. Made the run from the
State line about 100 yards west of the northwest corner of Chilocco school reservation. I had been there in line twenty-four hours previous to the opening, an<l
about 9 o'clock in the forenoon soldiers began to arrange the people in line, and kept
them back continuously along the line, riding back and forth; and about a minute or .
so before 12 o'clock a ''boomer" near the corner fired a shot like a pistol t>hot and yellc(l
out in a loud tone, "Go!" Then 100 or 150 men to the right and left broke ranks-all
horseback and a few buggies-and all dashed to the front. The shot was about 75
yards to my left, right near the corner. At this time the soldiers, five or six, were
galloping along in front about 50 feet probably, getting ready for the signal of the
soldiers-firing a gun in the air. Two or three minutes befo~-e the pistol shot was
fired my partner looked at his watch and said it was four minutes yet till 12 o'clock.
The break was made in two or three minutes after this-a minute br so before 12
o'clock.
'l'he parties broke to the right and left of me. The main line did not break, but
waited until 12 o'clock. The first parties who broke were then probably threefourths of a mile in front when main crowd began to move and all moved out. As
soon as break occurred the soldiers yelled out "Halt!" repeatedly; tried every way
to stop them. '£he soldiers were in front of them and hollered and signaled not to
go. The parties must have heard them-they pushed ahead-did not halt; the soldiers fired to stop them, that is, not at them as it seemed, but across their frout
promiscuously. Right after that I saw the soldiers gallop off after a bunch of men,
and got to shooting at on.e or more. They got off of their horses and got down, and
seemed to take aim and fired two shots apiece. They were on the hill and away in
front-could not say how far. The men that they fired at went on.
The soldiers appeared sobr.r. I noticed nothing out of the way all the twenty-four
hours I was waiting to make the run. I made the run on a fast horse that had been
under training. I made the distance of about 22 miles south in one hour and thirty
minutes. I was at the registration booths about thirty-six hours, in line there from
Wednesday, 9 a. m. to about 3 or 4 in the afternoon on Thursday. The conduct of
the troops there, so far as I know, was all right. There was one soldier I noticed
who was especially efficient and careful. I heard that some men had bought in ahead
of others-know nothing personally. One soldier had a man that I saw, who it was
said he had arrested for selling his number in the line. Plenty of liquor therewhisky, and beer. My partner offered the soldier I noticed as so efficient a drink
of whisky, which the &oldier refused and said he would take a drink of beer.
Right along the Kansas line, just opposite the booths, there were plenty of tent
saloons where a man could get all the beer and whisky he wanted.

30.

Cowley County, 88:
J.C. Sefton, of lawful age, being first duly sworn on his oath, deposes and says:
That he is a resident of Arkansas City, Cowley County, Kans., and has so resided
for over two years last passed; that he is a minister of the gospel and holds a regular charge at Arkansas City at this time; that during all of the times that the soldiers of Troop C, Third Cavalry of the U.S. Army, were camped near here and on duty
in connection with the opening of the Cherokee Strip, this affiant was in and about
Arkansas City and acquainted with the doings of said soldiers; that on the evening
of Friday, September 8, 1893, this affiant was going down Third street, in said city,
in his buggy, when one of the soldiers belonging to said company hurriedly rode up
upon his horse and in front of the horse that this affiant was at this time driving,
and commanded this affiant to halt, and thereupon proceeded to place this affiant
under arrest, saying, "I arrest you," and thereuptm this affiant asked said soldfor
why he was placed under arrest, and was promptly informed by said soldier that it
was none of his business; this affiant then inquired where he was to be taken, and
said soldier replied, "Down to the camp;" this affiant then stated, "I guess not,"
and said soldier replied, "I guess I will," and proceeded to place his hand upon his
revolver, as if in the act of carrying out his threat; this affiant then stated, "If
that is the way you act, I guess I will have to go." And they tnrnec1 their horses
south to :F ifth avenue, thence up that street to the Fifth Avenue Hotel, where this
STATE OF KANSAS,
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affiant requested ~o stop and see. some J;>arties bflfore goin~ to th · nmp, :m<l l f hi
hor~e ancl bugg;y: m _charise of saul sold1er1 said soldier aligb tiug from his hor ancl
takrng charge of this affiant s horse and bu,rgy, and thi ailiant th 11 w nt int , iil
hotel ancl telephoned for police, and also sent a me seng r, one 0.1. Dnfl~ for a iioli _
~an ~o co1?-e and protect him as a cit~zen of the -ynited tat s, and prop rly pres rvo
his rights, that soon thereafter Policeman Ranck and also McIntire cam to thi
affiant's res.cue ~nd_arrested said s_oldie~, and roliev:d this affiant from imprisonm nt
a?-d gave him his hbert:y; that sa!d police officers took said soldier to the jail of this
city and there lo_cked htm up until he _could bo heard before the prop r court; that
the records o~ said court show the arra1gnment of the soldier as a rimina,1 for b ing
drunk and disorderlf, and also show a fine assessed against said soldi r for said
offense; and affiant further states that the sergeant of said company paid tho fine
so assessed.
This affiant further states that the revolver carried by said soldier was l adecl ancl
every chamber thereof full; that said soldier also carried a carbine and also a belt
filled with cartridges.
'
J. C. EFTON.
Subscribed and sworn to before me this 29th day of September, 1893.
.
GEORGE L. BROWN,
Notary 1'1iblio.
My commission expires on tho lat day of September, 1896.
A true copy.
E. M. JT!l;YL,
Colonel, Inspector-General.

Cowley County, 88:
G. H.Mclntire, of lawful age, being first duly sworn, on his oath d poses and s11ys:
That he was a resident of Arkansas City, Cowley ounty Kansas, and ha o
resitled for most of the time for twenty y ars; that at thi time he is a m rub r f the
police force. of .Arkansas City, duly qua.lilied and authoriz cl; that h ha
rv d in
such capacity for said city for several months last pas d; that he wa in i,]1 mploy
of said city, as 1mch officer, during all of the times that Troop C, of the 'l'hil'<l 'avaJry
of the U. S . .Army, was camped near said city, for the purpoa of sup riut ndin an1l
performing said dnties in connection with the opening of th h r k
'trip, imm diately south of this place; that during the time that , icl oldi rs w r ·amp d
near this place they were frequently seen upon the streets of this •ity iu squads of
two or three at a time and freqnent]y one alone.
This affiant further states that in the p rformance of bis cl11ti m1 snch ffiC' r }1
carefully watch eel said soldiers, and repeat <lly notice(l that tit y •, rri <la full q 11ipment of &irms while in said city; that on the 14th day of pt mb r 1 u:3, n f said
soldiers, whose name at this time this affiant is unabl to st:Lto, wa ondu ting ltimself in a very unibecomin<T manner and int rforinrr with th right of th itizcns of
.Arkansas City, and that for the purpose of r,r H rving th p ac h , tt mpt <l to
place said soldier under arrest, whereupon said oldi r dr w his gun and l v J cl th
same at this officer, in the attitude and with th int nt of h oting a biR afliaut,
with the spoken threat at the tim that "no damned om r onld pla him noel r
arrest;" that this affiant immecliatelyplac d said soldi r und r arr st and onduct d
him in jail of this city :md there lockerl him up as roquir cl by Jaw und r such ·ircumstances; that as soon thereafter as po, i L,l noti of such arr
was giv n to
the officer in charge of th troops to which thi, oldi r w, , m mb r, and rcqn Ht
was made of said officer that they take him awa. from th ·ity, f n<l hat th of'lker
in charge of said company the~ 11pou 1· (JUC~ted thi afilnint to holcl Rai_d ol1~i r ftl
custody until he could convement]y tak him away and prop rJy p11m h b1111 for
said offense; that during the night of ept mber 14, 1 93, aid ol<licr brok j, il and
escaped .
.Affiant farther states that during th day of pt mb r 15, l 9 , h viRi Led h
State line where the regi tering booths w r locat •d and th ro sn.w R:tid RoMi r who
bad the day before been placed under arrr and in jail, on duty along th Jin
f
booi'ners who were on th ir way down tor gi t r itt aid booth ancl th1 t snicl om r
clefiantly made sport of tho offi er of th i y of his arr Rt an<l in :tr· rntion, with
the further statement that he was on his own territory and they
nld not do anything with bim.
Affiant further states tlrnt clnring tb w k comm ncing • ept mh r 10, l . :J , nd
errdino- Sontemher 16, 1 ()3, while h was on duty in said ity, .
nch police ofli r,
he frequently saw soldlero here in .Arkan as ity in an intoxicated condition nd
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condnctinO'
themselves very unbecoming and uncivil, and that, with scarcely any
0
exception, they carried a fu11 equipment of arms, in violation of the laws of the State
of Kansas and of the ordinances of the city of Arkansas City.
G. H. McINTIRE.
Subscribed in my presence and sworn to before me this 29th day of September,
1893.
GEORGE

[ SE.AL]

L. BROWN,
Notary Piiblic.

My commission expires on the 1st day of September, 1896.
A true copy.
E.M.HEYL,

Colonel, Inspector-General.

32.
ARK.A.NS.AS CITY, KANS .., September 30, 1893.
Levi Leaf, a resident of Arkansas City, Kans., being duly sworn according to law,
states as follows:
Wednesday, September 13, before the opening of the Strip, I was at the booth to
register, about 12 o'clock midnight. There was a soldier, a woman, and a cowboy,
all very drunk, there. The soldier began shooting his revolver, and he took the cowboy's revolver and emptied also. So I had to lay fl.at on the ground to prevent being
killed. A horse was shot at the time, and some one called out, "Soldier, you have
shot a horse." He replied, "Let the son of a bitch go; Uncle Sam can pay for it."
Next morning I saw the horse there: he was shot through the body.

33.

Scpternber 30, 1893.
Rev. J.C. Sefton, resident of Arkansas City, Kans., being duly sworn, according
to law, states as follows:
I was in the Army for over seven years, and in all my experience I never saw a
more undisciplined comma1.1d. Their conduct towards the citizens in this place, and
homesteaders generally, was insulting. They were drunk and disorderly; and I
never saw but ·two soldiers in the town that were not armed. 'fhis place is about
4 miles from the Kansas line; the camp of cavalry was about the same distance from
town. The soldiers' language w~s vile and vulgar, and their appearance generally
was a disgrace to the United States Army.
They are the first troops that ever came here that we have had any trouble with;
usually the people are fond of troops, as many of them are old soldiers.
ARKANSAS CITY, KANS.,

34.
ARKANSAS CITY, KA.~s., Septernber 30, 1893.
Georfse W. Cunningham, a resident of Arkansas City, Kans., being duly sworn
accordmg to law, states as follows:
All that I saw was the action of a soldier in front of Mr. Behrand's store in Arkansas City. While ricling by on a bicycle I saw a soldier just in the act of falling, he
having attempted to stop a team, and the driver whipping up his horses, the soldier
was thrown off his balance. The laughter of bystanders provoked him, when he
immediately went to hjs horse, standing near by, and took out his carbine and put
a cartridge in it from his belt, and stepped out in the street with the gun in his
hand and looked around as though trying to pick out the person who had prov.oked
him. My opinion from his actions was that he intended to shoot. I immediately
ran into a drng store and telephoned for a polictman. Upon coming out of the drugstore I saw a policeman talking with the soldier a.nd stepped up to them, behind the
policeman, and heard t h e soldier ay that he would not be arrested; that he had his
gun and would protect himself. The soldier refused to put up his gun and refused
to be arrested and talked in a disorderly tone of voice. The soldier appeared to be
under the influence of drink. He was then a,r rested and taken to the city jail.
There have been very many soMiers here at different times, but I have never seen
such a drunken and demoralizecl set of men before. I never saw many, but what
few I saw would reflect discredit upon the AI-my.
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35.

A ·i
NSAS CITY, KA s., October 2, 1899.
A. S. Brecount, resident of Arkansas City, Kans., being duly sworn according to
faw, states as follows:
I noticed d?ring the :egistration, before the opening of the tdp, a great many
drunken soldiers, both m towu and on the line while on duty. Their manner towards
the homesteaders was .rough and abusive.

36 .
ARKANSAS CITY, KANS., Octobtw 2, 1899.
D. L. Wier, resident of Arkansas City, Kans. boing duly sworn accordinoto ]aw
0
states as follows:
'
The s?ldier~ while stationed here were very disorderly in their conduct. They were
rough m their manner towards the homesteaders. I also saw several soldiers in
town drunk. I consider their conduct a reflection upon the U.S. Army.

37.
ARKANSAS CITY, KANS., October 4, 1899.
Robert Neil, a r esident and assistant marshal of Arkansas City, Kans .. b ing duly
sworn accord ing to law, states as follows:
'
About a week before the opening of the Strip 4 soldiers came into town, mounted,
and rode about in a disorderly numner, cursing and reeling aronn<l in a drunken
state, and pulling their guns. This was all to the foar and peril of th citizens of
the town, who were very much excited. I ordered the soldi rf.l to leave th town;
they said they were not ready to leave just th n. I then aitl th y h, cl b tt r go or
they would get into the soup. They firtally left, grudgingly. They were all well
armed with pistols and carbines.

3

.

ARKAN AS CITY, KAN ., October t, 180$.
J. R. McKeever, a resident of Rock Cr ek, Kans., b ing duly sworn ac oruiug to

law, stated as follows:
I was present at booth near Arkan as City, and was waitin in line fi r my ertificate on September 14, at about 9.30 a. m. The crowd got a littl t
clo e to
the booth, and a soldier rode up and down the line t Hing them to tand ba ·k.
ome
seemed slow to obe,y, and the sol<lior becamo impatim1t and crowd d up, n them with
his horse; at this time it looked to me as though a citizen rab bed the h rse's bricUe;
the soldier theu drew out his revolver and stmck the man on th h acl thr e or fonr
times with the butt of it. I theu saw a bad gash ab ve his foreh ad and the blo d
streaming down his faco. I do not know the soldi r's name, but ouldrec gnize him.
The soldier had light ruustacho and light brown hair, and wa iibout 5 feet 9
inches high. I consider this soldior's treatment of the citizen most brutal.

FORT RrLEY, KAN ., October fl, 1899.
Trumpeter Herman Stechort, Tro p C, Third Cavalry, b ing duly sw m , · rcling
to law, stated as follows:
I was on duty at the opening of the trip. Day after op ning was s nt to A~kan as
City for a doctor for a wounded man of h troop; f und the do t r told him; got
a couple of drinks, and started back to camp; met a boy ab ut 1 ~ 1 y r old riding one horse and leadin~ another. One mounted man wa foll w10g him ahout 10
yards. He said the boy nad stolen his horse and asked me to help him g t bi horse.
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The boy was trotting. I told him to stop. He abused me with vile names, called
me a blue-coated son of a bitch, and said no soldier could get his horse away. I
then fired my pistol to scare him and stop him, but not to hit him. l fired several
shots (three). I hit the lead horse, and the boy dropped the reins and ran away.
I looked around to see the man who asked me to help him, but could not see him
anywhere.

40.
STATE OF KANSAS,

County of Butler,

88:

William I. Hoy, being first duly sworn, on oath says, that on Sunday, the 17th of
September, 1893, about 3 o'clock in the afternoon, he was coming .n orth from the
Cherokee Strip to Arkansas City, and when near the line, at a stone house, just north
of the Chilocco Reservation, he saw a man on horseback leading a horse that he at
once recognized to be E. N. Smith's, of El Dorado.
The young man was then traveling north. There were 4 of us in a spring wagon,
and we were hurrying up our team to catch up with him, and just as we drove up
the young man met a soldier in the road and told the soldier, "that horse is a little
horse I found loose in the Strip. What shall I do with him f" The soldier said,
"That horse belongs to Lieut. Caldwell down to the camp, and I will take him down
to him." One of the men with me, Mr. Palmer, told him that that was E. N. Smith's
horse, of El Dorado, and got out of the spring wagon and went and patted the horse
on the head, and the soldier said, "It does not; it belongs to Lieut. Caldwell, and
he has the papers for it." I told him that it was not possible that Mr. Smith had
sold his horse, and this soldier had nothing to do with the horse, and told the young
man to take him to Arkansas City and leave him at the livery stable, and leave Mr.
Smith prove his property and he would pay him well for his trouble. At that the
solclier pulled his revolver and fired twice, shooting in the air.
The young man leading the horse let loose the strap and went among the crowd ot
people in the road, and the horse started on towards Arkansas City and got about 50
yards. When the soltlier discovered that the horse was gone he put spurs to his
horse, with revolver in his hand pointing towards the horse, and rode rapidly after.
When some 20 or 25 feet from him he fired. · I could see that the ball struck the
horse some place. He then rode up to the left side of the horse and fired two shots.
The ball entered about 12 inches from the backbone, near the third and fourth ribs.
After shooting the horse he turned around and rode back to where we were in the
spring wagon, and leveling his revolver at our heads told us we were under arrest,
and to turn around in the road and go back to camp. We turned the wagon and
went back with him to the reservation, and after driving us for 2 or 3 miles around
over the reservation he told us then we could go. We then started for Arkansas
City. On going back to where the horse was shot we found that he was not t here,
and we came on towards Arkansas City, as we supposed at the time, about a mile,
where we found the horse dead in the road.
The horse was in fine condition when shot, and was killed by the effects of the
shots fired by this soldier. One of our party cut one of the bullets out of the horse
after he w as dead.
On Monday we went over the ground again in company with Mr. Smith, and on
examining the distance the horse had traveled we found he had traveled more than
a mile and a quarter after shot before be died.
WILLIAM I. HOY.
Subscribed and sworn to before me this 30th day of September, 1893.
A. SWIGGETT,
Clerlc District Court.

41.

Bntler Connty, 88.
E. N. Swi t b, being first duly sworn, on oatl1 says:
That on the 16t h day of September, 1893, be drove a little bay horse into the Cherokee Strip; th at he w as a hon1e of great spirit, courage, enduran ce, and speed, and
that he drove him only about 12 miles in the r ace, and in no manner hurt t h e horse
by the driving, but that he was in perfect condition on Sunday, the 17th; th at at 12
o'clock southwest of Kirk, now Santa Fe, Okla., the horse broke l oose from a little
strippling where h e was ti ed and started. for Arkansas City; that a:ffiant, as soon as
he could arrange to follow him, did so; that a little more than a mile and a half north
of the Cherokee Strip, on the road to Arkansas City, he found the horse lying dead in
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the road .. 1:'hehorse w~s not sweating and had not been, but wa apparent! jn p rfect cond1t10n when killed, but that he was at that time dead and oulcl have h u
dead, as a~antthen believed, two or three hours. Thi wa. at 5 o'clock p. n1., on the
17t~ day of Septe1;11ber. I took it for granted that ho had run to the r k at tho
Ch~locco Reserv~t1on, and. having_ ta.keu a drink of water had died from the ffp •t
of .1t, and so ~e~ieved uut1l I arrived at Arkansas City, wh re I met thre, of my
neighbors, ~illlam I. Hoy, Spen~er Allen, and William James, who told mo th .y
were eye witnesses to the shooting of the horse and cl tailed tho circnmstauco to
me as related in the affidavit of William I. Hoy, hereto attached.
. On the morn_ing of th~ 18th I went to the camp on the Cbilocco reservation and
mformecl the lieutenant m command of my busines , and he then ancl tbere ont for
a soldier, and after speaking to him in an undertone, some 10 or 12 fe t fr m me
turned ~o me and said, "Mr. Smjth, here is the man wl10 shot your bor. e." I th ~
asked him how he could be so cruel as to have killed that little bori,e :md Ii, said
those men, meaning the men in the spring wagon, claimed the horse.' I told him
that they did not claim the horse, but bad only told them that the b rse belonO'ed to
Mr. Smith, of Eldoudo. The Heu tenant then and there put the soldrnr under irrest
and I went back to Arkansas City,
A:ffiant further says that his horse was worth $500 and he is able to establish tho
value by competent witnesses whenever the value of the horse is in controversy.
K N. SMITII.
Subscribed and sworn to before me this 30th day of September, 1893.
A. SWIGGETT,

Clerk Dist1·ict Uom·t.
42.
AnKANSAS ITY, Oclobc,· 1, 18.9$.
David R. Thompson, a resident of Topeka, Kans., boing duly swom ace rili11g io
law, stated as follows:
I made the run with my brother, September 16th, and located my claim. Wo wor
returning to Arkansas City the next day, the 17th, and ca110'l1t a loo hors , and
when we got to the State line we asked a solcli r what we sbonlrl <lo with tllO hor
He said I will take care of that horse. I noticed th n that th soldi r wn. uncli•r th
influence of liquor. Hehacla bottleinbi1:1pocketantlth corkwasont; th Ollt nt,,
which waswhisky, had leaked out and wet his shirt and tron. crs. Atthati,im thr o
mendrovenpinasprin&'was-on; oneofthemsaid, "Lb r is Billy now; w lrnowwho
owns him; a man in Ela.oraao owns that horse." 'l'h s l<li er l,jc•C'i <l to 1h hors
beinO'takentoArkansas City, anclsaidhewouldke p th h rr;ohiinr; ]f. Th Hol<1i,r
:firedthree shots in the air which frightened tbe hor , anu b got a,w:1iy an<l rau clown
tbelane towards the city. This was on this side ofLbe, tato Jin anil in Kanr;aH. Tli
soldier followed after the horse ancl tried to catcl1 him, and failing- lo do r;o, Hliot th
horse three times. I saw the horse the n xt morninO' in the road cl •:t<l. I d llOt
know the name of the soldier, but I think he is a Germa,n. He bad s,ndy hafr ancl
moustache. This was on the west road leadiug to Cb.Hoc o school.

43.
A
ITY, KA s., i eptcnibe1· .10, JS.'J,1.
Harry Long, i:esident of E1<lorado, Kans., being duly swom according to la.w,
states as follows:
The night of the run, September 16, about half pa t 8 or !), a <lrnnk n ROl<li r
. came to where we were camped at Govcrnm nt pring, al,ont 1-½ mil 'l:l aontlt of tho
line and says ''What's become of all that hayf" I sai<l, "I <lo not know." JJ,
said "There' was 50 bales of hay loft, and 4 sa ks of f cl, and yon so11s of
bitches have found it. I have ju t kill cl a big blok up h r on th ]!ill, _anfl I hav
a notion to kill you sons of bitches." He clemn:ncI cl mon y, ~ b s:i1tl 1 r ,ih. ha ;
and we gave him about 90 cent for 4. bal. s of h, y th, t wr; f und tlier ·. Tl11 , ll:iy
had beon left by the soldiers. The old1 r th<'n pnll d htH gnn mid sa1 l lw h: cl:
notion to blow our brains out. He theu rnn off. JI was V<!l',Y drnnk.
I saw lots of soldiers drunl at the booths and wbil mount <l n cln~y h<'_forc an<l
during the opening of the strip. I also saw a gr at man drnnk n solch r mt wn.
Their conduct was very bad.
.
.
A horse belonO"ing to a fri nd of mine wa hot by a clrnnl en sol<11 rah ut 2 mil
from town. I s~w the soldier who shot the hor e la.tor. llo wa v ry drunk at th
ARKA

time.
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44.
ARKANSAS CITY, KANS.,

Septembe1· 30, 1893.

O. E. Kirtley, resident of Chandler, Okla., being duly sworn according to law,
states as follows:
I was at Cary or Government Spring on the night of the 16th of September, 1893.
After the opening of the strip a drunken soldier came to our camp and wanted to
know what bad become of a lot of bay and feed that was left there. He abused us
very much; called us sons of bitches and was very profane. He said be had killed
one bloke and be would give it to some of us. He then pulled bis carbine and pointed
it at me and said be would give me the contents of the gun, and dashed his horse at
me. He cocked bis gun an<l. placed it within 3 or 4 feet of my bead, and said be would
blow my brains out. I asked him to take bis gun away as it might go off, and be
replied "I will spatter your brains all over this bill." He then said we would have
to pay for the bay, and we collected what change we had, about 90 cents, and gave
it to him for the 4 bales of hay that were there. This hay had been left by the
soldiers.
The soldier said that if any of us bad a contest on our claim and would give him
$10 be would settle it for us. He then rode off to another party of homesteaders.
I do not know the soldier's name; but he was Irish. The soldier said he was an
Irish son of a bitch and bad killed one big bloke, and would give it to some one before
morning.

45.
FORT RILEY, KANS.,

October 2nd 1893.

C~pt. Oscar Elting, Third Cavalry, states as follows:
On August 30, 1893, pursuant to Order 146, Port Riley, Kans., I left Fort Riley
with my troop for duty on the Cherokee Outlet; arrived at Caldwell, Kans., on
August 31, and went into camp near Bluff Creek, Ind. T., on September 2, 1893. From
this point I sent out, at various times previous to September 16, scouting parties to
scout the district asigned to me; to remove therefrom all unauthorized persons and
cattle. My district was as well patrolled as possible, and every effort made to keep
out intruders.
On Sunday evening, September 10, pursuant to telegraphic instructions from
Lieut. Col. Parker, Thirteenth Infantry, and at the request of Mr. Ketchem, in
charge of the registration booth near Caldwell, I sent a guard of one noncommissioned officer and three privates to guard the booth. 'rhis guard was continued
until the opening and increased before the close of the registration. On September 9
I sent a noncommissioned .officer and four privates to Hunnewell, Kans. to guard
the booth at that point; this guard was increased and mainfo,ined until the time of
the openi11g.
On September 16, the day of the opening, I had my troop posted along the northern bonudary of my district to bold the crowd back until 12 o'clock and to give the
signal simultaneously along the whole line. I took charge of the western portion
of my territory; Lieut. Rivers, Third Cavalry, of the eastern portion. At the time
of the opening I bad also two noncommissioned officers and three privates at the
point where the Rock Island Railway enters the Territory, to carry out the orders of
the Secretary of the Interior; this pursuant to telegraphic instructions from Lieut.
Col. Parker.
The signal along the line at t.he time of the opening was given by carbine and
pistol shots fired simultaneously as nearly as possible-this under telegraphic
instructions from Lieut. Col. Parker.
The northern bounclary of my territory was about 19 miles long, and at the two
booths in my district, at Caldwell and Hunnewell, more t,han 26,000 people were
registered; so, of course, with the 46 men in my troop, deducting 3 men sick in
camp and the detachment of 5 at the railroad cross_ing; the men on the morning of
the opening had to be very much scattered even to make a showing of any kind along
the line.
At the time of the opening everytbincr passed off in a satisfactory manner all along
my line so far as I could learn, except that Lieut. Rivers reported to me that at Hunne'Yell the crowd st~~peded one minute before 12 o'clock and began to enter the
Strip, and he, recogmzmg the utter hopelessness of attempting to stop such a large
crowd with the force at bis command, fired the signal shot at about three-fourths
of a minute before 12 o'clock
. ~o soldier under my command fired any shot at any man or any horse, or in any way
mJured any man or horse.
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No complaints or report8 of any one of my command r cciving bribes w r made
to me at any time; and I am sure that in no way wa my ommancl in any wa,y 'l'll l
to any one.
No one of my troop was drunk on duty; and cases of drnn kcnn s wrro r mnrkab~y few among the citizens, consideriHg tlle crowd, the excit mentancl tlte faC't tltat
b_eer was o_penly sold in_ the State of Ka,nsas and near the r gistrat.ion booths, and
right contiguous to the Cherokee Strip.
I know that none _of my comma!1d in any way started ,iny prairie fire.
My troop was stationed at a sprmg OH the Cherokee Strip, about 3 mil s sonthr:u;t
of ~alclwell, ~{a~s., and about a half mile south of the northern bonnrlary of the
Strip. My d1stnct was the western half of that portion of the , 'trip bound cl on the
east bl the Ar~ansas River, on the west by tho Roel· Island Railroad, on th south
b_y a lrne runnmg east and west through the soutl1orn boundary of the I onca R sct·t10n, on the north by tho northern boundary of the 'trip.
I can not state that at the time of the opening my distri twas absolniclv cl ar
?f "sooners/ but I believe tha~ it wns a1:1 clear. of those people as was pos il>l , 'taki11 omto account the ~xtent of territory or the large crowds r gistered at the two booths
on my northern hne.
Homesteaders were fafrly well bcl 1avccl before ancl at tho timo of the opening. A
display of tlie force at my command was necessary to 1·estrain them, hut uo actual
employment of force was mado.
My instructions to noncommissioned officers were, to expel all unanthoriz d
intruders and all cattle, bringing them first to my main camp at iLldw ll, nnl •ss
they happened to be near the line of the Strip somewhere, and to take a de cripti n
of all intruders.
In the territory under my command there was a total abscmc of any 011 fl ict
between soldiers and citizens oxcept in one case, in which th noncomrnis. ion <l
officer in charge of tho guard at the booth at Caldwell arre ted a clrnn k n man on
the 100-foot strip, who was indiscriminately lirino- hi pistol in som of th camp of
the people along the border. This man was liel<l , to prevent the possibility of hiA
kHlin& some one, until his friends promisod to ta.lee care of him, and uutil he had
partially sobered up.

<l

>.
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of stopping such a crow·d, I at about three-fourths of a minute before 12, :fired the
signal, thinking it would be better to give all an even show.
o shots were fired by any of the soldiers with whom! had anything to do at any
one, and no man and no horse was killed or shot by them; neither were any complaints of cruelty or bribery ever made to- me. There were several cases of drunkenes among the men of the troop at Caldwell, but not on duty. This was no more
than coulcl be expected con idering the ease with which intoxicants could be obtained.
o prairie fires were started by the men of my troop.
I believe that, at the time of opening, the district of the troop to which I belonged
was as nearly clear of '' sooners" as possible.
From my observation, homesteaders were fairly well behaved before and at time
of tho opening, but a display of force was needed to keep them back.

47.
CALDWELL, KANS., October 10, 1893.

J. H. Ball, postmaster at Caldwell, Kans., stat s as follow :
o far as I know the soldiers here on Bluff reek acted like gentlemen, and know
of no complaint whatever. I met them a, number of times. They were always gentlemanly and pleasant, and know of no one being bribed.

4.

FonT RR o, OJCLA., October '7, 1893.
apt. John B. Johnson, Third avalry, l> inrr duly worn according to law, states
as follow :
y camp was at 1 la k Jack prings, ab ut roil s nol'th oJ: Orlando.
Th di tri t si n d me was that 1 01·tion of the h rok e ntlet east of the Rock
Island aHroad and south of the continuation of the line dividing the Otoe and
P nca r
rvation .
My di trict, a far a I know, wa clear of "sooners" at time of opening. I had
made ev ral arre t pr vi u to that tim .
In conn cti n with th p ninrr of 'rry town site I 1 arnecl of a, man being there
dr s din tho uni£ rm of a nH d 'tat s olcli r, his obj ct being, I believe, t o get
de irable l t or t us bis po iti u a a nit d tates soldier for the purpose of
obtaining inform ti n. I arr sted tbi man, but he made hfa escape before the
op ning. I have bi citizen cloth in and 61 cent found in his possession.
Larg Lodie of land b. cl b en fir •d, and ome cau ht fire from an engine on the
railroad. Claimant tated to me that after lo a.ting their claims they intentionally
burned the !,rta s t xaroine the soil or land.
ne man tol<l me that after he had
locat d an th n ht he bad the most desirable land in the world he fired it, and
finally oncluded hat it would not grow white beans, and abandoned it. This was
after he bad fired ancl xamined the ground or soil.
The great m3:j rity of the people w re well behav-ed and orderly, but stringent
m asur wor r nd red nee sary on the part of the troops to prevent delay in the
transa tion of booth registration. At tillwater bootb, where probably the rou$'hest el m nt had ongr o-ated, at the insti o-ation of Corp'l Tolin, the registrat10n
clerk gave up h If of their dinner hour, and worked after 6 p. m. as long as they
could see, in order to r ister the sick and women who were taken from the line
wh re found. This a tion on the part of the corporal was heartily cheered by tho
mob.
I was sent out in June with instructions to clear the Strip of intruders and cattle.
Ir mained on this duty until Col. Parker assumed command of troops in connection
with th op ning.
I wa to k ,p th trip clear of "sooners," protect Government property, keep
ord r e c., until th op ning.
force wa required in my district to hold people back before tlie proper tim~
to tart, but two men llroke from the line before 12 noon. Sergt. Tyldsley started
af r hem and rought th m back to the line, and took their certificates from them.
Th line on the xtreme left of me broke about three minutes before 12 noon. I am
told th t me on fired a shot, which was the prescribed signal for the opening;
and recognizing the impos il>ility of checking these people, and in order to make it
a.ir for au, I then gave the signal to go by the firing of a pistol.
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Spirituous and malt liquors were publicly sold on the Oklahoma line opposite tho
booths, which I was required to guard.
One man approached me with the remark that his time was worth money, and
that he did not want to wait. I informed him that he could take his chances in the
line and that no exceptions would be made. He said: '' You can if you want to;
there is money in it for you." He escaped before I could secure him, there being
quite a crowd there at the time._ I warned my men aga~st the taking of brib~s J..lreviously. They had not been paid, and there was no evidence of any money m the
troop after the opening, which would have been the case had money been given as
bribes.
A person attirecl in the uniform of an infantry colonel, and passing under various
names, was securing exceptional privileges as to registration for homesteaders for
his o·w n personal gain. He represented himself to me, when asked what he was
doing with that uniform on, as being a colonel of Arkansas militia. I expelled him
from the booth lines.
Too much can not be said in commendation of the conduct of Corpls. Jacob Tolin
and August Arnold, Troop B, Third Cavalry, who commanded the guards at Stillwater
and Orlando booths. They succeeded in managing immense crowds of the roughest
classes without riot or bloodshed, and maintained order throughout. 'l'hey are
very highly spoken of by Interior Department officfa,ls, as well as by citizens.

49.
POND CREEK, OKLA., October 8, 1893.
Capt. George A. Dodd, Third Cavalry, being duly sworn according to law, states
as folloYl'S:
Headquarters of my command was at Pond Creek. On day of opening I had
gnards over three railway bridges; scouting parties along Pond Creek, Polecat
Creek, and Osage Creek; guards at the town sites of Pond Creek and Round Pond;
guard on booth at Cameron and remainder of troop scattered along the line between
Caldwell and Kiowa.
My district was bounded on north (56 miles) by southern line of Kansas; on east
(32 miles) by Chicago, Rock Island and Pacific Railway; south (36 miles) by sixth
standard parallel; west (29 miles) by north anJ. south line passing through Kiowa.
Total: 153 miles border; area, 1,624 square miles.
I believe, and all outside evidence goes to show, that my district was practically
clear of "sooners." In clearing the district the troop and detachments marched 1,626
miles from the 2d to the 16th of September.
The grass was not burned in my district during time of opening of Strip.
The homesteaders were remarkably orderly and well behaved, both before and at
time of opening. Except in a few cases of drunken ruffians and attempted bullying,
no force had to be used. I personally went among the people, explained the desires
of the Government, and asked the assistance of the better class in carrying out the
prescribed rules. They readily responded by reporting attempts at "soonerism"
and in assisting to hold the line in check on the day of opening.
My instructions were generally to arrest and remove intruders on that portion of
the Cherokee Strip under my charge, and prevent unauthorized persons entering
thereon previous to 12 o'clock m. on the 16th of September.
My noncommissioned officers and privates were instructed to arrest, and hold until
released by me, all persons crossing the line before the proper time. In case of persons riding across the line before the proper time, and refusing to halt when ordered
to do so, the guards were ordered to shoot their horses and then arrest the persons.
In case intruders resisted by use of :firearms, soldiers were instructed to fire upon,
disable, and, if absolutely necessary, kill such persons.
Officers were authorized to make arref;lts for lawlessness in the Strip and on the
100-foot border, especially in the vicinity of the booths. It is not known to me that
any United States marshals visited my district prior to the opening. There were
neither United States marshals nor other civil officers at or near the booth under
my charge, i. e., the one at Cameron.
•
Many attempts were made to bribe not only men of my troop, but myself. Offers
were openly made, and appeared to be regarded simply as a, matter of business.
The people with whom my men were thrown in contact have been loud in their commendation of the courteous and obliging manner in which my men treated them
before and after the opening.
'
Positively no drunkenness existed.

H. Ex. 27--4
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50.
POND CREEK, OKLA., October 7, 1898.

John V. Moffett, mayor of Pond Creek, Okla., being duly sworn according to law,
states as follows:
I was present before and at opening of Strip, September 16, 1893. The conduct of
the troop while here during that time was very good. There have been no complaints or any charges of bribery. I heard of one or two cases of attempted bribery,
but the soldiers refused it. Our safety committee of citizens petitioned the department commander to allow the troops to remain here for the moral effect and on
account of the unorganized condition of county and town. I have read statements
sent out by newspaper correspondents, and consider them misleading and infamous
in the extreme. I believe the most of this agitation connected with the opening
was brought about for political effect. I visited the booths at Caldwell on several
occasions, and was surprised at the discipline of the men in line, and how closely,
without organization, they adhered to the rules, and made the statement to several
gentlemen who were with me at that time of the strong desire of the average American for fair play.
I came in on the superintendent's car of the first train, on day of opening, September 16. We watched the run of horsemen with interest, anu kept track of them as
one pa eel the other. A dozen horsemen beat our train to Pond Creek. I am satisfied, as were tho e who were with me at the time, that there were no "soonersn in
this country; in fact, we were among the first upon the Government town site. The
Government town ite is so situated that about all r,arts of it were visible from the
train. \Ve wero all satisfied there were no" sooners 'there. All the desirable clad ms
wer tak n up by th men who made the run into the Strip at the proper time-12
o'clo ·k noon. I did not see a single case of drunkenness, except in the case of one
citizen.
51.
ARKANSAS CITY,

KA s., October 2, 1893.

Arthur Wil ox, r sident of Arkansas City, Kans., b inn· duly sworn according to
law, stat s a foJlows:
I was on th Chilocco trip about half past 9 in the evening September 15) and
ob rved a gr at many lights, such as lamp and camp fires, son th in the Cherokee
t1·ip. Ab nt as many light w re in Right at th Jfonsas side. These lights and
fire evidently r pr sontod "soon r ." 'l'hi was the ujgllt before the opening of the
trip .
5,._.a,_

P

ND

mmK, OKLA., Oolober 8, 1893.

r. John R. I an 1 a, rrr-1i<lont of Pond reek, kla., b iug duly sworn according
to law, tate as f l1ows:
As far as my ob rvation is concerned I do not think troops coulu have behaved
theru lv s b etter under the circumstanc s. I b live they have done their duty. I
know fr mp r onal knowl dge that one of the soldiers was offer d $100 as a bribe
an 'l would n t take it. I know that another soldier was offer d $50 as a bribe and
d cliu d it. Tb re h as b en no complaint of "sooner ism" here. There has been no
brutality or drunkonn ss among th soldi r tation fl in this district. There were
n
mplaint on lino n ar 'am ron, and p r£ ct order at the booth . The soldiers
did their duty 1>rop rly a far as I ould ob rve. I know of one solcli r who refused
$10 t all w a man tor ~ister at back of booth ah ad of others in line.
Th start mil s this si<1e of Cameron was ahsolut ly fair. The rush was made at
12 noon, ptewber 16. I did not make the rru.h, but remained behind to observe
the others.
0

5,-,b.
ON

REEK, OKLA., Ootober 13, 1896.

Resolved That w , the citizens of Pond Cree~, in mass meeting assembled, desire
to xt nd our thanks to the U. . Army and their worthy representative Capt. Dodd
mmaud ~ of ' m.Pany F, Third _avalry1 for the manly and upright conduct of
b tro p mce taking barge of th1s T rntory and our coming into contact with
them on that memorable eptember 16, 1893.
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Resolved, That we condemn the reporters of various newspapers for sensational
reports sent out militating against Government employes and the troops in charge.
We feel positive that there were no "sooners" in the territory covered by Capt.
Dodd's troop.
Be it further 1·esolved, That we respectfully ask, in the interest of good government, that the troops be aUowed to remain in Pond Creek until the 25th of Novem-ber, at which time we expect civil organization.
Besolved, That a copy of these resolutions be sent to Gen. Miles and also a copy to
Capt. Dodd.
R. M. HARRISON, Chairman.
C. M. WEBB, Secretary.

53.
FORT RENO, OKLA., Octobei· 6, 1893.
Second Lieut. Charles A. Hedekin, Third Cavalry, being duly sworn according to
law, states as follows:
My command (Troop A, Third Cavalry), was stationed at North Enid, Ind. T., the
district assigned it being the southern half of the portion of the Strip included
between the Rock Island Railway and the meridian of Kiowa, Kans.
This district was not, inmy opinion, clear of "sooners" atthetimeoftheopening ..
I am of that opinion because there were quite a number captured during the night
preceding the opening, and the patrols which were in the interior during the night
could not possibly have covered the whole territory. Patrols also chased other
"sooners," but were unable to catch them.
The grass caught :fire at a point on the southern border of the Strip about 1,000
yards west of the railroad. The fire caught, I believe, from a homesteader's camp.fire, on September 14, 1893, and spread toward the north. During the night preceding the opening there were fires on an sides. These were said to have been lighted
by "sooners."
The break at 11: 55 a. m. was near the Rock Island Railway. The largest crowd
had assembleu there, probably about 15,000, and at time of break about 11,000 rushed
into the Strip. I had at this point 10 men and could not restrain the crowd.
About 4,000 homesteaders stood fast until signal was given, at 12 noon, September
16, 1893.
The crowd was orderly and well behaved. I never saw a drunken man among
either soldiers or homesteaders.
I am satisfied that the people did not intend to make the rush before the proper
time, but just as the train on the railroad was moved up on the line quite a number
of shots were fired and many supposed it was the true signal to go.
A homesteader complained to me that he had given a soldier $15 for the purpose of
filing his claim in advance1 but that the soldier had beaten him out of the money,
and he wanted me to get his money for him. This man could not identify the soldier.
I took special care to inform the people registering that the e-oldiers were there
only to preserve order and had nothing to do with the clerical work.
There was no case of cruelty on part of the soldiers reported to me.
Homesteaders were exceedingly well behaved before and durin(J' the opening. No
force was required to keep them in check, until 11 :55 a. m. on September 16, 1893,
when the line broke. My command was then utterly powerless as far as checking
the men was concerned.
Noncommissioned officers and men were instructed to bring all "sooners" to me,
except on the day of the opening, when the orders were to hold "sooners" until noon
and then send them to Enid.
Soldiers were instructed to use all necessary force in making these arrests, but no
force was needed, as all "sooners" submitted quietly when caught, although some
"sooners 1' challenged during the night of September 15-16 fired at the patrol and
managed to escape.
No civilian officers of the law were allowed in the Strip until the opening, and
therefore no arrests made by them in the Strip. Outside the border the laws of
Oklahoma prevailed, and were administered presumably by United States marshals
and the cou_nty sheriff~ with the_ir deputies. Upon the opening the laws of Oklahoma went mto effect m the Stnp also. Arrests were then made by United States
marshals only until local government was organized. No instance occurred requiring intervention of the military force.
I do not know of any case where homesteaders were harshly treated, and have
heard no such complaint.
I heard it rumored that soldiers were being bribed and made an earnest effort to
locate the corruption if any existed, but I could get no direct evidence whatever on
which to base such a charge
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EL RENO, OKLA., October 16, 1893.
Edgar E, Jennings, deputy county attorney of Canadian County, states under oath
as follows:
I was present at the opening at Hennessey, Okla. Was there three to four days
before the opening on the 16th. At the booth the crowd was simply awful in numbeTS-almost a mob from first to last. They would press up on the ropes guarding
the booth and time after time the soldiers had to put them back and even force them
back to keep them from crowding over the booth. There were parties going in all the
time from the different lines of citizens "companies" so organized to facilitate registration. Where their names were called by the different "captains" they were
permitted to enter and register. I saw nothing irregular, only the wild mob. Some
few now and then would break through regardless of lines, and the soldiers would
push them ouli pretty rapidly. I observed affairs at the booths for two or three
days, returning to Hennessey at night. The soldiers answered civilly all questions when they had time. There was no brutality or roughness or misconduct
on the part of the soldiers. They simply did their duty and did it well. No drunkenness among the soldiers; there was more or less among citizens, not a great deal.
The nea,r est saloons were 4 miles distant.
I saw a good many citizens go to soldiers and make requests and soldiers would
say they could do nothing for them and motion them back into the line. Some soldiers mounted and some on foot.
On the day of the opening the start was made from east of the booth at 12 o'clock,
on the south line of the Cherokee Strip, from ten to twenty thousand people, under
the supervision of the soldiers, who fired their pieces for the signal. By the sound I
judge a cannon was fired at the time. A break was made a quarter to 12, both on
the east and west side of the track, and several thousand started, probably one-half
or more of the crowd g'.>ing in at that time. No proper signal had been given. Do
not know what occasioned the break. The soldiers did not fire on the crowd, but
captured some horsemen, wagons, buggies, and footmen, and brought them back.
Pretty soon the cannon fired and the balance of the crowd rushed in.
South of the bridge on the railroad south of Cherokee line, lieutenant and two
soldiers, with fixed bayonets, came upon the train that had stopped then! and ejected
all persons from the cattle cars and took possession of the train. Afterwards there
was a number of other cattle cars brought up. The soldiers ejected all persons from
these cars (second arrival) and compelled them to cross this bridg:e, that their railroad tickets might be inspected by railroad employee; and while the bridge was
alive with people the train began to move, and many had to get on the train from
the outer ends of the bridge works-that is, from the sides, while the train was in
motion, thereby endangering the live8 of thousands of people. This outrage I attribute to the Rock Island Railroad Company. The lieutenant in ejecting the people
from the train stated that the train would not be allowed to go up to the line until
all had gotten off and showed their railroad ticket!! and their booth registration certificates. The train, whenloaded, did not enter the Strip until a few moments after
the gun fired. The train ran very slow up to the new town of Enid; in fact, loaded
wagons beat the train to the town site.
I know nothing personally as to any troops allowing "sooners" to go into the Strip
on any pretense.
Within my observation while at the booths and at the opening and at the land
office at Enid several days, I know of no favors shown anyone by the soldiers with
reference to the occupation of the Strip in any respect.
Prairie fires were burning before the opening and during the time and afterward!!.
As to their origin I have no knowledge. It is concecled by all that many" sooners"
were in the Strip. It was rumored that soldiers set fire to the prairie to drive "sooners '1 out1 but I know nothing of the fact.
·

55.
FORT RILEY, KANS., October 2, 1893.
Capt. Francis H. Hardie, Third Cavalry, being duly sworn according to law, states
as follows:
No shots were fired by soldiers of my command at citizens; have no personal knowledge of citizens killed by soldiers.
Know of no bribes being received by soldiers or of any cases of drunkenne11s or
cruelty on the part of the soldiers under my command.
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There ~e_re no prairie :fires in the section ~couted by my commancl, but the cape
from prauie :fires was due to good luck, smce a. spark from a railroad train could
have started one at any time:
In obedience to orders from Col. Forsyth, commandinO' I left Fort Ril y with my
troop-1 o~cer! 4~ enlisted me?, 2 civilian teamsters, 48°borse , 12 mules-for Alva,
I~d. T., which 1s situated 18 miles south of the Kansas line from the town of Kiowa
City, Kans., on the panha?-dle ~i,vision of the A.~chison, Topeka and anta Fe Railroad, and there tooK stat10n. lhe command left here AuO'ust 30 1893 and arrived
at Alva the night of August 31, 1893.
"'
'
'
I there rec~ived instructions from Col. Parker to remove promptly and absolutely
all unauthonzed person&, as well ~s all cattle fo_und, from the district assigned me to
s~out, the northern half of a sec~10n of the Strip bounded on the east by a line r•mmng north and south through Kiowa, Kans.; on the west by a line running north
and south through Fort Supply, Ind. T., and on the north and south by the limit of
the Strip.
My command was stationed at Alva. I believe my district was clear of "soon rs"
at time of opening of the strip.
The homesteaders were orderly and well behaved with some few exceptions; the
only cases where force was used is reported in myreporttoCol. Parker, which covers
all the ground concerning the events connected with the opening.
The orders given to my troopers were those contained in Col. Parker's instructions
to me. Home-seekers going in before the proper time were removed.
It is impossible for me to state from memory the number of persons, horses, and
cattle put out of the strip before the opening. Reports were made to Col. Parker,
giving the names and a complete description of them. Over five hundred head of
cattle were removed, and more than fifty horses. Owing to the large xtent of country I was ordered to patrol, my troop was divided up into small patrols from the
main camp. These small camps at other points were located and scouting done from
there also.
Everything went off nicely in my district except the four minutes start ahead of
time.
Sworn to by Capt. Francis H. Hardie, at Chicago, Ill., October 14, 1893.

TnooP G, Tum
Av ALRY,
Cam1> near Alva, epternber 23, 1899.
Lieut. Col. DANGERFIELD PARKER,
Thirteenth Infantry, Commanding Troopa in the Field,
Chetolcee St?'ip.
SIR: I have the honor to report the following in regard to the operations of my
troops on the day of the opening of this trip.
My troop covered a length of line of nearly 25 miles, with Kiowa ity
th c ntral point. Sergt. Frawley, with a patrol, was at Sand r ek to start tho e ·ongregated at that point; Corpl. Coughlin was with his patrol at the M <li ine L dlJe,
Both of these congregating stations were east of 1 iowa City. I ~a at Kiowa _1Ly
with the main body of the troop. Corpl. Douglas was near a p mt about 15 mil
west of Kiowa City; Private McPherson at a point abou~ 5 mil s_w st f th_ said
city; First Sergt. Kaine and patr~ls had ch3:rge of ~be trams ~t. rmg tb . trip. .
Those persons entering the Str~p fro?J- Kiowa .City '!er~ n_ot1fi _d. by print cl . irculars, one of which is inclosed with t~ns r p~r~, of their hm1ts.; g1vrni _h m 3 m~les
to line up on; but _the dist~nce not be1?g sutlic1ent,_I exte~dea th limit to 3 mile
east giving them mall a distance of little ov r 4 mil s, wh1 h was ampl .
The crowd was easily handled, ev_ery one se m d to be ager to do ~bat was
required (with some very few except10ns), good natured and ord rly, lmt mt ns ly
eager.
My men were posted out in front at a distan e from each other of bout 500 ards,
with orders to keep bac~ the ?rowd :mtil_ the pr~per time, to promptly r pe t th
signal for starting by firmg their ca~bm s m the au.
.
.
'J. he people as the time for startm r drew near.z were strung up with . c1tem nt
and eagernes;, At about four minutes b for the starting time some on , Uh r
accidentally or on purpose, discharged a pi~tol in _the cr?wa of ~or m_ n n ar the
railroad bridge, which started th~m.
e mg quickly 1t was llll:P 1ble to top
them I quickly :fired my pistol1 which was answered along the lm pr mptJy, o
that the start was practically s1IDultaneous.
Private :Fairfox, of my troop, in front of whom the _break wa mad_ , topped th_e
first man out of ranks and brought him ba k to the lme and k pt him th r until
all had gone; he could do no mor~. Tll;e killin of three or four would not have
stopped the avalanche of people ill their mad rush.
H. Ex. 1-13
1
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.A report was circulated by people afterwards that the shot was fired by a negro,
but I have yet to see the first person who saw the shot fired.
Before the run I rodo along the line and cautioned the people against firing and
explained to them the serious consequences which might arise from such an act.
I estimate that over 5,000 people made the run from my line, a large number coming from the east on account of the larger crowds further east.
The crowds at Sand Creek and Medicine Lodge mostly came from the east.
The noncommissioned officers at other points report everything going off smoothly.
:First Sergt. Kaiuo, who had charge of the cars, found them loaded when they
arrived at the line, but put everyone off and then carried out the instructions of the
Secretary of the Interior; and his conduct has been honorably praised by the citizens. .All the citizens of this town and all that I have met on the return here seem
perfectly satisfied with the arrangements made in their behalf. The town is perfectly orderly and everyone seems contented.
I have no casualties to report among the citizens or enlisted men, whose behavior
has been commendable in every respect.
The system of registration at the various points, while possibly may have worked
some hardships, mainly due to the weather and lack of water in some localities, on
the whole worked a great advantage to actual settlers in many ways.
Most the grumblingand fault-finding was done bylandsharks, who were debarred
the privilege of getting certificates not so much through a question of conscience as
through the fear of being r efused permission afterwards at the land offices to file
their claims.
It is impossible in an affair of such magnitude as this opening turned out to be
that some injustice may not have been d~mc, hardships endured, accidents happened;
but I am forced to believe that in this opening there was less lawlessness and intimidations practiced than in the opening of Oklahoma some years ago; and in this
. I am borne out by reputable citi:tens who took pa,r t in both.
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
J:<'. H. HARDIE,
Captain Third Cavalry Commanding 1.1,·oop G.
Official copy:
J.M.LEE,

Captain Ninth Infantry,
Assistant to Inspector-General Department of the Missouri.

ORDER TO RAILR.OADS,
WASHINGTON, D. c .. September 11.
Secretary Hoke Smith late this afternoon issued an order governing railroads on
the_Cherokee Strip:
.
.
.
.
..
.
"I hereby direct that no railroad tram be permitted to enter said outlet durmg
the six hours before said time Clf opening. After said time of opening for three
hours trains will be allowed to enter said outlet only under the following regulations:
"(1) They must be for general use and not leased or chartered by any favored
person or passengers.
.
.
.
.
"(2) Th.e trains must be stat10ned at the edge of said land at least thirty_mmutes
before the hour of opening, and shall not be entered by passengers earlier than
thirty minutes before the hour of opening.
.
" (3) No one shall enter one of said trains as a passenger unless he holds a certificate from one of the booths.
"(4) The trains may start upon said lall;d at anY: time aft~r thel?,our of opening.
"(5) The trains must stop at every stat10n and rntermediate pomts not more than
5 miles apart.
"(6) The trains will be limited to speed to 15 miles an hour.
"(7) The regular local rate of passenger charges shall not be exceeded.
.
"(8) No person shall be allowed to board said trains after they enter the Stnp.
"The United States officers in charge will give effect to this order."
.
Ordered by Col. Parker to carry out the orders of the Secretary of the In.tenor as
published in the newspapers of September 12, 1893.
This taken from the Kansas City Times.
F. H. HARDIE,
Capt. Third Cai,alry.
Offi cial copy:
J.M. LEE,
Ca_pt. Ninth Infantry,
.
.
Assistant to Inspector-General Department of the Missouri.
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People having certificates to enter the stri~ will please l~ne up by 11 o'clo~k t~m?rrow morning, Saturday, Septem"J:>er 16, 1893, m a s~ace? miles east of t~e city limits
and 1 mile west of same. The signal to enter Strip will be fired precisely at 12 m
to-morrow, Santa Fe time, by Capt. Hardie, Third Cavalry, from a point opposite
the registration booths. This_ signal ~ill be repeated ~long _the lin~ by ~oldiers.
Those desiring to go by the ra1lroau will please have their certificates m their hands.
F. H. HARDIE,
Ca1Jtain Thi1·d Cavalry Commanding.

5G.

Barber County, 88:
B. W. Key, being duly sworn, says that he is a citizen and business man at Kiowa
and was present at Kiowa at the opening of the Cherokee Strip; that the presence
of United States troop was a benefit to the citizens; also to the many home-seekers
who congrozatecl at this point for the "opening," and that there was but one expression from all; That the Army officers and men who were stationed here were gentlemen and did much to promote peace and good order with the 7,000 or 8,000 people
wlio were here from early in September until after the 16th inst. I have no personal
knowleuge of any "sooners," although some are reported in street talks.
B. W. KEY.
Subscribed and sworn to before me this 16th day of September, A. D. 1893.
WM. F. ·SMITH,
Justice of the Peaoo.
STATE OF KANSAS,

57.
ALVA, OKLA., October 11, 1893.
William Carter, citizen (G. A. R.), stated under oath as follows:
·
I was present at opening at Kiowa. The captain (Hardie) and troop of the Army
on duty there conducted themselves in all respects in a creditable manner. Saw
nothing to the contrary. At the land office here in Alva, I saw the troops here one
day, and the same goo<l condition was the rule; saw nothing out of the way.
Heard some talk at the booth near Kiowa of bribery or undne influence. It was
talkedi but know nothing of the truth of such report whatever; that was w regard
to the soldiers.
Heard of no man who said he bribed a soldier.
No pmirie fires.

•
58.
.A:I,VA, OKLA., Octobm· 6, 1893.
S. L. Johnson, Postmaster at Alva, Okla., states as follows:
There was no complaint against troops stationed near Alva, Okla., i.e., Thirteenth
Infantry, Third Cavafry.
An occasional soldier might fill up occasionally, but taken all together they were
a credit to the service and attended strictly to their own business.
The strip grass here was not burned.
My experience is that a goo<l. deal of howling is frequently done by people who did
not get claims or town lots, and more often by people who want to saddle blame on
the Admini tration in regard to the opening of the Strip.
I c'.1n only sp?ak for Alva, and can truthfully say that in this neighborhood the
openrng wa fairly anu honestly condnctell, and there were no complaints against
the troops, Fe<l.eral officials, or any one else.
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1. . LVA, OKLA., October 12 1893.
We the undersigned, citizens of Aha, Okla., beg leave to make the followiug statement. We were prcseut at ti.le opening of. Cherokee Outlet to settlement, September
16, 1893, and have been residents of Alva since.
,
We beg leave to certify to the goocl conduct, efficiency, and discipline of the officers
in charge, viz: Capt. Hardie antl Lieut. Saffold, and of their command during the
opening, and while in command at this place. We havfl no knowledge of bribery,
corruption, or drunkenness by them or their command. 'rne officers in charge rn;ed
every effort to secure the safety and well-teing of settlers, and no command could
have given better satisfaetion. They were kind, courteolfs, and obliging, and any
report contrary to this statc,ment is without founda,tion. There was no one injured;
no prairie .fires, or anything to mar the peace and quiet; and we take pleasure in
making this statement, as we consider it due the officers in charge and the men in
their commands.
John E. Hughes; J. G. Lemont; Johp. Poston; J.P. Zimmerman, attorney
at law; C. W. Hobbie; C.R. McAllister; C. G. Greever; Blare & Cormick, attorneys at law; G. W. Poindexter; L. L. Willia.ms; Sample &
Noah, attorneys at law; F. H. Shelley; T. G. Goodwin, attorney at law;
James W. Bell; ,John A. Moe; Townsite Trustees, Alva, Okla. ; S. T.
Canico, notary public; A. C. Towne, attorney at law; John Paulson;
Robert M. Hall; S. H. Oliver; S. H. Smith; B. C. Smithsou; S. F.
Shannon; Albert H. Andrus, attorney at law; C. W. Ellis; Miller &
Dunn, attorneys at law; 'r. J. Womack, attorney at law; Mathew Jone~;
Erskine W. Suoddy, deputy United States marshal; G. H. Alexander,
probate judge; 0. C.R. Randall, county attorney; J. F. Oglm, attorney
at law; John W. Bishop, attorney; John Harper; John W. Boling,
attorney.
A true copy.
J.M. LEE,

Captain, Ni-nth Infant1·y,
.Assistant to Inspector-General, Department of the Missouri.

60.
NOTES BY CAPT. LEE.
ALVA, OKLA., October 11, 1899.
C.H. Eldred, large cattle dealer, 17 miles west of Kiowa, said:
I do not approve of the method of opening; think the registration booths were
unnecessary and of no practical value; tended rather to facilitate '' sooners" than to
prevent. One hundred people ran from line 17 miles west Kiowa. Conduct of troops
was excellent. No bribes that I heard of.
ALVA, OKLA., October 11, 1893.
_Saw citfaens in post-office and elsewhere-farmers and all classes. They speak in
h1~hest ~erms of conduct of troo1s at Kiowa and Alva ancl on the line generally in
this region.
R. A. Cameron, attorney at Alva, says in conversation that the conduct of troops
was in all rospects satisfactory.

61.
WOODWARD, OKLA., October 10, 1893.
A. Witzleben, manager of store, being duly sworn according to law, states as follows:
I know of no officer or olclier receiving bribes from "sooners," nor do I know of any
person who bribed any officer, soldier, or other person.
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I know of no soldiet who can be char(l'ed with drnnkenn s or crn It
omin
under my observation.
I kn~w of no settlers wJ?_o have fallen victims to prairi fires .
oldi r w re in < tt nd, nr , nil t, . I registered at the booth at Kiowa, Kans.
tioned arou~d the boot~, and everything was conducted in a mo t x mplar m, nner, the soldiers_ conductrng themselve in a very er ditable way.
I took the tram (on Septem?er 15) to ~ig~ins, Tex., intending to nt r th , trip
on Septembe~.16 from _th~t :pomt. At H1ggms, ::tl~o, I found th soldi rF! a th1g in 1t
thorough, qmet, and d1sciplmary manner, and givrng no one the slight t shadow f
offense .
. On the line of ~he Strip, as we came by rail from Higgins, aolcli rs were a] o atat1011ed tbere, takmg charge of the crowd which was 011 the train nnd th ir on,lu t
there was the same as stated before, giving not the slightest bffense to any one
attending to their duties in a perfect manner.
'

62.
FORT RENO, OKLA.., October 7, 189tJ.
Capt. George K. Hunter, Third Cavalry, being duly sworn accordin to law, statrs
as follows:
I was :first ordered to proceed to Wynoka, Ind. T., and then to Woodward, on th
13th of September, as my supply point.
My district was the southern half of the country lying west of a lin rnnning
north and south through Kiowa, Kans., and bounded on the west by a north n<l
south line through Fort Supply, Ind. T., and by the boundaries of Cherokee 'trip on
the north and south.
So far as known to me my district contained no "sooners" at time of opening.
The grass was not burned in my district.
The homesteaders were orderly and well-behaved, and no force was r quir cl to
keep them in check.
My general instructions were to remove all unauthorized p r ons fr m m di trict, as well as all cattle found, and, before opening of Strip, to pre rv tb p ace
and guard United States property.
My line was 60 miles long. I did not give any instrnctions to fir upon p r ns
entering the Strip before the proper time. I autioned my mon to b Jirm t war
these people and to treat them courteously. The object was to k ep tb p p] out
of the Strip without using violence.
Officers were authorized to make arrest for lawl s n ss, and call up n nit d
States marshals or deputy United Stat marshals to make arr st in al:! f di turbance.
No case of my men receiving bribes was r ported to me, and I don't thlnk any
occurred.
None ofmy men were charged with drunkenn s or cru lty.
There was very little demand for land or town lots in my district.
About 1,000 people entered the _trip on this south rn li_ne f m_y di ri ~' whi h
was about 60 miles. I gave the signal to ent r tho tnp by fmng my p1a ol, at
12 noon, standard time. No effort was made by the homesteaders to start b for the
signal.

63.

Cm AGO, ILL. 1 October 13, 1893.
Second Lieut. Kirby Walker, Third Cavalry, b ing dnly worn a ordiu{:t to 11 w,
states as follows:
I was in command of Troop D, Third Cavo,lry, be£ re o,nd uring th tim of p ning of Cherokee Strip.
.
. .
.
.
I did not see any prairie :fires m my ch tnct durm that tim .
.
There was no drunkenno s nor di ore~ rly conduc~ am n my m n dnrrng th tim .
Mv district was clear of oonerl:l at time o~ op nmg.
. .
Tl1ere was no complaint of b_ad c nd~ t_ol. my m n b. 1tiz n fr h m t .n<l
There were very few peopl m my district to mak th run. Th land ,
poor anu not desirable.
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There were only about 30 people on horses and in wagons who made the run from
Higgins, and about 300 on the t,rain.
There were no charges of bribery against any of my men.
The officials at the booth gave the sergeant in charge of detachment at the booth
a paper stating that he had been: efficient and performed his duties very satisfactorily.

64.
CHICAGO, ILL., October 13, 1893.
First Lieut. Isaac P. Ware, assistant surgeon, U. S. Army, being duly sworn according to law, states as follows:
I was on duty with l'roop D, Third Cavalry, at Clear Creek, Ind. T.
I was present before and during opening of Cherokee Strip. I did not observe
during that time any drunkenness among the men of the command.
I heard of no cases of enlisted men being bribed by "sooners" during that time.
There were no prairie fires in the section of country occupied by us.
I heard no complaints of bad conduct of troops towards homesteaders. The conduct of the soldiers during the time they were in the field was excellent.
'fhe country was, to all appearance, clear of" sooners" at time of opening.

65.
FORT SUPPLY, OKLA., October 10, 1893.
Sergt. Henry Holden, Troop D, Third Cavalry, states under oath as follows:
I was on duty in connection with opening from September 2 until return to post
on September 21. Was on duty at booth near Higgins, p atrolling and guarding
booth. No disorder of any kind. No bribes or other inducements offered to soldiers
for favors. Over 900 registered at that booth. No "sooners" found by my men as
they reported. There were no prairie fires in my vicinity.
Note by Capt. Lee.-1 directed this sergeant to notify men of troop that I desired
to see any man of the troop who was offered a bribe or other consideration to favor
any citizen in connection with the opening. None came forward. Sergt. Holden
submitted recommendations-copies attached, marked A and B.

A.
GENERAL LAND OFFICE,

SPptember 15, 1893. (Booth in T. 20N., R. 25 W.)
We, the officers of booth No. 4, Cherokee Strip, desire to give our frank and unsolicited tribute to Sergt. Henry Holden, of Troop D, Third Cavalry, and his men under
him.
Isolated from the outside world, we were compelled to rely upon him for everything, and it ~~v_es us pleasure to testify to his solp.ierly qualities, his calm judgment, and unfailing courtesy.
one could have accomplished his onerous duties better, and he is an ornament to
the high grade of service he represents.
FRED. L. HARVEY,
ALEX. HUNTER,
C. B. STRONG,

Office1·s in charge.

Compared with ori ginal and found to be a true copy.
J.M. LEE,
Captain, Ninth Infantry,
Assistant to Inspect01·-General Department of the Missouri.
B.
SEPTEMBER 16, 1893.
Th_i~ is ~o cert_ify t h at Ser !!t. H e~ry H?ldPn, of Troop D, Third Cavalry, U.S. Army,
~a fa1thiul1 y drnc harged til e duties ass1gned him by his commanding officer in keeprng the '' boomers " from entorjng the Chel'Okee Strip before the da.y of the opening
(~2 o'clock noon, , ep tember 16, 1893), in accordance with the President's procla.mat1on of Augu t 19, 1893; that he, with the boys under him, has carefull~- looked
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rfte~ ad~ protected the_property belonging to tho ov rnm nl, of tbr l nit (l ' tat
oca e m booth o. 4, m T. 20 .. , R. 26 W., near Higgin , T ., an1l w th ofll r
~~ tge Gen~ral Land Office, station d at said booth. thank him :md }ii m n for h ir
m ness s own to us; and we further say, that any r qn t wbi •b 1J and th b
u~.ay be granted, and ti.lat any favor shown them will b gr a.Uy a.ppr ·i-

::~ t;k

.nA .

B.

TR0 o,

Genetal Land Office, Washington, D. 0.
FREDERICK D. HARVEY.
ALEXANDER

GENE~AL L_A~D OFFICE, September 14, 1899. (Booth in T. 20
pared with ongma,1 and found to be a true copy.

nu

TER.

., R. 26 W.)

om-

J.M. LEE,
.
Captain, Ninth, b1fantry.
Assistant to Inspector-General JJepa,-trnent of the Missouri.

66a.
FORT SUPPLY, OKT.A., October to, 189$.
Sergt. John M. Boisner, Troop D, Third Cavalry, state Ull(ler oath a foll ws:
Was on duty with his troop in connection with openinO' son th and southw t o:f
Fort Supply, scouting and patrolling to keep out "soon ~s;" found none.
ns at
bo?th two or three days at time of opening; saw no mis onclnct of any kind. No
bribe~ or.anything offered to soldiers by citizens for any favor to my knowl dg .
No drrnkmg at all among our men. Nearest saloon about 3 miles aw. y.
oprairi
fires in that section.
Sergts. F. P. Krarup, W. C. Hart, Corpls. John Regan, S. D. Mitch n, ancl ,fam
Sullivan, Troop D, Third Cavalry, all being duly sworn, stat d that th y w r on
duty south and southwest in connection with opening; substnntiat sam fa •ts as
Sergts. Holden and Boisner as to conduct of troops, no prairi fir , tc.

66b.

07.

in lin

l<li r .
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No drunkenness among soldiers or citizens. No saloons there; one was started
and was closed up. No prairie fires in that region. No misconduct; best of feeling
b etween all there, both soldiers and citizens.
"Y'f e were publicly complimented by paper there, the Alva Pioneer. Clipping herewith.
All, except First Serg. Murphy, who was on duty at camp all the time, and Corp.
De Lattre: say we called some back numbers of persons who were not there in line
when their names and numbers were first called; They were, of course, passed, and
lower numbers necessarily called and admitted. Then we afterwards, by order of
Lieut. Saffold, called all of the back numbers, for one and a half days, about, and
they were admitted. This gave some dissatisfaction among the higher numbers who
were waiting their turn. A public notice was posted on the door of the land office
that for Moriday afternoon and all of Tuesday (the srcond Monday and Tuesday after
opening) back numbers would be called. This was all public and open, and no favor
was shown t o any back number over another, all being taken in rotation. The people had been numbered by noncommissioned officers, and their names and numbors
taken and recorded on a list. After Tuesday, the 26th of September, no more back
n umbers were called.
Corp. De Lattre was on duty there forenoon of Wednesday, the 27th, when the
company took the train en route to post.
No prairie fires.
[Alva Pioneer. Established September 16, 1893.)

ALVA, OKLA., Friday, September 22, 1893.
The officers and men of Company E, and Thirteenth Regiment Unitecl States
infantry, stationed at present in this .city, are a body of as fine men as are in the
service. All citizens commend their soldierly appearance and gentlemanly manners.

68.

ALVA, M COUNTY, OKLA., Octobe1· 11, 1893.
F. P. Alexander, register land office, states under oath as follows:
I arrived here Monday evening before the openmg. Soldiers came here on Wednesday, I think-the infantry, I mean. Capt. Hardie, with his cavalry, was already
here and camped about 2½ miles from this town site.
The soldiers, infantry, under Lieut. Saffold, were on duty at the land office preserving peace and perfect order and regularity during the time they were here.
They left about ten days ago. In conduct they were courteous, efficient, and bore
themselves with propriety. Lieut. Saffold was attentive and energetic in his duties.
Some little talk, on the outside, of apparently irresponsible persons of undue influence being brought to bear on the soldiers. No specific charges were made and did
not demand any investigation, as everything was peaceable and in an orderly man- ·
ner. Heard of no cases of disorder or abuse nor drunkenness while men were on
duNty.
. ' fi
. th'lS VlClill
. . 'ty,
0 prairie res 1n
F. C. Langley, deputy United States marshal, having heard foregoing statement
read in his presence, under oath fully corroborates it and says further:
That there was a rumor that some soldier was taking bribes. I went t0 Lieut.
Saffold and he told me to inquire into it, and if th;er~ was any gro~1;1,d for _it he. would
take the stripes off of any man that was engaged m 1t. I made d1hgent mqmry and
found there was nothing substantiated, and so reported to Lieut. S~ffold. The soldiers, in all their duties, were courteous as men could be under the circumstances.

69.
FORT SUPPLY, OKLA., Octobe,· 10, 1893.
Capt. Harry G. Cavenaugh, Thirteenth Infantry, being dnly sworn according to
law, states as follows:
My command was stationed at Woodward, the county seat of N County, Okla.,
where a land office is situated.
List of names of rail way employes and postmaster's and mail contractor's employ6
was turned in hy me to the land office officials.
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After the hour of 12 m., upon tho arrival of the people at the town site and its
vicinity, no force was required to keep them in check. They formed the most peaceable, quiet and orderly community that I have ever seen under like circumstances.
There was no chance for offering bribes; no force of any kind was required~ no
cruelty of any description occurred.
There being- no liquor permjtted to be sold under the Territorial laws for at least
two weeks after the opening, I had but two men of my command slightly under the
jnfl.nence of liquor and confined to the camp; this happened several days after the
opening.
There were no United States marshals to my knowledge in my vicinity. I had
under my immediate command, for two days after the opening, 15 men at the land
office for the purpose of preventing disturbances and to see that the first to arrive
had first access to the office.
1 was informed by many citizens on my departure that they were sorry to see us
leave, and that in, their opinion the presence of troops had a very beneficial effect
and a tendency to prevent disorder, as the cowboy element largely predominated for
the first few days.
.
I was present before and after the first opening of Oklahoma and in command of
the troops stationed at Guthrie from May 6, 1889, until their presence W3.S deemed
no longer necessary, June 15, 1891. I was present in a private capacity at the opening of the Cheyenne and Arapahoe country, and as far asmypersonalknowledgegoes
as to the conduct of troops and citizens, the recent opening compares favorably with
either of them.
-

'70.
FORT SUPPLY, OKLA.,

October 10, 1893.

F irst Sergt. Emile Seneca, and Sergts. Thomas Kelly and George B. Stevens, and
Corp. George F. McGurren, Company B, Thirteenth Infantry, being all duly sworn,
state under oath, severally and collectively:
Almost the whole company, about forty men, was on duty at Woodward, or in the
vicinity of the United States land office there. We were under Capt. Cavenaugh's
immediate command. There was no disorder of any kind; tho best of fe eling prevailed; no bribery of any kind that we beard of, nor any offers of that kind to any
of us or our men, so far as we know or beard. Some days after the opening two of
our soldiers got slightly under the influence of drink. There were no prairie fires that we saw.
The citizens expre.!lsed regret at our leavins- there to return to post. Everything
was harmonious and the best of feeling prevailed among all concerned.

'71.
WOODWARD, OKLA.,

Octobe,• 10, 1893.

Wilson M. Hammock, register, and D. H. Patton, receiver, being duly sworn according to law, state as follows:
The questions, "Do you know any officer or soldier who received bribes from
soonersf" and" Do you know any person who bribed any officer, soldier, or other
person T" we answer emphatically, No, never heard an intimation of such in connection with this district.
•
'fhe question "Do you know any soldier who can be charged with drunkenness or
crueltyf" we answer in the negative, and take great pleasure in commending the
gallant bearing of the soldiers under Capt. Cavenaugh during t e opening, as well
as their gentlemanly, courteous conduct to all, from the humblest homeseeker to
the officers in charge of the land district.'
We have heard of no prairie fires in this region.
11

'72.
POST-OFFICE W0ODWATID,

N

COUNTY, OKLA.,

October 10, 1893.

James T. Hickey, postmaster, being duly sworn according to law, states as follows:
I do not know of any one receiving bribes; nor have I hoard of any complaint
whatever against the troops at this place.
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I opened up this post-office the 8th of April last. I have been here ever since,
having met all of the old settlers, railroad 1?-en, Governmen_t empl_oyes, and those
doing business he!e; also the cattlemen pass1?~ to and fro with ~heir stock an~ for
shipment from this place; and I can state pos1t1vely that at no time before or srnce
the opening of the Strip have I heard of any complaint against the United States
troops stationed here under the command of Capt. Cavenaugh. On the contrary, I
am of the opinion that all here, old and new settlers, without exception, would join
hands in praise of the acts of the captain and his splendid company.

73.
WOODWARD, OKLA., Octobe1· 101 1893.
Clarksen & Bentler, being duly sworn according to law, state as follows:
I know ofno bribery or attempted bribery, nor of any drunkeness of officers or soldiers.
The conduct of officers and soldiers was first class in every respect.
I have been a resident here for the past six years.

'74.
FORT SILL, OKLA., Ocfobe1· 8, 1893.
Capt. William M. Waterbnry, Thirteenth Infantry, states as follows:
My station was at the land office of Enid. There was no force used or needed to
keep the homesteaders quiet. No disturbance or bloodshed occurred while I was in
command there.
Only one case of bribery came to my knowledge. Private William Horne, of Company C, Thirteenth Infantry, was accused of receiving a bribe of $10. When thi1:1
case cam to my knowledge I had the man confined and surrendered him to civil
authority upon proper warrant, September 25, 1893.

'75.

ENID, Orrr.A., Octobe,· 8, 1899.
H. H . .J nkins of Enid, Ok1a., stated under oath as follows:
I aw as lcli r who was guar<ling well near land office about a week after opening.
He was arm <l, gun and bayonet. H wa maudlin drunk, and bad a bottle of whisky
in his pocket-had just put it back aft r offering a citizen a drink.
I h ard that a oldier on duty at the well made an exhibition of himself by disgrac ful conduct- ar nsing anrl ki sing a well-known reputed prostitute- this in
broad daylight in the presence ofma.ny people.

'76.

E m, OKLA., Octobe1' 10, 1893.
!. Pa t r on, po trna ter at Enid, kb., stc t . as f 11ow :
ndu t of tb oldier sta ion cl here, both before and after the opening
rip I neith r w nor 11 a.rd f any drunkeun
or disorderly conduct, nor
heard of an complaint whatever gainst th m.
rip wa on fir in every clir tion during th w ek. I was here prececlinoth peuiu r hut In v r h rd it ·harg d t < 11y particular individual. Everything
was so dry th re that only a spark was suffi i nt to ignite it.
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77.
CAMP UNITED STATES TROOPS, PERRY, OKLA., Octobel' 4J 1893.

Capt. Benjamin H. Rogers, Thirteenth Infantry, states as follows:
I arrived here with my company on the 14th of September. The grass was mostly
all burned then. It was extremely dry weather and the supposition was then that
it was done by sparks from the locomotives. A well-believed rumor was in circulation that it had been done by people who were to ship forage into the country to
sell and who had sent agents in at night to do the work.
I had no drunkenness amongst my men during the opening, and did not until they
were paid some two weeks later..
Twenty-four ''sooners" were arrested l>y me on the morning of the opening, they
being hidden in the several ravines running through the town site of Perry. They
were held until the rnsh was over and then released.
The town was opened in a very orderly manner. There was no general disturbance that required the interference of troops. One man, a supposed murderer, was
arrested by me and held all night until it was found that the man he assaulted was
not in as precarious a condition as first supposed, when he was released after ascertaining -h is name, address, etc., which information was turned over to the chief
deputy United States marshal on duty at Perry.
The names of the twenty-four "sooners" arrested were turned into the land office,
with the time and place of their arrest noted.
.
My orders when I came here were from the commanding officer of Fort Sill, Okla.
They were to proceed to Perry, Ok-la., and camp there; to cooperate with the civil
authorities to preserve the peace; to protect the United States land office and United
States post-office, and all Government property when necessary. General instructions covering all the points in the President's proclamation were received by me
from Lieut. Col. D. Parker, Thirteenth Infantry, commanding troops in the Strip, on
the 19th of September-three days after the opening. 'rhey had been sent in ample
time, but blocked up in the mail somewhere. In the absence of these special instructions, I nsed my own judgment regarding the part the troops were to take at the
opening.
I did not place any men outside of the land office to run the line; and that duty
was performed by deputy United States marshals. I visited the la.nd office frequently to see that order was preserved, and on no visit did I see anything but an
orderly crowd. I kept my men well in hand in case of disturbance; and gave assurance both to the register and receiver that I was ready to move them to the land
office at the slightest sign of trouble. That has been done up to the present day;
all men being required to remain in camp during the open hours at the land office,
unless special permission is given to be absent .
.No complaints have been received by me as to any wrongdoing of any of my company since our arrival.

'79.
PERRY, OKLA., October 5, 1893.

J.C. Scruggs, sheriff. of P. County, Okla. (county seat, Perry), stated under oath
aH follows:
I came here on Saturday, the 16th of September, from the south line-starting
at 12 o'clock about 9 miles from Perry. I entered on duty as sheriff immediately
after arrival here. Capt. Rogers turneclover to me a man he had in arrest for knocking a man on the head who was thought to be murdered.
The conduct of the troops here was good in every respect, doing their duty thoroughly and harmoniously. Have heard no complaint against them, nothing as to
bribery or misconduct. I understood they held quite a number of "sooners" and held
them until after the opening. Prairie fires were burning in every direction; I crossed
three fires on my run. As to who started the fires, I do not think the soldiers had anything toclo with star:ting the fires or favoring or helping the "sooners" in any respect.
I started half a mile west of Orlando to make the run. Capt. Johnson's men were
there. A false start was made to the west ofme about one and a half minutes before
the time. The soldiers got out of the way, as it was useless to try to stop the crowd.
No shots were fired there at all. The conduct of the troops on the south line was
excellent and efficient in every respect, both at the booths and at the start.
Many "sooners" got in, but the soldiers could not help that. All the soldiers in the
country could not have prevented that. The feeling towards the soldiers among the
cit_izens is goo1, N? complaints whatever that I have heard; have heard of no
bribery of soldiers either here or on the south line.
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PEnRY, OKLA., Octobe1· 5, 1899.
Harry Colton, farmer, of Logan County, Okla., tate und r oath as follows:
I have been here since about optember 12, 1893; was here under orders of the
Department. Capt. Johnson was hero with his company of cavalry and relieved,
September 14, by Capt. Rogers with the infantry company. Capt. Johnson and his
company was scouting, clearing country of intruders. Condnct of his men was
excellent; saw them frequently. Do not know, nor have I heard of any of them
being bribed or otherwise neglecting their duty. No drunkenness, nor mistreatment
of any citizens. Prairie fires were general, burning in every dir ction. Saw many
between here and Arkansas City night eptember 14, when returning to Perry. Am
satisfied they, or many of them, originated from railroad engines-wind blowingcountry dry. Fires were burning where there were no troops-notoriginatedinany
way by troops so far as I know or ever heard.
On the 14th and 15th of September, Capt. Rogers, on my reporting and others, sent
out men andarrested "sooners" and brought them andheld them until after the opening. They were, to the best of my knowledge, not turned loose until some time in the
afternoon of the opening. Capt. Rogers and his men were diligent in their duties.
In their conduct they were kind an<l courteous to the citizens, and to my knowledge
did their duty in a gentlemanly manner thronghout. I was fully familiar with the
situation here and around here. Their presence was highly beneficial in the interest
of peace and ol'der.

80.
PERRY, OKLA., Ootobe,· 5, 1893.
T. M. Riclrnrdson, banker, at Perry, Okla., b in duly w rn.., stnt cl as follows:
I am in busiu s bel'e as banker. Was pr nt at op ning n.ere at noon on September 16, 1 93. •ound apt. R gers here with his company of infantry soldiers;
have b en h r sine , and am fully conversant with the a ·tion of the military.
Their pr s n h r was in the int r st of peace and good order. The opening and
ttlement of this place and adja nt country was peaceabl and orderly-I think
largely due to the presence of the military. The conduct of officArs and men was in
all rep cts proper and commendable. There was no misconduct nor drunkenness
on th ir part; no outrag s nor abuses of any kind towards citizens in any respect
to my kn wledg , and I have been in a po ition to know what was taking place.
The opening here was in the highest degr suco ssful as could be expected, considering the excitem nt necessarily attendino- the su 'lden rush and settlement which
took place. There were, doubtless, many ''sooners" in the country, which it was impossible to prevent. 'I'he military here1 I und rstand, arrested and held a number
of "sooners" until after the opening, without conflict or personal harm to anyone.
There were prairie fires burning all over the country at time of opening. As to
their origin I have no knowledge, and know of nothing connecting any of the soldiers with these fires.

81.
PERRY, OKLA..,

October 5, 1899.

Dick T. Morgan, lawyer, of Perry, Okla., stated under oath as follows:
I came here on 8eptember 16, on second train. Have been here since, except Sundays i have neither seen nor heard of any misconduct on part of troops here. Have
heard of no complaints as to any abuse of citizens in the performance of their
du i a. o far as I know they performed theii: duties here properly.
By eneral r port, there were many sooners came into this section of oeuntry. In
my pinion, it was, and would be, impossible for the troops to keep out sooners.
I have heard of troops arresting 11ooners-whole squads.
I was at the booth on the line near .Arkansas City two different days, as I recall,
during re i rationj also, on two different days, at booths near Orlando, south of
h r . o far a I ot> erved, there was no misconduct at either place on the part of
the troops I aw, and they appeared to be doing their duty properly.
W. . Iorri , of P rr , Okla., folly corroborates, under oath, statements of others
a t o d or r and proper d meanor of troops here1 and mark d courtesy of officers,
Capt. Rogers and Lieut. ewman, towards strangers making inquiries.
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82.
PERRY, OKLA., October ·s, 1893.
E. E. Westervelt, railroad agent at Wharton, being duly sworn, according to law,
states as follows:
I have been agent at Wharton over a year; was here at the opening and prior and
since.
Capt. J.B. Johnson came here about the 1st of September with about 60 men. He
was clearing this part of the Strip of intruders, getting ready for opening. He put
out sooners. He remained here until about a day or two before the opening. The
conduct of the troops was good; no outrages or abuses complained of. They probably brought in four or five parties at different times; they were arrested or started
out of the country.
They arrested a saloon-keeper from Oklahoma City, dressed in old soldier's clothes.
He was not a soldier; they held him here until after opening. Capt. Ro~ers came
here about two days before the opening, and Capt.Johnson left soon after his arrival.
I have heard of nothing wrong, nor of any misconduct on the part of these men.
On the day of the opening there were any number of sooners here-several hundred. I understood, by common talk, that there were deputy marshals who had been
bribed not to arrest these sooners-not to have them taken under guard of the soldiers. There were twenty-five or fifty men who were on the town site by some kind
of permission before the opening, and immediately after 12 o'clock many of them
went right onto lots. By 12 :20 all the center of Perry was taken-hundreds of men
in here then. The nearest line to run from was from 8t to 9 miles south.
The troops appeared to be taking no part in the m!1tter. I was here about 12 :10,
and so far as I saw the troops did nothing to prevent the sooners taking- lots. No
sooners came here until noon; they were all around in the brush waitrng for the
crowd to commence to come in.
The deputy marshals appeared to be keeping all off until noon, except those who
seem to have had permission to be here at that time, who were on the town site.
The troops had fifteen or twenty sooners in the guardhouse about half past 10 the
morning of the opening. There was no cavalry here, only infantry, and it was impossible for dismounted soldiers to keep such a large number of sooners out of the
country around the town site. Deputy marshals seemed to be scouring the country;
the troops appeared to be only guarding the sooners brought in by the deputies.
As to bribes given to soldiers, heard no complai_n ts of that. I have seen no misconduct of the troops at any time since they have been here.
There were the usual prairie fires burning at this time of the year. As to being
caused by soldiers, heard no such accusation. Know nothing as to origin of fires.
Heard of no cases of any abuse or brutal treatment of citizens by soldiers.
When cavalry was here detachments were sent out scouring the country, putting
out cattle and intruders.
Capt.Johnson and Lieut. Ryan and their men appeared to be energetic and vigilant in the performance of all their duties.

83.
PERRY, OKLA., October 5, 1893 ,
J.E. Malone, register land office at Perry, Okla., stated under oath as follows:
I have been on duty here since the night of September 15; have seen the troops
daily. They have attended to their duty sober and no complaints whateV'er have
come to ill.)"' ~nowl.edge concerning t~ern ?r their conduct in any respect .. They have
proffered the1r assistance to the officials m my department wherever required.

84.
· PERRY, OKLA., October 5, 1893.
J. H. King, receiver land office at Perry, Okla., stated under oath as follows:
I have been here on duty since the 14th of September, about noon, and within the
~rnits of JJ?Y obs_ervation the troops on duty here under Capt. Rodgers have performed their duties fully, and have conducted themselves properly in every respect•
nor have I heard of any complaints against these troops of any misconduct what~
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ever, and I knw that on the 15th the lieutenant, with a file of soldiers, hunted the
gulches adjacent to the town for sooners. I saw him go out and come back, and so
did the chief clerk of the land office, Davis, we being the only two men connected
with the land office on the ground. I know nothing of the conduct of the troops
elsewhere except from rumor. My engagements and my office have precluded my
hearing things that I might otherwise have heard. I speak from my personal
ob!!ervations.
Note by. Capt. Lee.-Mr. King stated m conversation that a party whom he considered reliable told him that he had had information that the captain or lieutenant
in command at the opening near Arkansas City had received a brjbe of $3,000 to let
parties run from the south side of Chiloccco reservation, 3 miles inside of the strip.
(See Gilbert's affidavit or sworn statement.)

85.
TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN.

This is to certifyfthat I was upon the Perry town site, in Oklahoma Territory, before
and after the opening of the Cherokee Strip (in the capacity of boarding boss); that
so far as my observation and knowledge goes the conduct of both officers and privates was courteous and gentlemanly.
1'. D. HANCE.
Subscribed and sworn to before me this 7th day of October, 1893.
[SE.AL.]
H. W. BARKLEY,
Notary Public.
My commission expires August 24, 1895,
Official copy.
J.M. LEE,
Captain, Ninth Infan try,
.il.ssistant to Inspector-General, Department of the Missouri.

86.
PERRY, OKLA., October 5, 1899,
Mr. C. P. Drace, postmaster at Perry, Okla., stated under oath as follows:
I have been here since about the 8th of September, 1893, as postmaster. Have
heard no complaints about the troops whatever, neither as to bribery, drunkenness,
nor misconduct. The cavalry were scouting and attending to their duties thoroughly. No complaints against the infantry as to any of these matters. Everything
passed off quietly as far as I know. The troops had nothing to do with starting
prairie fires, as far as I know. Generally understood that the fires were, as usual at
this time of the year, caught from trains. Capt.Johnson took in all the sooners he
could find, and the infantry did all they could. The feeling of citizens is good
towards the troops.
Note by Capt. Lee.-Parties in Perry say that the postmaster, Drace, immediately
after opening, 12 o'clock, at Perry, was seen dragging a tent from his office; and his ·
brother held down a. good lot immediately after 12 o'clock.

87.
CAMP OF UNITED STATES TROOPS,

Perry, Okla., October 9, 1893.
Capt: Benjamin H. Rogers, Thirteenth Infantry, states as follows:
~ arr1v d at Wharton, 9kla., on the morning of Thursday, the 14th of September,
with my company, G, Th~t~enth Infantry, and went into camp on the railroad right

?f way. On that day I V1.S1ted Perry town site, a mile distant, to pick out a campmg groun<!, _aud found no one on the town site bt~t t_be postmaster, who pointed out
block B, "h1ch had the Government well bored m its center, and said he thought
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that it was reserved as a public park. I returned to camp and that afternoon was
visited by a Mr. Mora, who stated that he was in the employ of the Government and
had ueen sent to Perry to survey the town site.
He showed me a map which had B block marked as a public park reserve, and
which he stated was in accordance with his survey. On the next morning I moved
my company and camped them as marked in ink on map (herewith). My left line
of tents were in a 50-foot alley and my right line on the rear of the lots on south
side of block B. Officers' tents were mostly in Seventh street. 'rhe Jots on block B
run north and south, therefore my occupation of the block presented no obstacle to
tbe people who wished to take their chances in staking out lots there. The next
day, at about half past 12, the rush commenced, and the first intimation I had that
B block was not a reserve was about a quarter of 1 o'clock, when I saw Mr. Mora
himself show a person where to place his stakes on that block. I, in the meantime,
ha<l advised several people that they were wasting time by staking out lots in that
block, as it had been reserved as a public park. I instructed my men to do the same
thing, and Ex-Governor Swineford, special agent in charge, who was standing by my
tent advised them the same.
I immediately accosted Mr. Mora andaskedhim what he meant by advising people
to locate on that square, and he gave me some evasive answer. Shortly after I again
saw him locate another person on block B, and again asked him what he meant, and
be then told me that block B was not reserved as a park, but was open to settlement,
anct. pulleu a blue map out of hhi pocket, which, he said, was the latest map from
Washington, and which placed the public park reserve at the other end of the town,
east of Cow Creek. I asked him how long the map had been then in Perry, and he
replied'' a day or so," but he had no time to notify me. From that time I and my
men notified every one interested that the block was open to settlement.
I understand that the first map made out at Wichita and sent on to Washington
was not approved in so far as having the park reserve adjoining the court-house
square, as it would injure the city to have so much open space in oneplace; but the
corrected map was, according to Mora himself, there in ample time for me to have
been notified and to have moved my company over to the Government acre on the
court-house square. But I charge that Mr. Mora, for reasons best known to himself,
keJ?t the map in his own possession until his scheme was carried out. My reasons
for camping on the supposed park reserve instead of on the court-house square were
that the Government well had been sunk on the park reserve, and as it comprised
the only water fit to drink in that section of the town I knew I ·would have to guard
it and wished to camp close to it for that purpose.
On Saturday, one week after the opening, I went to Guthrie, Okla., and made a
full statement of the above facts to Governor Swineford, special agent in charge,
who informed we that he would report them to the Interior Department, at Washington.
One man, a surveyor by the name of Coulton, informed me that he saw Mr. Mora
stake out about six lots on the north side of B block and put people on them. Mr.
Coulton saiu he would make affidavit to this.
The map herewith is the same as the one shown me on Thursday evening by Mr.
Mora.

88.
PERRY, OKLA., October 5, 1893.

W. F. Harn, attorney at law, explains in regard to the block occupied by troops
at time of opening t exclusion of people from same, and subsequent occupancy by
deputy marshals anct others:
It is rep orted that a different plat was distributed here from the true plat which
was believed to have been done designedly to mislead people and favor othe~s.

89.
FORT RILEY, KANS., October 2, 1893.

Farrier .John P. Burke, Troop C, Third Cavalry, being duly sworn accordinO'
to
0
law, stated as follows:
I was on duty with the troop at recent open.mg of Strip; was on duty at booths
for about four days near Chilocco reservation. Sergt. Edward Murphy was in
c~arge. I was asked to let ~ man i~to the booth ahead of his turn. I was told by
h~m I would not lose anythmg by 1t. _I was not offered any special sum. I told
him I could not do that under any circumstances. Could not let anybody go in
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before his turn. I was riding along keeping the line in order. He came to me separately. I could not see any way that a man could have gotten in ahead with<?ut
trouble eveu if anyone was disposed to let him do so. There was no back or side
entraude, there was no way to enter except by the front. Captain and leaders of
squads of 20 men were at the entrance.watching. Everything went off peaceably
and quietly so far as I know.
.
.
.
FiTes were abundant; appeared to be started m all d1rect10ns. We saw a party
of citizens start a fire near mouth of Turkey Creek. The parties got out of our way
so we could not get them; escaped across the Arkansas River. Did not notice any
fires particularly before the opening.

90.
FORT RILEY, KANS., October !J, 1899.
Private Charles W. Lennox, Troop C, Third Cavalry, being duly sworn according
to law, stated as follows:
,
I was on duty at opening of Strip near Arkansas City. I was on duty at booths
from the night before the booths were opened until two days after the run on the
16th. The l.looth were kept open several days after the opening for registration I
think. On Monday night before the opening I was walking post; there was a man
approached me right at the booths and offered me a bribe of $1 apiece ($4) for himself and three other men to register the next day. I refused the bribe and thought
nothing more of it at that time. On next Thursday I was mounted then on the line
and the men told me that there was a citizen offering to procure their certificates for
them for $2 each, and they showed me the man. I found the man" working" a man
at the time. I took him (the man that was working the other) and started for the
booth to report him to the proper authority-the Government clerk, Mr. Gallagher.
The road was blockaded a_nd the man ~ot away from me and disappeared. I saw no
more of him.
People orderly. No severity by troops. Saw no drunkenness by men on duty.
I h eard of no man who did accept a bribe there, citizen or soldier. Know nothing about who started praiTie fires. Know nothing of any of the reported killings
or deaths by burning, except from hearsay.
•

91.
FORT RILEY, KANS., October 2, 1899.
Wagoner 'rimothy Costello, Troop C, Third Cavalry, being duly sworn according
to law, stated as follows:
I was on cluty at the recent opening of the Cherokee Strip. I was on duty at booths
near Arkansas City. I was dismounted a pa-r t of the time right at booth, ancl passing the men in to be registered. On the second or third day after beginning registration 3 men beckoned at me from rear of booths, and I went out to them and they
asked me if they could r egister. I told them, no, they would have to take their
place in liue as well as the rest of the men. One of the men put his hand in bis
pocket and pulled out $10, and says that is $5 for each of us, if there is any possible
way ofletting us in we will let you have this much. I says, "No, sir; you'll have
to move out of h ere ; I am not here for that purpose." They hesitated about moving, an<l I told them if they did not go I would make them go. It was hardly posible for any one to get in ahead that way without raising a row.
'aw praiTie fires burning all around; <l.on't know how or by whom started. Registration was-peaceable and orderly.
Kuow nothino- of outrages, except hearsay.
One man offern<l. rue a bottle of beer in rear of booth tents, but I refused it.

92.
FORT RILEY, KANS., October 2, 1899.
Private Jacob H. Mose, Troop C, Third Cavalry, being duly sworn according to
law, tat d as follows:
I wa. on duty at opening of Strip near Arkansas City. I was on duty one night
at booth before they began registering. The day of the opening, on the 16th of Sep-
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tember, I was patrolling east of the railroad near the Indian school reservation on the
100 feet where the people formed. About half an hour before signal was fired I was
near east corner. I met a short, stout man, about 50 years old, who asked me if $25
would induce me to hold a claim for him. I tolcl him it would not, because it would
not pay me, as I had to do my duty. He was in earnest, I believe, as he reached into
his pocket as though he was going to give me the money. He said he was an old
soltlier himself~ and be knew how it was that I had to do my duty. I told him yes;
be ongbt to know what the penalty would be to disobey an order. He said he could
raiRe the mouey if he could get the claim he wanted. I told him I could not possibly c1o it, as l had to be there on duty.
Baw prairie fires burning all around; don't know how or by whom started. Registration was peaceable and orclerly.
Know nothing of outrages, except hearsay.

93.
FORT RILEY, KANS., October 2, 1893.
Private Herbert E. Mackey, Troop C, Third Cavalry, being duly sworn according
to law, stated as follows:
l was on duty at opening of Strip near Arkansas City. I was on detached service
patrolling the line, and also in the Strip with Sergt. Ihling before the opening, and
on that day. I was at Bitter Creek the day of the opening. About the 14th of September a man told me he would give me $150 if I would take some stakes with his
name on them and drop them or stick them in a claim near the Shakaskia Creek or
River, southwest of Arknn, as City . I did not get this man's name. I told him I did
not do that kmcl of business. I bad a m:111 offer me $5 just to let him ride out a few
hull(ln:cl yards in the Strip to look at the com1try that wa8 between Bitter Creek
and Ch ilocco school reservation, several days before tl1e opening. Several others
talked the same way. I decline,l all their offers, awl told them I was on duty.
l saw many prnirfr fires. \,Vas iold by a party that a squaw man started some to
sell bis hay, some 500 tons. I have 110 knowledge myself of this. I heard about the
killing; know nothing. ~o special botlt()r where I was stationed. No drunkenness
except among some citizens. We put out "soouers ; " had no serious trouble at all.

94-.

Pmm CREEK, OKLA., October 8, 1893.
Corp. William H. Burns, Troop F, Third Cavalry, heing duly 1-worn according to
law, states as follow:,:
I left Pornl Creek with two wagons to escort a party of" sooners" out of the strip.
About 12 o'l'lock we stoppocl for dinner (Lefore opeuii1g); one of the party told me
if I would let him get ont of my sip;l1t he would give me $10. I told him he
wonlcl have ~~ go with me t_o Caltlwcll, Kans . _He said he might make it worth
more to roe 1£ I wonlcl let 1nm go. I refused his offer and took him to Caldwell
Kau. This man's name is E. :E'. Norris, of Marquette, Kans.
'

95.
POND CREEK, OKLA.J October 8 1893.
Private Frank McCne, Troop F, Third Cavalry, being duly sworn accord.in;
to law
0
states as follows:
,
I was on dutr at the bridge u~ar the water tank of Rock Island Railroad on ni<Tht
of 15th of epteuiber. Th~_tra,m had s~o,rpcd at the station near the tank, and a
ma~1 came up to _m~. II ?flerPd me $10 1£ I would bide him so he could get a ood
claun, an<l. he saul if lw ,hcl g tone h e would make it a]l rio·ht with rue. I lan~hed
at the man. I told Jrnn I conl1l clo notliing for him. I the~ went up to the biid
and left him. The man got ou the train again.
ge
II. Ex. 1-14
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96.
POND CREEK, OKLA.,

October 8, 1899.

Blacksmith Jacob Renz, Troop F, Third Cavalry, being duly sworn according to
law, states as follow :
I wa on duty at Cameron, Kans., at the booth. A man ~ame to m~ and asked D?,e
to get him registered ahead of tbose in line; that he had JUSt c?me m 01;1 the tram
and wanted to get away. I told him that I could _not_do anyt:timg for him. I was
under orders of apt . Dodd and couldn't do anythmg m that lin~. Ile had several
ladi with him, and a. ke<l me if I couldn't ge~ one of them reg1ste_red at once; he
would give me $10. I told him I could not do it. I do not know this man's name.

97.
POND CREEK, OKLA.,

Octobe1· 8, 1893.

ergt. Thomas R. Gray, Troop F, Third Cavalry, being duly sworn according to
law, tatt• a follows:
I wa on duty before and during opening of Cherokee Strip, and had charge of a
guard at the booth at Cameron, l(ans. Abl)nt the 15th of September a man came to
m and a,id he would give $100 if I would let him pass through the line I was guarding, for the purpose of g tti11g into the trip to secure a claim ahead of the time. I
said there was no u e for bis trying an<l rode away . I do not know his name.
Another man remarked in my prN1ence that he would give $10 for a suit of soldier's
uniform. I suppo he wanted it for the purpose of getting into the Strip under the
guise of being on <lnty a a sol<lier.
Ir ported to my company commander the fact that a bribe had been offered to me
of$100.

98.
POND CREEK, OKLA.,

October 8, 1893.

Sergt. George E. Semple, Troop F, Third Cavalry, being duly sworn, stated as follow :
I wa on duty with my corupany b fore and during opening of Cherokee Strip. I
had ·harge of a dettichment on tl!e Jin . On the 3,1 of September I was ordered out
to <' ut th
ountry to look for unauthorize<l. p rsons. I found one man by the
n m of rn t, of Anthony, Kans. Ho had about 400 or 300 head of cattle. He
wa witliin 10 mil of 'am ·ron, and in the trip, and he sai<l. rather than drive his
cattle to Pond Cr k he would give me $100 to take his cattle acrc,ss the line, or
1 av tlt m ther and tak him to th comman ding officer. I told him he would have
t go to th ommandino- oflicer witb his cattle, and I l.Jrought them all in the next
day. I refused the offer of his $100.

99.
POND CREEK,

OKLA.,October 8, 189:J.

Cavalry, being duly sworn according to
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100.
POND CREEK, OKLA., October 8, 1893.
Private John Winterbottom, Troop F, Third Cavalry, being duly sworn according
to law, states aR follows:
I was cooking at camp by the railroad near the station and town site of Pond
Creek before the opening of the Strip. There were three men in a wagon came to
me and said they would give me $100 and a gallon of whisky if I W?t1;ld hold down
a lot at Round Pond until 1 :30 p. m., September 16, and an additional $100 for
another lot. I clecline<l the offer. Round Pond is about 2½ miles south of Pond
Creek and is the Government town site. I believe these men's names are Samuel
_Marshall, John Worcester, both from SaJfor<l., Kans.

101.
ENID, OKLA., October B, 1893.
W. E. Thralls, of El Reno, clerk at Enid, Government town site, stated under oath
as follows:
Was present at opening on south side Hennessey booth. About the booth about
two days, Monday and Tnesday, before opening. As far as I saw there was nothing
wrong among the troops there. Saw but few there; heard general charges all along
about soldiers being corrupted or exacting money to put people in ahead at booth.
No mi conduct that I saw on pa.rt of troops.
Know nothing of origin of prni1ie fires. Heard it said that soldiers set fire to
prairie to keep "sooners" out; heard it currently reported that soldiers would pat
"sooners" out who woulcl not put np to stay in.
I made run on 16th; came to Enid htn.cl office same day, in evening. There were
soldiers here on duty at that time. About dark heard a soldier, at well near land
office, cursing and making use of foul and vile epithets towards citizens. He seemed
to be guarding the well.
Ju<lge .J. L. McAtee, of Caldwell, was with me; he went to get water, returned without it, and said, '' They're fussing over water"-thathe refused to let W. 0. Barnett,
of Wellington, Kans., have water. Judge McAtee said Barnett told him he saw this
soldier receivil1g money from others for water.
On Monday at Enid, Okla., C. E. Wilson, lawyer, said a soldier offered to pass him
through line into "trip night before opening, also his brother-in-law, Dodson, for $20,
ancl to give them the cue or password, so other soldiers would not disturb them.
Upton Kitzmiller lives 3 miles east of El Reno; said to me that about 7 miles west
of Hennessey a s,>l<l.ier-a sergeant, he thinks-offered, for a consideration, to pass
him in the night before the op •uing. He declined. Soon afterwards he saw the
soldier talking to Joe Lyon, a brother of Dick Lyon, a sergeant . of Fifth Cavalry.
Afterwards be (,Joe Lyon) was found on n, splendid claim with a spring in it.
I ha,ve no pci-sonal knowledge of these matters-all indirect. There were other
cases, but they are too vague for me to state anything about them.

102.
ENID, OKLA., Octobm· 8, 1893.
T. J. Sanford, attorney at Enid, Okla., states under oath as follows:
After trip opening a0:cl while soldiers were on duty at land office here, about
September 22, Mr. Skeed mformecl me that he thought arrangements conld be made
with soldiers on duty a.t 1:Lncl office to get some parties through to file at land office
ahead of others. The two soldiers, one ~ sergeant, florid face, light complexioned,
somewhat corpulent; the other one a slim, small man, dark complexioned, with a
lllnstache.
The a,rran<rement was this: Skeed said it was all :fixed so we could get then
through for $15 --$5 apiece for the two soldiers and $15 for the deputy that would
call the name .
I saw the soldiers; they said it was all right for to-morrow, that they ba<l. all they
could pnt throng Ii thn,t day.
_The terms wer , repeated to the sol1liers. They agreed to receive the names on a
slip of paper, arnl the <lepnty mar b:11 woul<l call the names and the soldiers would
s e that they got through .
.Armn~1•mcuts w 'l'~ made to secure the~ the money, which they would get when
the parties were aclm1tt cl to the lan<l _office. Some change was made on the next
clay and the a.rrangerueut was not earned out.
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EL RENO, OKLA., October 6, 1893.
T. R. Jackson, sheriff of Canadian County, stated under oath as follows:
I wa only present at the opening a short time on the ran or near there in the
vicinity of }lenues ey. I was on t he line from about 4 to 5 miles east of the railroad
from abont 11 to 1 o''clock tho night before the openh1g. During- that time I heard
some ouver atiou near by. Could not distingnish what was sa,i d. Saw two horsemen· the called for Bill Williams, of E l Reno. Re went to them and they talked.
William , told me at the time, upon coming back, that a se1·geant bad offered to give
them the pa . -·w ord, let them inside the line that night, take them to a safe place
where t hoy could not be molested, for $5 apiece. Williams repeated this to three or
four of u -there was probably about fifteen in the crowd. I told him (Williams)
to do nothing of the kind. I don't think be had any inclination to do it, anyway .
Williams went back to the monnted men, had some tal.lr 1 and then returned. In my
opinwn the lieutenant, a cavalryman, I tllink, who was in the first train in the head
engine, is respon iblc for all accidents that h appen ed at New Enid. for this r eason:
I was in the engine. The engineer asked him (the lieutenant) if be must stop at
New Enid. The lieutenant said, "You can do as yon please; I have no orflers to
stop her ." The train was then running good speed at that point for the :first time.
The train did not stop nor slow up. A great m::my people jumped off at this town
site, injuring a number. After passing New Enid the train slowed up. I jumped off
aft r it slowed up, some distance beyond the town .
Before thi the train hacl stopped about every 5 miles from the south line. The
train topped two or three t imes before passing through New Enid. My judgment
is that the last stop before r eaching New Enid was about 3 miles sonth of that
place, haviuO' made three stops as I remember. New Enid was the Government
town sit and lancl office where the people wanted to get off.
I know nothing a to origin of prairie tires. I saw no misconduct on part of
troops; they were sober so far as I saw; I was there too short a time to take any
particular notice.
I saw no favors by soldiers to citizens at tbe registration booths or elsewhere. I
paid no att ntion to it. I heard several say that they had paid money to register,
wheth r to olcli rs or citizens I can not say; both seemed to be on duty there. I
can not give a-ny names, a it wa talk.
At a previou openino- of the Cheyenne and Arapahoe Re 'ervation it was managed
by the oldiers mnch better and more successfully. The troops were then stationed
at a O'OOd di tauc in front, where they could be seen by the people and give the
signal at the arue time. In thi case the soldiers were only a short distance in
fr nt of the people, probably 20 to 30 feet, making it difficult for the mass of people
to see them any distance.

104.
PERRY, OKLA., OcJtober 5, 1893.
. L. Gilhrrt, lawyer, of Perry, Okla., states under oath as .ollows:
I ran 011 a. fa. t hor: e from •a ·t of rlamlo on epteruber 161 ; arrived here thirtyfiv 0 mi1111tP. after 1~, b •ati11g th t rain (nine minutes) .
I . wa. o~<l r,·cl off a hlo ·k " ·h er the troop~ were by a soltlicr, orclerecl to go around,
which I clul. I nuder tarnl bat other partie ,vere soon afterwards n,llowecl on same
day to ~o then• and take lot.. When I came h ere there were at least 3 000 men and
a few wonH n hPr<', a I<' ti mate. The mnjority of the e were ,i oouers'" l> Pyond all
r a, ouahlc <luuht. From observation and inquiry there were not over 100 or 150
hor 8 bPr ' wh n w ~ot here.
A to, h ther ther wa :my collu ion between the" ooners" and soldiers here I can
n t . ay. 1.laYe h ar<l uch reports as common talk.
o specific ca e of names and
amo1111t. · g1, 1•11.
. to tho ·011<loct of troop , they were well behaved and kept under 0rrood disiplin .
Thn i a matt r a to th run made from south line of Chilocco Indian Reservati n n ar Ark: n a. C'ity, Kan .
'
I h ar(l from a r lial~l e l!artv, J. C: tanley, an attorn y of Arkan. as ity, that be
know , a part~·. who paul l! ·ut nant m '?mmand $1 0 for allowino- entry aero. Chilo<'<·o J · ':rn.t1on. JI ·a_ul h wouJ<l g~v the !1am of the party wh n calle,1 npon
to do ob~ J~I p ~, ntliority. I thmk 1t wa !<red How r (lmtcller ) who gave me
th nam •. of part1 . ,~·ho · ntr~bntetl Lo thi orruption funcl, as follows: Dr. C. S.
·k r of Arl _an
1ty · alvrn '.
an, of Arkansa
'ity; Frank llutchinson.
yatt Uut ·h111 on, John Root, ancl Alex. Woods, all of Arkan as ity.
1
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I registered at booth on the line, near ~kansas City. The conduct of troops was
simply infamous-a drunken mob-abusive.
The soldiers here at Perry, so far as I saw and heard, behaved nicely. I camped
by them for three days and nights.
I have known Stanley and Bower for years and believe them to be perfectly reliable.
Note by inspector.-Thereported or rumored accusation against the lieutenant as
above was, after renewed a?-d caretul investiga~ion at Arkansas City, found ~o be without foundation, ample notice havmg been put rn the papers at Arkansas City by Col.
Heyl for any parties having knowledge of bribery to come forward and testify.
None of the above parties appeared then or thereafter.

105.
ENID, OKLA., October 8, 1899.

F. L. Graham, of Enid, Okla., stated under oath as follows:
I came here on train at opening, September 16; know nothing personally as to
bribe taking or any transactions on the part of soldiers, or their conduct generally.
On Tuesday or Wednesday following opening I heard h ere a Mrs. Lee, of El Reno,
say she bought her way into the land office to file (I saw h er papers), and that she
paid, I think it was, $5 to t~e first soldier and_ $2.50 to the other one, who were guarding entrance to the land office. She was tellmg some boys how she worked it and
they could work it same way.

106-107.
NOTES BY CAPT, LEE.

OLD ENID, OKLA.,

October 8, 1899.

Met Mr. S. F. Spencer of O County Bank, New Enid, Okla., on way to depot. In
conversation with him on way to depot he said the soldiers here were a lot of
thieves and bribe takers: that be saw or knew of a soldier receiving $2 for putting a
man in ahead of others in staking lots, and that there are numerous cases of same
kind which can be authenticated; that he was on business here and would not care
to make any affidavit in these matters, and while the facts were as stated he did not
seek to have his name mentioned, in fact would prefer otherwise, though I (Capt.
Lee) could use my discretion. The train arrived and our interview ended. Mr.
Spencer appeared to be a gentleman of reliability, and I give his statement accordingly, having made notes of same within an hour thereafter.
While riding from Old Enid to the new town of Enid, one Emil Gridley, who said
he had an interest in lot 3, block 9 (New Enid), which he stated parties interested
had sold for $500. Said that on Mon1lay (the 18th) after the opening two young
soldiers on duty at the land office-either general land office or town-site officeoffered to put him in ahead of others for $5. He did not pay anything, but the offer
was made to him by the two soldiers. I took his name and he reiterated the statement. I then told him who I was and that ~ was investigating the conduct of soldiers in just such cases, ancl asked him to get out and swear to his statement. He
demurred at first; but upon my assuring him that he would not be involved in any
way, that I only wanted the trnth, he got out of the carriage and made oath before
me that the statement he made was true. He had the appearance of being an honest
man.

108.
ARKANSAS CITY, KANS.,

October 1J, 1899.

Frank Schreeves, a resident of Butler County, Kans., being duly sworn according
to law, states as follows:
A soluier came to our wagon about 10:30 a. m., September 16, 1893, and said he
would take us in and give us a big start ahead of the crowd for $5 apiece. We did
not accept his offer, but made the run at noon from Kansas line. I saw a soldier
fire several shots during the rush, and saw one of the homesteaders fall from his
horse, which I afterwards learned was a Mr. Hill.
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ENID, OKLA.., October 8, 1893.
J. W. Thompson, probate judge, County O, Oklahom_a; was infor~ed by Ca~t. Lee
of the object of his iuve tigation and the cha~ges agamst th~ soldiers, to which he
replied that it is all trn , the only trouble bemg to get specific proof. He further
stated under oath as follows:
I wa at the r gistration booths south, town 20, ran~e 7. _I saw soldiers receiving
money from citizens to be put ahead of others in reg1strat10n. I saw a number of
case . I could identify one of these soldiers, but probably not the others. Sergt.
Daken was in charge there. The conduct of troops otherwise was good so far as I
observed. Have no personal knowledge of occurrences here.

110.
ENID, OKLA.,

October 8, 1893.

'trip, and they would hold them from
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ten to twelve ancl twenty-four hours, ancl then turn them loose. On one day, after
the commandor camf' lrnr , a squad of "soonern" was turned loose in the afternoo1;1,
These things '(•Onlflcl to me ,Lbout the wor3t I saw among the troops there, ns it
seemed to me that these "sooners" shonhl all have been holu until after the ope11i ng
on eptemb •r 16.
o doubt there were hundreds of "sooners" in the Strip in this
part at the time of opening.
I came to this town (.i: ew Enid) about 4 p. m ., September 16, 1893. I found Capt.
Watcrbnr,v's company here. One soldier was guarding the well near the ]and oflice
and another guardinir the Rpring about a qua.rter of a mile from the land oftice, where
there was an abnnd:mce of good water, keeping the citi7,ens away from getting the
water. The citizens justly complained of this deprivation.
·
I think the troop · left here about the 2d or 3d of this month. While here they
were guanling the lancl-office doors. Wbi]e on duty they appearetl to conduct
themselves properly, with one or two exceptions . I saw a soldier on dnty on the
lines on the east door land office who was under the influence of drink. It seems
that h e was thrown outsi<l.e the ropes by the citizens; he was cursing and threatening. He was taken away by two solcliers, I supposed under arrest .
The solllier appeared to be in control, and deputy marshals and one or two deputy sh riffs of otl1er conuties and attorneys were cooperating with the soldiers in
getting people in ahead to tile. Mr. Butner, of Guthr ie, informed me of a proposition that was made to him by ano ther deputy marshal to take charge of the land
office and work the scheme. I knew of a similar scheme before I came here. Mr.
Charles Roff, deputy marshal, and also city marshal here, talked the matter over
and refused to have anything whatever to do with the land office lines, except in
case of riot and disorrler, and then to preserve the peace.
On Monday or Tuesday aftor the opening, 18th or 19th of September,. a lacly openly
and repeatedly accused, in the presence and hearing of a hundred or mo1·e people, at
the north door of lancl office, a deputy marshal and the solcliers guarding the door
of having received $20 to let her .file, and had not done so and refused to give the
$20 back which had been paid by h er brother. H er brother also made the same
accusation, and called tho cleputy a liar and threatened him. There was considerable
excitement at the time. The woman got into the Janel office, claiming she was sick.
She was put out and was not allowed to file. She came to me and said, "Aren't you
a United State marshal fJ' I said, '' yes." She said, '' Can't you arrest them aud
make them give me my money back f ") meaning, I suppose, the deputy and the soldiers). I Raid," Yes; I can a1T<'st t hem the same as any other citizen if I b:we the
proof." They thou went away and Jixe<l up in some way. I b elieve she filed t,hat day
or t1.e next nrnl returuecl to Caldwell. That deputy is still in office, the last I heard.
Tlle method, a1)pnreutly, for pntting parties ahead in filing at the ]and office was
this, so far as th soltliers were concerned and those com1ivin2· with them: The
party wonlcl approa,ch the sol<lier guarding the door, tap him several times on the
breast or arm audsay, "How wi]] you swap knivesf'' They wonld converse s01ae
little time and the r~irty _woul,l !eturn to the crowd, pnt his hand on another party's
shoulder, or some other s 1g-n wluch "'.'onlcl be observed by the soldier, and then this
latte~ party _woul<l_g-rad11all~• work bu; way- aliea~l to the door and would go in ahead.
I not,iceu tlus partwnlar met ho<l several times with the same soldier and ·w ith several sncceedi11g soldiers on the gnarcl dnty there. I believe I can identify onlv one of
these soldiers.
.,
'~he p;m1ernl_ conduct of the ~roops h ere was satisfactory from my point of view.
A ~ew cases of drnnk nnoss, off dnty. I maile one or two arrests shortly before troops
left. Some when on dnty were a little overbearing nrnd assmued too much authority
while others were courteous and responsive to all inquiries.
'

111.
ENID, OKLA., October 8, 1893.
M . .J. ,Johnson (colorN1) stated, urnl Pr oath, as follows :
C:~me l_iere 011 the opelli og; On .Mon<la\' following: lwg- an having a ladies' and gentlemen toilet pt~t np on tl,e GCl\'ernment ~l~r e, so ('ailed, near tbP l and office. s'olcliers
wc:rc at·mr,1l with guns at lnnd oftfre. lhey use1l rny place au,l would not pay an _
thrng; ~ome won l1l., hnt oth ers would not. I di<l not pay t hem rent. Tliey inte~forecl with m, hn llH'SS; br~nght man y people in there with them and . · ll
t
pay. Must have lost rne abont $65 .
wou c no
I saw a citiz1•n give a ol<.lier $5 right near the land office. A racket after that
about such matters.
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ARKA SAS CITY, KANS.,

September 30, 1893.

G. W. Van(Than, re iclent of Arkansas City, Kans., beingdulyswornaccording to
law, states a follows:
I wa · pr ent :-t.t openino- of Strip on September 16. I was told that for $1.50 I
conld get a certifi<'a.te. At the time I was r, day aml a half aw3:y_ from the booth. _1
lef m.v place and followed the man who told me .. I gave the c1t1zen $1 and he said
that wbeu the soldier come out and waves a stick I was to go to the booth, ~nd
when I pass d the oldier to han<l him 50 cents, w~ich I did. When I ~ntered ~he
booth uuoth r soldier said, "Yonng man, you're m the wrong place.
He said,
"You cnn't do it for 50 cents." I banded him another 50 cents, ancl then the first
solclier said, ''Let him pa s." Then I o-ot my certificate. I do ?-otknoweither of ~he
soldiers by name. They belouged. to the troop of cavalry stationed here, the Third
Cavalry.

113 .
ARKANSAS CITY, KANS.,

September

so, 1893.

William Kflpntrick, resident of Arkansas City, Kans., being cluly sworn according
to law, states a follows :
A citizen came to me and said, "I can work you in for so mnch. If you go in
there, you pay a oldicr 50 cents or $1." Th e citizen sa.ys, "Give me $1," and
I went to th booth ancl did not peak to tne soldier. I th en got my certifi cate. If
I had gone into the line I would not have received my certificate until next morning.

114 .
AFFIDAVIT IN THE MATTER OF BUYL TG A CERTIFICATE OF REGISTRATION AT ORLANDO, OKLA.
INDIAN TERRITORY,

1'hird Judicial Dfrision,

BB:

R. A. Hou~bt n h ino- duly sworn, on his oath, says that he is a resident and has
be n a m rchaut of nr 11, Ind. T., for the :five years last past; that he was at
Orla.nclo, kl ., on th 16th day of 'cptember, 1893, to register for a claim of 160
acr s of Janel in th Ch r k
trip; that th re were from 800 to 1,000 persons in line
t r i ter; that b. to d in lin abo11t twenty minutes when he was told he was a
chump t wait f, r all th
m n to r gister-that he could get a certificate for a
claim in tw minnto. for $2.50; that he went into the booth and the soldier then
mad a g reat ado, bo11t pnttin~ him out, and with much simulated and noisy zeal
did put him nt, th 1 rk 11nrin~ in a loud voice: "S rgeant, you know your clut:v."
That h then weu t
man Aitt,ing at a ta.1Jlo just outside the booth ancl asked him
for a c rtHicat . Th man aid h would o-et him one for $2.50. Affiant said that
w s o ruu ·h, an<l the man r plied ho had to whack up with the soldier. Affiant
paid th man . ·:..?.50, who took him to the ntr,iuce of booth, s~,\'inCT to the soldier
' L t tbii; man p n. in.'
m, nt pa. eel in and got his certificate fo~ a claim in th~
h rok . 'trip in l •s. ~bau _fiv mi,_1_11 s .. 'fh r e w re some 00 to 1,000 persons
ahead_ t afliant ~ r r e~1 . trat,on. Affrnnt further st11t i; that the manner of doing
the thrnrr
ated h r Ill could not well be concealed from the officers in charO'e
of
0
th booth.
R. A. HOUGHTON.

ubscrib d , nd worn to b fore me this 13th day of October?....1893.
JAME

.11j,

HUM.PHRF.Y1

Notary Publiu, Third Judi ial Division, Indian Territory, at Pu1·cell.

11 .
N TE

BY C PT. LEE ,

E. "ID
b

OKLA. ,

October 8, 1893.

ity polir Eni<l l .h . . tntP that tb n11tl1orities from whn.t he
·tl lle wr no- m· n in th, f llowiu..,. case : The money was paid to a
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man (soldier) who was on gnanl in the door. (The man arres~ed wa~ ~eported s~ck
and in camp.) Soldier of infantry company atEnidarr_es_ted forrece1vmg $20 bribe
at land office and was sent to-Guthrie Uiuted States Jail to be held for further
action. The' soldier's name is William Horne, Company C, Thirteenth Infantrysent away yesterday (October 7).
.
.
Mr. Sam Steel says Harland, of Gainesville, Tex., told him he gave a soldier $5 in
his hand to get in at back door of land office.

116.
ARKANSAS CITY, KANS., October 2, 1893.
T. V. McCann, a resident of Arkansas City, Kans., being duly sworn according to
law, states a!l follows:
.
I was on the west line of Chilocco at time of opening of Strip about 10 :30 a. m.,
September 16.
.
• •
'd'
There was no smoke or fire in sight southwest of ~h1loc~o. I saw ~ c1t1~en n mg
du.a south on a fast horse that led everything, and immediately on his gomg out of
sight I saw the first smoke, which led me to suppose that he set 1?-re to the grass.
In ruy opinion this was done in order to retard the rush of the mam body of homesteaders in order to allow the few to secure the best land.

117.

Subject: Inspector surveyor-general's and district land offices, Swineford, testifies to
gentlemanly conduct of officers and men engaged at opening of Cherokee Strip.
GUTHRIE, OKLA., October 11, 1893.
J, M. LEE,
Captain and Inspector, Chicago, nz. :
Srn : In response to yours of October 7, incJosing interrogatories in connection
with the condnct of troops at the recent opening- of the Cherokee ceded lands, I
have to say that I have no personal knowledge whatever of the matters r eferred to
in t,he first five of s:ti<l int,,rrogatories. As to the others, I answer as follows:
(6) Do you know any officer or soldier who received bribes from" sooners"f-Answer. I do not.
(7) Do von kuow any solclier who can be charged with drunkenness or crueltyfAnswer. I do not.
(8) Do you know that settlers have fallen victims to prairie fires, and who started
these firei, f-Answer. Nothing, except wha,t I have seen in the newspapers. I knew
that a large part of tl1e eastern portion of the Strip was burned over, but I do not
know that any lives were del-!troyed or who started the fires.
(9) Have yon met an attorney of Gadsden, Ala., wl10 said that the opening was a,
big swindle, that the Roldicrs on g-nard were nearly all drunk, and that he knows of
several cases where t hny were bribed by" sooners !"-Answer. I have never met such
amm1, but know ofmy own knowledg-ethat if he made sueharemark concerning the
"solcliers on guard being nearly all <1rnnk," be uttered a deliberate falsehood. He
is prol>ably some jackleg lawyer, afflicted with a sad impediment in his veracity
who, if fonnd, woul<l deny eYer having made such statements.
'
ln addit.i on to the fon•going n,nswers, I wish to state tha,t the military was called
upon by tbe proper antliori~ies to_aid i?- the opening of the Strip, to' facilitate an
honest, orderly, and snccessful reg1stra.t1on of those quahfied to enter upon and possess the Ch rokee ce'1,1d lands wl1en open to Rettlcment, and thus avoid the irreo-ularities a?Hl sca,ndals whiel~ lia,d charnc~criz~d and grown out of previous openi~gs
of lands m Okl:ihoma Territory, resnltrng from the employment of irresponsible if
not wholly_ disrt'putable, d~pnty marslials. In the discharge of my official dutie~ I
became quite conver nnt with wh:=i.t was do_ne by the tr?ops at this recent opening
ancl, so _far a. t~.10y c:ame m,1cler 1~,v obseryat1011 1 I am qmte sure they performeu theJ
duty with effic1e11cy and d1scret10n. W1tb tho exception of the unfortunate killing
of a man, _as T portecl by the ncwspnpers. nt the opening near Arkansas City, the
conclu ·t of the troops, so far _as I was able to_ observe_, was ~ighly satisfactory. My
~nowfo,lge of t~ci:,e rnatt~rs_ mclu ,lc;c:; much of the d11ty perfOl'med by the commandmg officer, at Calcl w 11, Emel, an<l l Orr)' , afl well as the troops on the same line under
Capt. Johuson, and those stationed at the Hennesey booths.
'
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In th simnltan ou ettlement of a larO'e section of country, the largest ever yet
opeu cl in a imilar way,aud with uch a, vast mass of people, there was necessarily
an influx of very bad and uiRr put.::1ible characters, who did all tli y coulcl to embarra aucl thwart thew 11-d vi e(l plans of the Interior l)epartmeut for an honest and
au ce fnl op niug; l,ut, notwitli tan ding every obstacle, the work was carried out
succe fully. There are many false rumors and reports, none of which can be traced
to any reputablo onrce, or sub tantiatecl by any credible testimony; and with the
po i ule exception of the unfortunate occurrence near Arkansas City, all was done
that co nld and houl<l, in ru:v opinion. have been clone by the officers and troops in
the di charp;e of their aruuons and delicate duties. As to the alleged bribery of soldier by" soouers,' I feel quite certain tbat a close investigation will prove each and
every such allegation to be entirely false; for the reason, if for 110 other, that the
"soou r " was reduced to no snch necessity, because of the fact that the troops were
entir •1y too fe w in nnmber either to guard the border or scour the numerous hiding
place in whi ·h the "soouers" could :find secure concealment. To my personal knowledge, many would-be "sooners" were driven out of the strip during the weflk of registration; but that large nnmuers of others of the same class eluclf'd tho vigilance of
the comparatively small force on duty is not at all to be wondered at. In my opinion, the entire trength of the cavalry arm of the United States Army woulcl hardly
have b e n snffi ient to the complete prevention of" soonerism1' at tl1erecen t opening.
I wi1:1h to add tliat I had charge of the recent opening as a represen tati vo of the
Interior D partmenti and that as such representative, I cheerfoll.v testify, not only
to the g ntl manly con du ·t of the officers and troops with whom I came in contact,
but that on the part of the officers my every suggestion and request, looking to the
preservation of order and I roper conduct of the lmHiness in band, met with the most
prompt and h erfnl response.
Very respectfully,
A. P. SWINEFORD,
Inspector Stt1·11eyo1·-General's and Distr-iot Land Offices.

120.
COPY OF LETTERS FROM TIIE RECORDS AT FORT SUPPLY, OKLA.
GUTHRIE, OKLA., SepternbfYf' 1, 1893.
Lieut. Col. PARK ER,
Cornmancli11g troop11 in the Cherokee Strip:
DEAR , IR: Tbe bo th tb at for111 cl the subject of your telegram this afternoon, as
ar all tb others, ha , imply lic011 located.
Thew rk of con ·trn tio11 will b1·gi n .Mouclay next. When I left Wa1:1bingt,on .Judge
Lam or nx tol<l me to see you i r po8 thl · before the booth of1ici>r uega,11 work, and
reqn c1-1 yon to pla e> a 1:1111Iide.ut gnard around ach l;ooth toph:serve orcler and quell
di turha n ·es, al. o to pla,cc a iu1il:tr gnard rit the larnl officcR on the 16th imitaut.
I pre urn•, bow ver, th at h has ·omn111ni atccl with you on that subject. I would
like v,ry rnu(•h to e yo11, how •v r. to cli scu tho rnnuucr of giviuo· Hi<rnals at the
m nwnt of opc11ino- th, 'trip, in order that we may have the heuc1lt of your j uclg-

ni ll t.

If yon ·110nli1 chance to Jw at :my point next week wh .,r c I may reach you by rail
I will try all l Ill(' •t you.
r, how(w<•r, )' Ul" business doei; not call yon away from
Fort :--npply, I will com ov r th r soon, although I am quite busy at thi1:1 point
anaug in~ dl'tails r ]n.tivo to tho opouing.
Ver - r •1:1pectfully,
EMMITT WOMACK,

Special Agent.
A trn copy.
A. P. BUlt FINGTON.
First Lieutenant, Thirteenth Infantry, Post .Bdjiitant.

CAMP AT CmLocco, I TD . T., September 1,1893.
Li ut. ol. D. PARKTIR
'J'!tirle£'11flt ln.fant,·y Fort 11,11il!J, Ind. T.:
,'JI:: I ha ·r th<' honor ton ·k wheth r 100 fe('t on the in ide of the Arkansas River
l •·n· 1 111m1 I · the 'licrokc , 'trip is to be et a1Jart in accordance with the prolarualiou ol th l'rc ident,
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I ask this because I am informed that a decision has been received from the Interior Department that the Arkansas River is a part of the Strip, and if such is the case
people could not congregate on this side of the river preparatory to the opening.
I also wish to know whether people are to be allowed to congregate on the Chilocco school reservation preparatory to the opening.
This reservation is a block of land 3½ by 4½ miles long, along tlie State line south
of Arkansas City, and is surrounded by a wire fence; except where the main road
south from Arkansas City cuts through it.
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
:I!,. M. CALDWELL,
Second Lieutenant, Third Cavalry, Commanding Troop C.

GUTHRIE, OKLA., September 2, 1893.
Col. PARKER,
Convmanding Cherokee Strip, Fort Supply, Ind. T.:
Will you kindly have a detail sent to points of each booth to take care of same
from time of erecting them, which work begins Monday next f
EMMITT WOMACK,
Special Agent.
The above are true copies.
A. P. BUFFINGTON,
First Lieutenant, Thirt(JP."l,th Infantry, Post Adjutant.

GUTHRIE, OKLA., Septmnber 3, 1893.
Lieut. Col. PARKER,
Cornmanding troops, Chm·okee Strip, Fort Supply, Ind. T.:
Governor Swineford is absent. I have power to issue permits· and am in charge
of opening generally.
EMMITT WOMACK,
Special Agent.
CALDWELL, KANS., September 4, 1893.
Col. PARKER,
Co-rnrnanding Fort Supply, Ind. T.:
Will recognize permits of Emmitt Womack, Interior Department.
ELTING, Commanding.
Same as above from other officers.

GUTHllIE, OKLA., September 8, 1893.
Lieut. Col. PARKER,
Cormnanding troops, Cherokee Strip, Fort S"'pply, Ind. T.:
I am instructed by Commigsioner Lamoreux to give notice that persons will be
allowed to occupy 100 feet strip around Chilocco reservation. Of course persons
will not be allowed on reservation itself.
EMMITT WOMACK,
Special ..cl.gent.
Repeated to Lieut. Caldwell, same date.

ARKANSAS CITY, KA.N's., September 10, 1893.
Lieut. Col. D. PARKER,
Fort S-U,pply, Ind. T.:
Copy of Womack's telegram received. As I understand it now, the run is to be
be made from the north a,nd south sides of the Strip only. I shall clear out all camps
on the eastern side to-morrow, unless otherwise ordered.
CALDWELL,
Lieutenant cornmanding.
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GUTHRIE, OKLA., September 11, 1893.
Lieut. Col. p ARKER,
Fol't Supply, Ind. T.:
o run is permi sible from the Osage or Creek counties, or from any reservation.
Only legal entry is fom Kansas, Oklahoma, and 'rexas.
SWINEFORD,

Inspector.
The above a.re true copies.

A. P. BUFFINGTON,
First Lieutenant, Thirteenth Infantry, Post l.ldfutant.

GUTHRIE, OKLA.,

Col.

September 12, 1898.

PARKER,

Fort Supply, Ind. T.:
There is a well-planneu. scheme by'' sooners" to capture largest part of Perry town
site by making their way jnto the Strip night of 15th, or into Otoe reservation. I
respectfully sugge t that all available cavalry that can be spared from less exposed
sections be sent to that quarter to search hiding places and guard and patrol ree.ervation border from early morning 16th till after run is over.
A. p. SWINEFORD,
Inspector, Interior Department.

CAMERON, KANS., September 12, 1898.
Lieut. Col. p ARKER,
Fo1·t Supply, Ind. T.:
A water famine e ists here. Thousands of people and anim~ls are su:fferiu$" for
water. It can be had on trip within 3t miles of line. Under restrictions whrnh I
shall prescrib , may prospective settlers enter the Strip for purpose of securing
water! Answer to-night. I return to Pond Creek to-morrow.
DODD, Captain.

REPLY TO A.BOVE TELEGRAM.
FORT SUPPLY, IND.

T., September 12, 1898.

COMMANDING OFFICER,

Troop F, 1kird Cavalry, Cameron, Kans.:
I have no auth rity to grant permission for persons to enter Strip, but have
repeated your telegram to Womack, special agent, with request to answer you
direct.
PARKER, Commanding.

GUTHRIE, OKLA.., September 1s, 189S.
Commanding,
Fort upply, Ind. T.:
.
. Com~la.int. c me in large numbe_r./ professional repeater~ in line at booths retardmgr 1 tr t10n, a fat as they sell out, take places agam and repeat operation.
Plea e in truct your officers to stop this far as possible.
PARKER

A. P. SWINEFORD,

Inspector, Interior Department.
The above are true copies.
A. P. BUFFINGTON,

First Lieutenant, Thirteenth Infantry, Post Adjutant.
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GUTHRIE, OKLA.., September 13, 1893.
Lieut. Col. p A.RKER,
Fort Supply, Ind. T.:
Order permitting trains to run three hours, commencing at noon, 16th, issued.
Will need detachment infantrv at Arkansas City, Caldwell, Kiowa, Orlando, Hennessey, and Higgins. EntranJes to. enfor?e train regulations. Pleas~ give orders
accordingly. Secretary's order prmted m to-day's papers substantially correct.
Answer.
A. P. SWINEFORD,
Inspector, Interior Department.

ARKANSAS CITY, KA.NS., Septernber 13, 1893
Lieut. Col. D. PARKER,
Fo1·t Supply, Ind. T.:
Letter of September 11 received. It will be impossible to send a man to Hunnewell if the crowd is to be controlled here. There will be fully 25,000 people run
from this point; there are fully 5,000 in line here already. With present force of
clerks all can't be registered, and expect trouble Saturday.
CALDWELL,
Lieutenant Commanding.

GUTHRIE, OKLA.., September 14, 1893.
Lieut. Col. P A.RKER,
Fort Supply, Ind. T.:
Will meet you if possible at Arkansas City Friday. Your plan of giving signals
on opening is the proper one. I hope you will have that carried out. No run will
be allowed from Flat Iron country, in the east, nor where it borders on the Creek
country.
E. W. WOMACK,
Special Agent.
GUTHRIE, OKLA., Septeniber 14, 1899.
P A.RKER, Commanding,
Leland Hotel, Arkansas City, Kans.:
Am informed number of men will attempt run from Orlando on fast hand cars.
They will be trespassers on road. Mr. Hartman, superintendent, will call on you in
reference to matter. Please consider his suggestions as mine.
A. P. SWINEFORD,
Inspector.
The above are true copies.
.
.
.
A. P. BUFFINGTON,
First Lieutenant, Thirteenth Infantry, Post Adju,tant.

CALDWELL, KANS., September 18, 1893.
Lieut. Col. PARKER,
Commanding, Fort Supply, Ind. T.:
My camp is 4 miles from town-the only water available. The booth here is
broken uy, and one-half of my troop is at the Hunnewell booth. All is quiet and
the openmg here was a great success.
ELTING, Captain.
ENID, OKLA., September 21, 1893.
Col. D. PARKER,
Fo·r t Supply, Ind. T.:
Laud offices will not close before two weeks from 18th. Commanding officer A
Troop received telegrams. I need an officer here to help me; am very short of noncommissioned officers also.
W A.TERBURY, Comrnanding.

H. Ex. 27--6
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ENID, OKLA.,

Col.

September 21, 1893.

PARKER,

Fort upply, Okla.:
Booth near Hennessey not yet closed.

HEDEKIN,

Commanding Troop A.
A:LVA, OKLA., September 24, 1893.
ol. p AR KER,
:thirteenth Infantry, Fort Supply, Ind. T.:
.
IR: I have th honor to report, in obedience to yom: o!ders of the 23d instant, that
ever ,th iner i ord rly and quiet here, and that the civil officers on the ground are
fully sufficient for pre erving the p ace and protecting property.
I recommend that the company return to its station by the 27th instant.
Very r espectfully, your obedient servant,

Lieut.

M. B. SAFFOLD,

First Lieutenant, Thirteenth Infantry, Comnianding Company E.

POND CREEK, OKLA.., September 25, 1893.
Col. D. PARKER,
Fort Supply, Okla.:
Citizens request that troop be kept at this point until first of month. Affairs not
settled yet.
o civil organization.
JNO. W. NYCE,
Chairman Safety C01nmittee.

M. E. KING,

.Agent.
The above are true copies.

A. P. BUFFINGTON,
First IAeutenant Thirteenth Infantry, Post .Adjutant.
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guarded and patrolled by detachments from my troop. On September 6 I personallg visited Cameron and located there a detachment of a noncommissioned officer
and nine men as a guard to the booth to be established at that point.
Scouting parties were kept out at all times between the 2d and 16th of September, the entire distance scouted over and patrolled by the troop being about 1,626
miles.
The troop a'rrested and removed 59 intruders, about 1,600 cattle, 121 horses and
mules, 40 wa,g ons and buggies, and 12 families (i.e., women having with them children, but not being heads of families).
On the 12th I again visited Cameron and found there a great scarcity of water,
persons and animals suffering from want _of it. U;11-der _date of September 12 I t~legraphed the lieutenant-colonel, commandrng, the s1tuat10n; and my messages havmg
been repeated to N. P Swineford, on the 13th I received the following message:
"Settlers authorized to enter strip for water under rigid restrictions. Swineford."
The restrictions under which water could be procured from within the limits of
the strip are set forth as follows:
F, THIRD CAVALRY,
'' Cameron, Kans., Septernber 13, 1893.
" Owing to the great scarcity of water at and uea,r Cameron the following arrangements will go into effect, whereby water may be obtained for stock, drinking, and
other purposes:
'' All animals to be watered, under charge of a suitable number of persons not eligible
to locate and file claims, preferably minors, will be bunched at 9 a. m. and at 3 p. m.,
on the east side of the new railroad grade and between the southern limits of town
and this camp, after which they will be led or driven, under military escort, to and
from the water, southwest of the town.
"Wagons wHh barrels or other vessels to contain water for drinking and other
purposes will be parked at the southern limits of the town and escorted to and from
the spring at the same time the stock is watered.
"Any abuse of this privilege will result in its immediate and complete withdrawal.
" GEO. A. DODD,
"Captain Thira. Cavalry, in charge of the Central Strip."
"CAMP TROOP

"

This arrangement was carried out up to the time of the opening, and gave rise to
much satisfaction on the pa.r t of settlers honestly inclined.
Owing to the extent of border (56 miles) from which starts were to be made on
the day of the opening and the small number of men to guard it, and not having at
the time received the letter of instructions regarding the manner of opening, I
caused the following circular to be posted at the various points along tbe line, and
generally informed the people as to the points at which the signal would be given:
F, THIRD CAVALRY,
"Camm·on, Kans., September 13, 1893.
"To insure the signal for opening being received simultaneously along the entire
line, persons entering the Cherokee Strip, on the 16th instant, between Caldwell
and Kiowa., will do so near the following named places within the limits herein
prescribed, viz :
"Within 2 miles west of Caldwell; 2 miles east and 2 miles west of Bluff City; 2
miles east and 2 miles west of Cameron, and 2 miles east of Kiowa.
"Prospective settlers will locate themselves within these limits prior to the hour
of opening.
"GEO. A. DODD,
"Captain Third Cavalry, in charge Central .Strip."
" CAMP TROOP

F, THIRD CAVALRY,
"Cameron, Kans., September 18, 1899.
"~n addition to the limit~ above specified, starting will be permitted along the line
2 miles to the east and 2 miles to the west of the Big Sandy, at the point where it
crosses the State line between Kiowa and Cameron.
"GEO. A. DODD,
'' Captain Third Cavalry, in charge Central Strip."
"CAMP TROOP

. The sig1;1,als given were_ shots fired along the line; and, to prevent misunilerstandmg and false starts, white :flags were displayed from prominent points simultan ously with the firing.
:rhis arran~~ment (_which, owiD:g to the imm:-nse crowd, h_ad to be subsequently
sbghtlr mod1hecl), with explanation, was submitted to the lieutenant-colonel commanding, and recf:ivell his approbation.
On the 15th of September I received a paper signed by the leadinocitizens of
0
Caldwell containing the following:
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"Capt.

KANs., September 14, 1893,

DODD,

" Com1nandirig United States troops at Pond Creek, Okla. :

"Sm: We, the und rsigned citizen~ of Caldwell, Kans., an_d vfoinit~ b?ing desirous of seejncr a fair deal jn the opemng of the Cherokee Stnp, and w1shrng to see
'sooneri m' properly punjshed and the rights of the honest settlers protected, would
re pectfully petition and request you to keep a close watch upon the valleys and
timb r d and sheltered portions of Pond Creek, Polecat, and Osage creeks on the
morning of the opening, a:s we J:iave r~liable informatio_n that a g~eat number of
p r on contemplate enterrng smd tern~ory before t~e ti~e ?f op~m1;_g, :,n1 would
th reby c1 fraud many honest and deservmg persons of their nghts. '
·
At about the ame time, in an interview with the division superintendent (Mr.
Robbs ) of the bicago, Rock Island ~nd PacHie R~ilw3:y, ~ learn~d that the antborities of that road had reasons to believe that their prmc1pal unclges between here
ancl ald well would be bnrned or otherwise destroyed on the night of the 15th or
mornincr of the 16th of eptember, and requested that guards be furnished. I
therefor found myself in the dilemma of having one registration booth, 56 miles of
border, and at l ast three important railroad brid es to be guarded; an extens~ve
rich distri t likely to be seized upon by "sooners,9' to be scouted; two prospect1ve
town sites at which troops should be be kept; and, to do this, I bad forty-five available men.
In compliance with so much of y our letter of instruction as admonishes troop
commander to cooperate with and assist one another, I communieated with the
troop commanders who e districts adjoinefl mine on the east and west, respectiYely;
Capt. Hardi cheerfully rn ponded to this reqnest b y extending his line about 10
miles a twar<l, thus materially h elping me. I desire to express my appreciation of
this and oth r assistance rendered me by Capt. Hardie's troop. No other assistance
wa re eiv d.
The gnards for the three most important railroad bridges were furnished; the
territory re£ rred to in the paper sigued by the citizens of Uald well was thoroughly
scout cl during the aftcrno n anrl. night of the 15th and the morning of the 16th, and
detacbm nt were left a,t or near the prospective town sites.
An ncommisi;ioned officer, with a suitable detail, was placed in charge of each one
of the tarting di tricts. xcent the one at Cameron, which I took personal charge
of; and, to a.ch of the non mmiFisioned officers a sealed watch was sent, on the morning of the 16th, thes wat ·h having previously been set to the standarcl time,
se ur d at 'am ron by t •le graph.
ignals were given according to these watches,
aud I do not believ that there wa material devia tion along the entire line. By
riding n arly all f Frida~, night aud all of a,turda,y forenoon I was able, personally,
to vi it the most cl n ely <·1·owcle<l portions of tbr line a short time b efore the opening· and, by talking with the v eople at the points most ·rowded, not only concealed
th w aku . H of my g-narcl, but cans d t1-,c-m to form guards of their own in order to
in nr a fair tart; the com, quen e beincr that, so far as I can ascertain, there was
no false starting or br aki ng over the line at any point, and the start was considered
v ry satisfa ·tory by all. By or before midnight of the 16th my entire troop, except
th booth gnard wa concentrated at this point-t11oup:b to effect thi:'1 some of the
d 1achm nta had to ricl from 55 to 60 mile -after riding nea.rly all of Fri<l.ay night
ancl , 'atnrc1ay £ r noon.
Re£ rring to my own di trict, I am confident tlrnt it was practically free of'' sooners," all n ,Y pap r rc•port to the contrary notwith tandiug.
Tl1 p •opl
n th horclc>r w re praC'tically ignoraut of the number of solcliers
within the limits of th <li. trict; the roads and trails being so guarded as to result in
th arr<• t f about all who nter d or att mpted to cro s the trip, created tho
b li f th. t many mor troopH " re in the int nor than there really ,vas.
, iuee th op _nin~ I haY mad it a point to per.·oniilly investigate every alleged
ca of ' ooncr11;in ' and hav y t to find a bona :ficl <'a1-ie.
Tb :trrang r.n nt. at th _hooth. pr dntl?<l the po sibilit_y of th men on duty there
r ncl rmg ·crv1<· s rn con 1derat1011 of bnb , veu were they dispoHecl to do so; ancl
I ar foll ah. ainc>cl from doing m re than a ·ting a· guard and pr• crving ord r, in
OUJJ lian
with th •xpr s eel wiHl1 s of the ofliccr iu ·barcre of the hooth. The
ma t r f re~i. t rin~ wa c>ntirely in th hands of the office~·s appointed for that
dur.po
~rnl 1he mutter of arrangin~ the liues, orclPr of registration, etc., rc:-,tecl
entirely with th boo h offi<' u and. the people them Ives, troopi; only being n. l'Cl to
pre.- rve l'.der. pr v nt rnmani m and see that the pre. cribed rules an<l regulations
w r n t violate-cl.
~er w re 11<-itl_ior nit cl tat s marshals nor oth r ·ivil officers present; ancl
unrnr. al a 1 _fac-t10u wa.- Pxpr ·ed a. to the arrang m nt mad , a well a.- to ihe
d portm nt of th troop.
f 11 • •pte111 I <'r 22 I r C'Ci ,. cl oril r to retnrn to} ort Ril y, and mac1e nrrang m nt , · · rdi1wly · bu on th 26th of S ptemb r I r ceived telegraphi · orders
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directing me to remain here until further orden1, the revocation of my first order
being clue to a request from the citizens here to that effect.
.
I have supplie to include the 10th instant, after which date~ do not believe the~e
will be further necessity for the active service of troops at this place, ~hough their
presence would undoubtedly prevent trouble which is apparently brewmg.
The following condition of affairs exists:
.
. .
There are two competitive towns, 2½ miles apart; opposing factions exist m one of
these towns, which makes it highly desirable that a civil organization_ be effected
at an early date, or before the withdrawal of the troop. At the same time antagonistic feelings exist between the two towns and between one of the townsy,nd ~he
railway company. In one of the towns, Pond Creek, no permanent or effective
civil government has as yet been organized. It is generally conceded that the presence of troopA has been most beneficial in preserving order up to this time.
In the light of developments made subsequent to the opening of the Strip, as well
as in cons quence of the broadcast accusation of inefficiency, cupidity, and corruption on the part of troops on duty in the new Territory, I have deemed it not out
of place to make this report more comprehensive than would have been otherwise
nee •ssary, and to touch upon matters apparently of little importance under ordinary circumstances; and, in justice to my troop, I do not consider it inappropriate
to say that I have received only words of praise and commendation from the mass
of the people with whom they were thrown in contact, as to the manner in which
my men have deported themselves and performed their duty, especially when acting
aloHe ancl when thrown largely upon their personal responsibility, as they were
obliged to be in guarp.ing so large a district, and this notwithstandina- the fact that
large bribes were in many instances offered both noncommissioned officers and privates to induce them to disobey their orders and instructions.
I also consider it pr_or.er that the Department should.know that I am prepared to
refute any ?f the malicious charges so freely made agamst other troops if made to
apply to mme.
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
.
.
GEO. A. DODD,
Captain, Thwd Cavalry, Commanding Troop F.
Qwing to defective _mail s~rvice at this point a letter from Lieut. Col. D. Parker,
'.]'lnrteenth_ Infantry, mforJJ?-mg: me that he would not be in command after the 5th
1~stant, failed to reach me m time to admit of this report reachinohim previous t 0
0
bis departure from Fort Supply.
A copy of the report is therefore respectfully furnished to the Assistant AdJ'utantGenoral of the Department.
I'
GEO. A. DODD,
Captain, Thit'd Cavalry, Commanding Troop F.
JJ

F TROOP, THIRD CA VALRY,
Pond Creek, Okla., October 22, 1893.

CAMP
ASSISTANT AD,TUTA 'T-GENERAL,

Depcirtnient Missouri, Chicago, Ill.:
I have the honor to inclose herewith two a
h· h · •
•
bo advantageously used in connection with the iiv Pt!s ';- ic t' it is believed, may
conduct of troops prior to and during the openino- 0 ~\lea ~~n
be m~de as to the
Thes papers will show conclusive! the disin f
.
ero ee Strip.
e. peciall~· of the A11sociated Press-fu make a lalrnatwn_ on th~ part of the press~nlled outrnges !3'nd alleged misdemeanor of the tr and _imparti~l report of ~he ~orngn s. and anxiety to publish anything howev 0 ?PS_ m ,iues1,wn, and their willthe per onnol of the Army, only so it be ~cnsatio~r mslfm cent and prejudicial to
~re ti have caused these false and sensation 1 a1.
onorable Members of Conwhich the agents of the Associated Press ar a report~, for the origin of many of
:u11l on th m have based their demands fo e re~po_nsi?le, ~o be read to Congress
1
Con.r:-ress shonld be informed as to tho othe; s~~ O irigation: It is believed that
th I: ct that the Associated Press refuses to i e t t~ quest10n, notwithstandinocr at •11, hy ~vin~ <;;1rrency to its true phase. correc
e false impressions already
I am, sir, verv
· respectfully , your oueu·ien t servant,
GEO. A. DODD
Captain, Thfrd caJalrv.
II. Ex. 1-1~
IR:

t

n;
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OPENING OF THE CHEROKEE STRIP.
[First indorsement.]
HEADQUARTERS DEPARTMENT OF THE MISSOURI,

Chicago, October 24, 1893.
Respectfully forwarded to the Adjutant-General of the Army for the information
of the ecretary of War, in connection with report of Col. Heyl and Capt. Lee, forwarded from these headquarters on the 23d instant.
Attention iM especially invited to the inclosed letter of Capt. Dodd, with accompanying papers.
NELSON A. MILES,

Major- General, Commanding.
[Telegram.]
POND CREEK, OKLA., 9.45-10-13.
The citizens of Pond Creek in mass meeting passed strong resolutions highly complim ntary to the U. S. Army for the manly conduct of Capt. Dodd's troop; also
complimented United States officials in charge of booth at Caldwell and Cameron
prior and up to noon of September 16, 1893.
The resolutions emphatically emphasized the fact that there were no sooners in
the territory covered by Capt. Dodd's troop; also condemned sensational reports
sent out by newspaper correspondents.
JOHN W. NYCE.
A true copy:
GEO. A. DODD,
Captain Third Cavalry.

THE ASSOCIATED PRESS,

Kansas City, Mo., October 13.
Esq.,
Pond Creek, Okla.:
DEAR Srn: The inclo ed item is not of interest to the general public. We handle
news of g_eneral interest only. Kindly .bear this in mind in sending in your matter,
and re tnct yourself to only the most important news from the standpoint of the
Associated Press; always send your matter closely condensed, and should you have
a very sensational piece of news, state the matter to us by wire in a query, which
should be very brief, and embrace the important points of the item, and we will
then wire you how much to send. Never send a long item without first sending u.a
a. query concerning it.
Truly, yourb,
W. B. HOTCHKISS.
A true copy:
JOHN

W.

NYCE,

GEO. A. DODD,

Captain, Third Cavalry.
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